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Abstract
Recent attempts to utilise solid particles in combination with high pressure water sprays
has caused environmental and safety concern, in cleaning mineral and organic scale inside
the Oil and Gas Production Tubing. To increase cleaning performance only high pressure
aerated water sprays at high impact force instead should be used. Multi-nationals
petroleum companies are facing immense challenges in removing the scale due to the
decrease in cavitation bubbles along the production tubing when high pressure water
sprays are applied. This has also resulted in high maintenance costs and low productivity
of the ‘wells’ with multi billions pounds financial losses per annum. Currently scales are
removed using either aggressive chemicals (acids), complete replacement of the tubing, or
solid-liquid sprays which are both expensive and causes environmental concern. This
research demonstrated that the application of air-water combination (aerated sprays) are
the solution in complete removal of various scales in the production tubing without the use
of solid particles and the cavitation bubbles.
This novel experimental technique of scale removal utilised air concentration (or aeration)
in combination with high pressure flat fan sprays, of up to 10 MPa, at low flow rate (up to
12 l/min) with high impact pressure of approximately 0.15 MPa, in removing scale along
production tubing using a simulated aeration chamber. It was found that varying air
concentration from 3 to 12%, within the emulated chamber, improved scale erosion up to
28% higher than non-aerated technique. This enabled the mass of the scale to be removed
at the ‘stand-off distance’ of 25 mm relative to scale samples, irrespective of cavitation
bubble length suppression which is normally about 2 mm away from the atomiser orifice
exit, compared to non-aerated techniques (solids and water). Scale erosion was found to be
12.80g, 7.31 g, and 65.80 g at aerated conditions compared to non-aerated provision which
found to be 9.88g, 6.33g and 5.31 g, at the required liquid pressure 10 MPa, for the hard,
medium and soft scale samples that are typically found in oil production tubing.
Prior to scale removal trials sprays were characterised qualitatively and quantitatively
under the ambient conditions as well as inside the aerated simulated chamber. Air
velocities were found to be approximately 18m/s towards the water spray centre which
then decays to 3 m/s towards the spray periphery under ambient conditions using hot wire
anemometer. Moreover, the flat fan sprays were also characterised utilising Phase Doppler
Anemometry (PDA). It was found that the high pressure water liquid droplet velocities
were in the range of 75 to 117 m/s with droplet diameters of 55 to 81 µm (SMD) at flow
rates of 7.6 to 11.3 l/min at various stand-off distances of 25, 50 and 75mm, providing an
impact pressure of 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 MPa respectively.
Qualitatively cavitation bubble length was also estimated using high resolution imaging
techniques which were found to be between 1 to 2 mm from the atomiser exit orifice under
submerged conditions, at the stand-off distance ≤ 25 mm where the scale is normally
removed. Beyond this range (1-2 mm) where the cavitation bubbles are not present, that
are normally the benefactors to scale removal process, requires air concentration up to
xxiv

12%. This ensures that a complete removal of the mass of corresponding scales to be
achieved with varying chemical scale compositions. The air concentration is the ratio of
total mass of air within the simulated chamber to mass of the liquid sprays impacting
directly onto the scale samples.
The results of the experimental trials were used to validate the available CFD fluent
models with regards to spray dynamics, aerated air (velocities), cavitation bubble
generations and scale erosion (removal). The sensitivity analysis using the CFD modelling
gave close comparison with those obtained through experimental trials. Spray droplets size
and their velocities were found to be within ±10% compared to those obtained via
experimental findings. The aerated air velocities were also compared with the data
generated from CFD which were found to be approximately ±9%. Furthermore, the
cavitation bubble generation and the mass of the scale removed were found to vary within
±5% and ±7% respectively, when compared to the CFD data.
Finding emerged that the spray droplets especially at the centre undergoes acceleration
after primary breakup, which due to higher velocities resulting from the acceleration has
left the entrained-air particles behind, which is characterise with substantially low-pressure
region, giving rise to utilisation of the air-water interaction model. This could be another
approach in further understanding the break regions within the high pressure liquid sprays.
.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Preamble
Among oil and gas production challenges, scale formation along production tubing is
regarded as the difficult production challenges among upstream operations, with prominent
reported areas such as the largest oilfield in the world, Al Ghawar in Saudi Arabia [1], Gulf
of Mexico, North Sea and Canada among others, with high tendency to scale formation as a
result of gradual or sudden accumulation of mineral salts, which reduces flow cross sectional
area. This causes high pressure drop along the tubing which reduce the production rate to the
barest minimum if no urgent measure is taken, yearly, this results in millions of dollar
production lost. Therefore, continuous energy demand by the global community may suffer
sufficient drawback of supply if such issues are not timely addressed. Scale removal has
continued to attract production enhancement with several cases of revenue increase resulting
after the operation [2]. A case study of CaCO3 removed scale well in Indonesian Duri field,
built revenue by USD3.6 million within 90 days and a payback period of 18 days [3].While
the effect of scale can be instantaneous, with a case of North Sea Miller field, where scale
growth within 24 hours and halted production of 30,000 Barrels of Oil Per Day(BOPD) to
zero [4].However, cost implication of avoiding or removing scale runs into millions of dollars
per year, and the consequences of not attending to it cost even more. Indeed, gas production
wells have recently been reported scaling problems in the Middle East, consisting
predominantly Fe7S8 [1], causing deposits along the production tubing with decreasing
production and access difficulty. Other mineral scale types have also been a subject of
concern as the chemistries of formation and chemical contents of the reservoir fluid plays an
important role.

1.2 Scales in Oil production
With most of the reservoir formation made up of different salt types from origin, it become
practically clear that oil and gas, and scale resulting salts are naturally formed together in the
same reservoir environment, and therefore can never be isolated but rather, identifying the
optimum approach to minimizing their negative effects such as nucleation along perforations,
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valves, production tubing, casing, pumps and other down hole completion equipment is the
primary target. Indeed, different type of oil and gas reservoir are characterised with different
salts types as well as different fluids content, though, in most cases, the salts are associated
with the formation water as dissolved components at reservoir conditions. Consequently,
production processes which derive the oil and gas to the surface due to naturally driven
mechanism of pressure difference, results in substantial change of flowing properties, such as
temperature and pressure. These sometimes favour the formation of scales before reaching
the surface; which are not easily manipulated based on their manner of natural occurrence.
There has been continual development in routine control and monitoring mechanism, of the
flow along the production tubing, which can now easily be manipulated to achieve certain
production targets. Indeed, artificially induced reservoirs, which suffers decline in production
are now agitated to achieve increased production rate using water injection (mostly sea water
containing ions such as sulphates and carbonates ions etc.), these however may again suffer
water incompatibility problems with the produced water, resulting in the precipitation of
BaSO4, MgSO4 or CaSO4 types of scales. This simply confirm that scale problems in
production may not be found at early production days but rather with age of production in
some wells.
Therefore, a need to improve sustainability of processes leading to mitigation and control of
these scales cannot be overemphasized, despite the current chemical, mechanical as well as
the jetting techniques for scale removal, recent development in the oil and gas multi-national
companies have shown wider acceptance of using high pressure water sprays (jetting) [5],[6]
as a more promising technology for scale removal [1],[7],[8],[9]. However, most of the
current jetting techniques include a sterling beads(solid particles) along with the water jets
[10],[11],[12] which possess environmental concern of adding solids to the surface
equipment’s while removing mineral scale, increasing the pump sophistication due to
changes in density of the injecting water all in an effort to compensate cavitation erosion
decrease due to increasing depth. This requires alternative re-think and an opportunity for
further research.

1.3 Research problem statement
Application of high pressure water spray jet in the removal of mineral scale deposits along
production tubing has been adopted by several multi-national companies such Schlumberger,
Shell and Saudi Aramco in their various production fields in most cases, characterized by
2

decrease in production rates [10],[11],[12], which successfully removes scale at ambient
conditions at desired rate, however, the efficiency of the water jet has been reported to
undergo substantial decrease whenever the jet moves down the production tubing [11] due to
increase in ambient pressure at depth, causing lesser amount of the scale removing efficiency,
which is attributed to the suppression of cavitation.
The cavitation is a process in which liquid undergoes change in phase to vapour upon
decrease in pressure across the jetting atomizer equals to the vapour pressure of water,
leading to low erosion with less or no cavitation, has been viewed as the drawback of using
water jets alone. Consequently, solid particles (sterling beads) were sought to compensate for
the low performance. However, using a pump to deliver water mixed with solid suspension is
well known to require sophisticated pump design to deliver higher density suspension of solid
and liquid. The possible material damage that may affect the impeller off the pump, and
possibility of causing solid deposits along the production tubing itself and other down hole
equipment compelled necessary research work to investigate the possibility of enhancing the
jetting technique performance without necessarily adding the sterling beads. Although,
several attempts were made in the past to identified the basic factors affecting the cavitating
jet performance in the field of multi-phase flow for applications relating to hydraulic
machinery, drilling operations and mining, so far, the problem of diminishing cavitation
tendency with increasing depth require further research input and hence to crown it all,
enhancing the performance of the water spray jet using solid-free water jet along petroleum
production is liable to making key input both to the sustainability of using environmentally
friendly process and also cost-effective descaling technique. These has led to the
development of an integral idea of utilising an aerated chamber designed and developed in
Spray Research Group (SRG) laboratory to simulate petroleum production containing flat
fan nozzles suitable for high pressure cleaning [13][14] in order to answer vital research
questions which remained unanswered. These questions are:


Does an air concentration in aerated chamber led to the suppression of cavitation in
Flat-fan sprays?



What is the relationship between cavitation bubble length and the air concentration in
aerated chambers in Flat fan sprays?



Does the air concentration in the aerated chamber enhance the erosion performance?



Does the application of aerated chambers bring sustainability in the oil production as
well as the environment?
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Increasing global energy demand and consequent increase in oil prices is the driving force
for optimizing production operations as well as designing new technologies for achieving
energy security around the globe. Production rate from oil and gas wells may be hampered by
several operational challenges; one of the most common is scale build up around the
production tubing, pumps, perforations, valves, casing or down hole completion equipment,
resulting in reduced production rate to even zero sometimes.

Several attempts are in practice for scale removal, among them are the mechanical techniques
which uses an impinging mechanical forces for vibrating and loosening the scales from the
production tube, however degradation or deteriorating effect on the tubing itself has been a
major setback. Other technique involves using acids for dissolving the scales, and indeed,
corrosion nature of acids and its environmental hazards to personnel and the tubing itself
cannot be neglected.

1.4 Research contributions


Enhancing the erosional performance in descaling oil wells through aeration
techniques utilising high pressure flat fan atomizers.



Providing for the first time, quantitative and qualitative knowledge data base with
respect to the entrained-air behaviour in relation to cavitation bubble generation,
stand-off distance (the distance from the atomiser to the scale target) for bubble
collapse and erosion mechanism in removing scale in oil and gas production.

1.5 Research Aim


To study the mechanism of scale erosion attributed to high pressure, high impact
aerated flat fan atomizers.



To establish scale erosion performance in relation to cavitation erosion at realistic
‘well’ depth in the simulated aerated chamber, and



To validate experimental data using CFD models
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1.6 Research Objectives
The cardinal objective of this research work is to utilise aerated chamber for the removal of
mineral scale along oil production tubing using high pressure flat fan nozzles with the
following specific goals:


To investigate the parametric effects of spray dynamics (i.e. droplet velocity, size, and
flow rate) in relation to impact pressure, air concentration, cavitation and erosion.



To measure the mass of scale eroded at varying air concentration using aerated
chamber.



To develop corresponding CFD models for the validation of experimental results
obtained in spray characterisation, cavitation, and scale erosion.

1.7 Structure of the Research Thesis
The thesis is arranged in chapter forms, with each chapter providing the set of information
and actions performed as contained in the research work as follows:

Chapter 1: Introduction
The chapter introduces the concept of scale formation along production tubing as a major oil
and gas production problem, and then provide a brief description of the existing technologies
for treating scale formation, their advantages and disadvantages of such methods. Developing
a research approach to enhancing the performance high pressure water sprays using simulated
aerated chamber. Research contributions, aims and objectives are also provided.

Chapter 2: Scale formation and removal in oil and gas production
The chapter provides the fundamentals of scales formation including its chemistries and
factors favouring the formation of the scale, with typical examples of case studies in different
oil and gas fields across the globe, as well as cost implications and investments in tackling
the problem. The chapter then provides the different types of scales and their formations, as
well as detailed descriptions of the technologies involved in their removal with emphasis to
challenges, success and way forward.
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Chapter 3: Spray cleaning using high pressure water jets
This chapter selected the use of high pressure water sprays as the most sustainable approach
to scale removal, with emphasis on the disadvantage of using solid particles along water jets.
Subsequent solution of aerated high pressure sprays was selected to replace the currently used
solid and water combination for environmental sustainability and safeguarding the integrity
of the production tubing. Flow behaviour and characterisation of spray systems is provided
with emphasis on high pressure atomizer applicable for cleaning purposes. Fundamental
parameters such as droplet velocities, droplet sizes, impact forces and their effects on the
entrained air were to be described. Various attempts by researchers and companies explained
based on their atomizer types and operating conditions with arguments on the effect of
cavitation phenomena and how it occurs along the water jets with detailed description of the
effect of the surrounding air unto the jets and the walls of the surroundings.

Chapter 4: Experimental set up
The chapter covers the detailed experimental set up, description and design involved based on
the previous chapter(s) and set up sketches, drawings, fabrication and assemblies of the
various test rigs, with each set up interdependencies and necessity explained. The chapter
covers the following experimental test conducted: Entrained air velocities measurement
around a flat-fan atomizer at various pressures axially and radially; Phase Doppler
Anemometry (PDA) for the characterization of the flat-fan nozzle at the same pressure
entrained-air velocities were measured as intended in this experiments with the choice and
operating conditions explained; the impact force measurement test rig conducted for the force
distribution along the flat fan width; and the design of the high pressure air chamber for the
descale test involving the ambient and pressurized chamber.

Chapter 5: Results and Discussion
The chapter discusses the results obtained from the various tests conducted in Chapter 4, with
emphasis to the relevance of the results and findings made from it. Comparison was made to
recent applications in the industries with emphasis on how the current research findings can
lead to more environmentally friendly descaling operations in oil and gas processes.
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Chapter 6: Spray Jet Break up, Cavitation and Erosion using Computational
Fluid Dynamics
The chapter discusses the applications and relevance of CFD modelling in the analysis of the
spray jet behaviour including the various models involved, domain and benefit of CFD
simulation to the subject area in which experimental findings were bound to be limited.

Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Works
The chapter provides conclusions of the findings made from the research and benefits of the
findings by establishing the knowledge data base for the oil and gas industry applications.
Research gaps were also identified which could potentially be in the area of spray cleaning.
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Chapter 2
Scale Formation in Oil and Gas Production

2.1 Overview
Formation of mineral scale deposit along oil and gas production tubing due to interactions of
ions originating principally from incompatible water source occurring usually in wells
adopting water injection method [15] has continue to be a challenge to the petroleum
production experts. Considering the necessity to maintain the production rate as well as water
injection [16] to achieve economic benefits from the hydrocarbon wells, scale formation are
managed throughout the life of such wells in terms of its chemistries of scale formation. The
engineering principles for the fields as well as completion systems adopted in the specific
well. Scale usually result due to interactions of ions in incompatible water, ordinarily two set
of water said to be incompatible upon generating a precipitation on reacting chemically with
each other, other scales may be formed due to outgassing, during production enhancement
using sea water.
However, the major factor attributed to scale precipitation is primarily temperature or
pressure variation(or fluctuation), PH shifting, outgassing

and

water incompatibility,

although, several produced water that have attained oversaturation with specified condition
and scale-prone did not form scale [11]. It is therefore necessary to highlight that scale
formation requires a necessary growth from its solution with the formation of less stable
atoms. Further growth to form clusters from the atoms is caused by fluctuation in ionic
equilibrium. Sea water is known to contain substantial amount of such ions as SO42-, with low
concentration of Ca2+, Ba2+, or Sr2+ are frequently used by offshore production companies for
the water re-injection, on the other hand, formation water from production wells contains
more Ca2+, Ba2+, or Sr2+ than the SO42-, whenever disposal water mixes with injection sea
water, insoluble clusters may result.
Oil and gas production is mostly accompanied with produced water, which due to flow
behaviour loses pressure and temperature along the production tubing, resulting in the release
of gases such as CO2 and subsequent PH shift (increase) of the produced water and calcium
carbonate precipitation[11].Flow restriction caused by mineral scale can be a main source of
formation damage[17],[18].
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2.2 Scale Formation in Oil and Gas Production
Scale formation along production of oil and gas has water as a major factor, reservoirs most
often contains waters, which as a general solvent can be rich in salts as a scale components,
usually rich in various cations, as deep subsurface water derived salts components as a result
of contacts with minerals found in sedimentary regime; water found in carbonates or calcitecemented sandstones reservoirs are rich in Ca2+, and Mg2+, also sandstones contains Ba2+ and
Sr2+cations, though composition of dissolved minerals may vary mineral digenesis and other
alterations along the reservoir, a typical quoted total dissolved solids up to 400 mg/L in some
reservoirs [11]. Unavoidable use of sea water with high concentrations of ions such as SO42as a by-product of marine life and water evaporation; for production enhancement and
pressure maintenance especially in offshore located wells, commingling with produced water
associated with minerals from sedimentary rocks causing precipitation of scale which reduces
the surface area of flow as shown in Fig. 2.1. causing adverse decrease in production as well
as injection rates leading to costly downtime for removal [16], thus, becoming a serious
challenge to the supply chain.

Production tubing
pipe

Mineral scale
layer

Figure 2.1 Scale formation along production tubing
However, [19] propose three mechanisms for the formation of mineral scale in oilfield as


Reduction in solubility due to decrease in pressure or temperature increase,



Precipitation due to mixing of incompatible water( usually formation water carries
Ca2+, Ba2+ and the sea water rich in SO42 resulting in BaSO4), and



Evaporation of Brine leading to increased concentration above the solubility range.

Consequences of scale formation may lead to well productivity damage in terms of
permeability depreciation, and hence plug production tubing and other sub-surface equipment
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which may eventually lead to safety hazard[20],[21]. However, it becomes necessary to
access such production problems to enable their remediation.

2.3 Industrial Scale Problems
Several cases of reports from industrial experts has continue to show prevalence of scale
formation during production with the Iranian carbonate scale offshore field under water
injection [21], the Gyda field located in the north-eastern around the Norwegian continental
shelf of the North Sea[19], Miano gas field located about 350 km north of Karachi, Pakistan,
which exhibited sudden production decline associated with water influx, gas permeability
decline and flow decrease along the production tubing due to carbonate deposit [22].Scale of
Iron was also reported in the world largest oil field Al-Ghawar, spanning 225 km in length
with 30km width, its FeS scale present in this gas field was known to depend on mineralogy
of the formation, the gas type produced, the produced water, practices of completion as well
as gas flowing conditions [1], the Alba field located in the UK continental shelf [23], upper
Zakum field in Abu-Dhabi, accounted as the 4th largest identified in the world [2] other fields
reported include Siri field where Sulphate and carbonate scale were found [24], with several
others unaccounted for in this research, could cause a drastic decrease in productivity such as
that found in Miller field of North Sea with a production from 30,000bopd to Zero within 24
hours [11]. The formation of scale is one of the most challenging issues that have to be dealt
with in oilfields on a day to day basis. However certain engineers have been able to tackle the
problem head on and this might be because those engineers have an opportunity to see
physically or actually inspect scale samples or the fact that most scale deposits are located
outside the well are visible oil bearing formations. Scale formation builds up gradually and
eventually would result in the blockage of production tubing from the reservoir to the surface.
Results gathered from field data shows that scales tend to occur during and after water
injection operations not only inside the inner surface of facilities, but also form the well-head
down to the bottom of the well-bore and even to the reservoir in the order as (i) Injector wellbore, (ii) Near the injection well-bottom hole, (iii) Within the reservoir, (iv) At the skin of the
producer well, (v) In the producer wellbore and finally, (vi) At the surface facilities.
Scale formed in in the injection well pipe is usually produced as injected water from the
surface brings dissolved minerals, like seawater does. A temperature change along the
injection well causes the precipitation of the minerals. Scale formed in the reservoir and
bottom hole is more as a result of the mixing of two incompatible waters rather than
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temperature changes. The scale that is formed in the skin of well production is because a well
shutdown gets filled with water and then reacts with water from the reservoir to form scale.
Temperature changes as the flow goes up a production tubing is the main cause of scale
formation in the tubing, but a variation in pressure resulting in liquid and gas phase
compositional changes is another reason. A pressure change results in change in pH of water
due to the liberation of CO2 from the water [25].
The formation of scales can occur in many parts along water paths from the water injector
well through a production well until surface equipment as shown in Fig. 2.2 indicating the
several surface and subsurface valves liable to be affected by scale formation.

Figure 2.2 Oil production assembly profile [26]
Due to the changes that take place with the temperature and pressure in oil and gas reservoirs
during production, it is possible to have organic scales like paraffin waxes and asphaltenes
being deposited outside the crude oil plugging the formation in the process. The solidification
of CaCO3 and BaSO4 may also take place to block the paths of flow.
Scales are formed by the development of unstable clusters of atoms known as seed crystals in
a process termed homogenous nucleation. The clustering of these atoms is usually triggered
11

by fluctuations in the equilibrium concentrations of the ions in solutions that are
supersaturated. These atoms grow by ions being adsorbed onto imperfect surfaces of the
crystals extending the crystal size in the process. It can be shown that large crystals favour
continuing crystal growth, and there is the likelihood of small crystal seeds disintegrating.
Therefore, for a large enough degree of super-saturation, seed crystal formation would
encourage an increase in scale growth. This means therefore that the seed crystals act as a
catalyst for the formation of scale.
Unfortunately, water-flooding operations have been designed without a proper knowledge of
the level of damage due in formation and wellbore that is caused by the deposition of scale
and hence no proper scale risk assessments were carried out. In contrast, each scale type
differ in its chemistry of formation as well as its mitigation methods, which then necessitate
understanding the formation process of the various types prior to outlining its cleaning or
inhibition options.

2.4 Sources and Types of Mineral Scale in Oil Production
2.4.1 Chemistry of scale formation
Scale precipitation occurs due to mixing of brine which are incompatible or changes in the
physical conditions include temperature, pressure, or pH [27]. The precipitation of solids
from brines that are present in production flow systems and reservoir results in the formation
of mineral crystalline deposits known as oilfield scales. Variation in the ionic products and
composition, pressure, temperature as well as PH of the brine are the key driving force for the
precipitation of these mineral scales [28].
The factors variation as classified and cited by[28] are into three main methods:
(a) Pressure or temperature decrease which leads to the decrease in the ionic solubility of
the salt ( this leading mostly to the precipitation of the carbonate scales like CaCO3)

Ca( HCO3 ) 2  CaCO3( s )  CO2( g )  H 2 O(l )

(2.1)

(b) Mixing of two incompatible brines such as a mixture of sea water which is rich in
sulphate compounds with formation water which is rich in cations like barium,
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calcium and strontium leads to the precipitation of sulphate scales such as barium
sulphate(BaSO4)

Ba (2aq ) (or _ Sr 2 _ or _ Ca 2 )  SO42(aq)  BaSO4 (or _ SrSO4 _ or _ CaSO4 )

(2.2)

(c) Evaporation of brine which results in an increase in salt concentration above the limit
of solubility resulting in salt precipitation ( this occurs mainly in High Pressure/High
Temperature gas wells as a result of the mixture of dry gas streams with low rate
brine stream leading to the dehydration and precipitation of sodium chloride NaCl).

Scale formation builds up gradually and eventually would result in the blockage of
production tubing from the reservoir to the surface. Results gathered from field data shows
that scales tend to occur during and after water injection operations not only inside the inner
surface of facilities, but also from the well-head down to the bottom of the well-bore and
even to the reservoir. Scale formed in the injection well pipe usually occurs as injected water
from the surface brings dissolved minerals, like seawater does. A temperature change along
the injection well causes the precipitation of the minerals. Scale formed in the reservoir and
bottom hole is more as a result of the mixing of two incompatible waters rather than
temperature changes [29]. The scale that is formed in the skin of well production is because a
well shutdown gets filled with water and then reacts with water from the reservoir to form
scale.
Temperature changes as the flow goes up a production tubing is the main cause of scale
formation in the tubing, but a variation in pressure resulting in liquid and gas phase
compositional changes is another reason. A pressure change results in change in pH of water
due to the liberation of CO2 from the water [30]
The formation of scales can occur in many parts along water paths from the water injector
well through a production well to the surface equipment. Due to the changes that take place
with the temperature and pressure in oil and gas reservoirs during production, it is possible to
have organic scales like paraffin waxes and asphaltenes being deposited outside the crude oil
plugging the formation in the process. The precipitation of calcium carbonate and barium
sulphate may also take place to block the paths of flow.
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Scales are formed by the development of unstable clusters of atoms known as seed crystals in
a process termed homogenous nucleation [31]. The clustering of these atoms is usually
triggered by fluctuations of the equilibrium concentrations of the ions in solutions that are
supersaturated. These atoms grow by ions being adsorbed onto imperfect surfaces of the
crystals extending the crystal size in the process. It can be shown that large crystals favour
continuing crystal growth, and there is the likelihood of small crystal seeds disintegrating.
Therefore, for a large enough degree of super-saturation, seed crystal formation would
encourage an increase in scale growth. This means therefore that the seed crystals act as a
catalyst for the formation of scale.
Sometimes, possibilities exist of non-scale formation despite the produced waters that are
oversaturated and scale prone with. The driving force resulting in scale formation could be
change in pressure, temperature, or pH shift, out-gassing or contact between incompatible
waters, for scale to form it must grow out of solution. Firstly, a fluid that is saturated forms
unstable clusters of atoms in a process known as homogeneous nucleation. A local fluctuation
in the equilibrium ionic concentration in supersaturated solutions causes atoms to cluster
forming seed crystals [11]. These seed crystals become larger as ions are adsorbed onto
defects on the surface of the crystals thereby extending the size of the crystal. The seed
crystal grows by energy that is driven by a decrease in surface free energy of the crystal. This
free energy experiences a decrease rapidly as radius increases after a critical radius might
have been exceeded. The implication of this is that large crystals are favourable to continuous
growth while smaller seed crystals may dissolve again. Therefore, given a degree of
saturation that is large enough, seed crystal formation will result in the growth of scale
deposits. The seed crystals act as catalyst for scale formation.
Also, crystal growth is likely to be initiated on a pre-existing fluid-boundary surface [32], in a
process referred to as Heterogeneous nucleation. Heterogeneous nucleation sites include
defects on the pipe surface such as roughness or perforations in liners or joint seams in
production tubing or pipelines. Scale deposition can also be catalysed by high degree of
turbulence. The accumulation of scale occurs at the bubble point pressure of the flow system
[31]. This gives a clear understanding of the reason why scale is deposited rapidly on
downhole completion equipment
The existence of solid particles along the production tubing’s, pipelines, or even surface
facilities has been a great source of flow assurance concern to the oil production operations,
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with the solid types classified into two broad classes as organic, comprising of asphaltenes,
wax and soaps and the inorganic containing mineral salts such as CaCO3 and BaSO4
generally termed as scales [33]. Although emphasis will be given to the scale as the harder
solid type threatening production, which its precipitation occurs anytime there is the
interaction of ions of incompatible salts, or changes in the physical conditions such as
Temperature, PH or pressure [27]. The precipitation of salts from brines that is present in
production flow systems and reservoir results in the formation of inorganic crystalline
deposits known as oilfield scales. Changes in the ionic composition, pH, pressure and
temperature of the brine are the driving force for the precipitation of these scales.
The scale precipitated in most oilfields has water as the basic reason why they are formed.
This is so because scale will only be formed if water is produced from the well. Water is
generally a very good solvent and hence can carry with it large amounts of minerals that can
cause scaling. When natural waters come in contact with mineral phases in natural
environments, certain mineral components are dissolved and carried by these waters. This
results in formation of complex fluids which are rich in ions, some of which are close to the
limits of saturation for certain mineral phases. Seawater for example is rich in ions that are
by-products of marine life and water evaporation, while the water in the ground and near
surface are chemically different from those associated with oil and gas wells. As sedimentary
minerals are altered, deep subsurface water becomes enriched with ions. For example,
carbonate and calcite-cemented sandstone reservoirs have a high concentration of divalent
calcium (Ca2+) as well as magnesium (Mg2+) cations, while sandstone formations contain
barium sulphate (Ba2+) and Strontium (Sr2+) cations.
The total dissolved solids can be as high as 400g/L (3.34ppg)[11], but the exact composition
would depend on the digenesis of the mineral and other alterations that occurred as reservoir
fluids flowed and mixed over time.
When the natural state of any fluid is altered such that solubility limits for components are
exceeded, scale formation begins. The solubility’s of these minerals have a dependence on
temperature and pressure that is rather complex, so an increase in temperature will result in
an increase in water solubility of a mineral. That is to say that more ions are dissolved at
higher temperatures. A decrease in pressure on the other hand tends to result in a decrease in
mineral solubility’s and as such a rule of thumb has been developed that states that solubility
of most minerals decreases by a factor of two for every pressure decrease of 7000 psi
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(48MPa)[11]. Calcium carbonate is one of the minerals that does not conform to this rule and
tends to show an increasing solubility in water as temperature reduces [11]
Scale is deposited in subsurface and surface oil and gas production equipment and this is a
serious challenge that affects water injection systems of oilfields. Scale plugs the oilproduction matrix or fractures and perforated intervals blocking oil and gas production in the
process. It could also cause the blockage of production lines, equipment and impair the flow
of fluids. The effects would include failure of production equipment, emergency shutdowns,
increase in maintenance cost of equipment and a huge decrease in the production efficiency.
Equipment failure would also result in safety concern. Scale can also be deposited from water
type as a result of the super-saturation with scale forming salts due to changes in the physical
conditions which the water exists. When two incompatible waters mix together and reach
super-saturation point, scale can also be deposited [28].

2.4.2 Oilfield Scale Types
The Oilfield scale that are commonly encountered in the oil and gas operations

are

numerous considering the variety of combinations of ions possibly found around the field
itself or injected as part of the production enhancement techniques. These scales include
sulphate compounds such as calcium sulphate (anhydrite, gypsum), barium sulphate (barite),
and strontium sulphate (celestite) as well as calcium carbonate. Other scale types reported
include

compounds

of

iron

such

as

iron

oxides,

iron

carbonate

and

iron

sulphides[28][34].Among the scale types, commonest ones are provided in the next section.
2.4.2.1 Calcium Carbonate Scale

Calcium carbonate popularly known as calcite scale is found frequently in oilfield operations
due to wide availability of limestone regions [35]. Other crystalline forms of calcium
carbonate include Aragonite and Vaterite but calcite which shows the greatest stability in
terms of strength especially for oilfield scenarios and as a result is the most common type of
calcium carbonate scale that is encountered during production operations. Calcium carbonate
scales are deposited as a result of the precipitation of calcium carbonate as demonstrated by
the Eq. 2.3
2

Ca( aq)  CO32(aq)  CaCO3( s )
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(2.3)

It is also possible to have calcium carbonate scale formed as a result of the combination of
bicarbonate ions and calcium, and this is the primary reason why calcium carbonate scales
are deposited in oilfield operations. Small amount of ions from bicarbonate dissociate at the
pH values corresponding to most injection wells to form H+ and CO32- [24], which is shown
in Fig. 2.3 after precipitation [35]

CaCO3 precipitate

Figure 2.3 Precipitation of CaCO3 in bulk [35]
Calcium carbonate scale is deposited on majority of subsurface as well as surface production,
causing facilities in oilfields to have an operational problems in the process. The initial
dissolution of carbonate-scale-forming component is as a result of the super-saturation of the
formation water with calcium carbonate due to a pressure drop during production.
According to [19], when the connate or aquifer water transitting through the bubble point,
leading to the evolution of carbon dioxide, carbonate scale is formed. The evolution of
carbon dioxide results in a decline in the solubility with respect to the carbonate, and a
precipitate with divalent ions such as iron and calcium is formed as outlined by the Eq 2.4

Ca( HCO3 ) 2  CaCO3( S )  CO2( g )  H 2 O( g )

(2.4)

Before an oil reservoir is produced, different fluids (oil, brine and gas in some cases) coexist
under a set of thermodynamic conditions. These include Temperature, Pressure, Amount and
Volume. If the correct values of three out of these four variables are known, then the other
variable can be calculated along with other thermodynamic parameters and equilibrium.
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Calcium carbonate precipitation stems from CO2 and Ca2+ ions dissolved in brine during the
production process of the fluids in the field. On the other hand, under static or non-flowing
conditions (reservoir conditions), it can be assumed that the entire fluid system is in
thermodynamic equilibrium. CaCO3 precipitation

caused due to the loss of CO2 from

formation water produced in the pre-seawater breakthrough period can be observed. It is not
difficult to control CaCO3 scale precipitation by the use of scale inhibitors or acid removal,
although precipitation of the salt could have been done prior to water injection, however,
being water injection process is usually performed in offshore injections where feasibility of
crystallization can be difficult considering the large quantity of salty water from sea water
utilised; and the weight and space requirement for such operations resulting in huge financial
implications. A continuous pressure drop leads to degassing of the carbon dioxide resulting in
an elevation of the pH in the produced water and calcium carbonate precipitation [28].
The solubility of calcium carbonate depends on various factors and these include:
(i)

Effect of carbon dioxide partial pressure – carbonate scales do not require just the
effect of temperature, pressure, as well as water composition for their prediction.
Knowledge of the chemical reactions between brine and CO2 in the gas phase is
very important. Many reservoirs are made up of carbonate mineral cements as
well as carbon dioxide and as a result, the formation water is saturated with
calcium carbonate at reservoir conditions which could have temperatures as high
as 200oC and pressure up to 30Mpa. CO2

coming

in contact with water

dissolving to form carbonic acid as illustrated by the Eq. 2.5

CO 2( g )  H 2 O(l )  H 2 CO3( aq)

(2.5)

H 2 CO3( aq)  H (aq)  HCO3( aq)

(2.6)

HCO3  CO32  H 

(2.7)

The equation above shows that acid carbon dioxide comes in contact with water dissolving to
form carbonic acid and this acid is ionised to form H+ and CO32- ion. It can be seen that the
second ionisation constant of the carbonic acid is much smaller than the first ionisation
constant and hence bicarbonate ions greatly outnumber the carbonate ions that are present.
Calcium carbonate in the dissolved state is believed to exist as calcium ions and bicarbonate
ions. The precipitation of calcium carbonate can therefore be expressed in Eq 2.8
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Ca ( aq)

2

 2HCO32(aq)  Ca( HCO3 ) 2( aq)  H 2 O( aq)  CO2( g )  CaCO3( g )

(2.8)

By increasing the carbon dioxide concentration, more calcium bicarbonate is formed. A
decrease in the carbon dioxide content in this system in equilibrium will result in the
formation of calcium carbonate. Based on this, it can be deduced that the calcium carbonate’s
solubility is mainly affected by the CO2 content of the water[36].
2.4.2.2 Calcium Sulphate (CaSO4)

Calcium sulphate scales are crystalline deposits that are attracted to many surfaces. They are
contains principally ions of calcium and sulphate and may also contain traces of many other
ions, when they are deposited from complex poly-metallic solutions. Calcium sulphate scales
are co-precipitated with strontium sulphates and can form solid solutions together. Also, it
may contain trace amounts of rust, silt or wax if precipitated from oilfield fluids [28].
Calcium sulphate occurs regularly as one of three different phases. The most common phase
is Gypsum which forms at relatively low temperatures. At temperatures above 100oC,
anhydrite (CaSO4) is formed which is the stable phase. However, at temperatures above
100oC hemihydrate is formed particularly in laminar systems and in high-ionic product brines
[37].
A pressure drop is the cause of deposition for gypsum or anhydrite in downhole conditions.
This also has a greater effect than temperature as cited in. Depending on ionic strength or
temperature, these compounds may be stable and have decreasing solubilities as temperature
increases [24]. Calcium sulphate is one of the major scales in the oil and gas industry which
cause severe flow problems as well as formation damage issues. The most difficult oilfield
scale to remove is gypsum. This is due to its low solubility in water at 25oC. Increase in
temperatures, causes more insolubility in water as low as 1.69 kg in 1 m3 of water at 90oC.
Other factors that affect the solubility of gypsum include the solution pH value and pressure.
Generally, calcium sulphate scale is more soluble at low pH values and high pressures [38].
The precipitation of calcium sulphate scale has been reported in many publications to occur
during operations in different oilfields such as water injection. The chemical incompatibility
of two mixing fluids is the main reason for calcium sulphate scale formation. For instance,
when injected seawater which is high in sulphate ions is mixed with formation water with
characteristic high calcium ions, then calcium sulphate scale would be precipitated whenever
its solubility limit is exceeded.
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Also, it was observed that the acidizing treatment of limestone/dolomite in Dagan and
Kangan formations could result in calcium sulphate formation. This was attributed to a rise in
pH value of the solution. At the initial stage, calcium sulphate scale is soluble in life acid
solutions, but as the solution’s pH level increases, it is re-precipitated. Calcium sulphate or
gypsum scaling can be expressed by the Eq. 2.9:

Ca (2aq )  SO(2aq ) 4  2H 2 O(l )  CaSO4 .2H 2 O( S )

(2.9)

According to [19] cited by [28], cases where water injection (seawater, aquifer, river or
produced water) is used for maintenance and sweep, the mixing of brines that are
incompatible could lead to sulphate scale formation when the injection water contains
sulphate ions.
Solubility and precipitation of Calcium Sulphate
The factors that could affect the precipitation of scale include super saturation, temperature,
pressure, ionic strength, evaporation, agitation, contact time and pH.


Effect of Temperature and Pressure

The solubility of gypsum increases with temperature up to 40oC and then decreases with
temperature. Also, anhydrite is less soluble than gypsum so as a result, anhydrite is the
preferred form of calcium sulphate scale in hotter and deeper wells. It is difficult to predict
what form of calcium sulphate would be precipitated from solution under a given set of
conditions. At temperatures above 40oC, anhydrite will be precipitated ahead of gypsum. This
is the case because it has a lower solubility. Gypsum on the other hand may be found at
temperatures up to 100oC at temperatures above 100oC, anhydrite would be precipitated
directly from solution, but in time gypsum can be dehydrated to form anhydrite [21]
Investigation made by [35] restates that the solubility of calcium sulphate in water increases
with pressure. This is because when scale is dissolved in water as shown ionically in Eq.
2.10, a decrease occurs in the total volume of the system.

CaSO4( s )  H 2 O  Ca (2aq )  SO4 (2aq
)  H 2 O( l )

(2.10)

A drop in pressure could result in calcium scale formation in production wells and near the
wellbore, this can create scale deposit both in the formation as well as the piping.
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Effect of Ionic Strength

Calcium sulphate solubility is greatly affected by ions concentration.
2.4.2.3 Barium Sulphate Scale (BaSO4)

Barium sulphate scale could have various sources and compositions and can also be formed
by different factors which include i) Changes in temperature, (ii) Changes in pressure, (iii)
Changes in salinity, (iv) Changes in pH, (v) Mixing of two or more waters of different
composition. Barium sulphate scale shown in Fig. 2.4, is responsible for problems in oilfields
such as, (i) Clogging of valves, flow lines and other surface installations which require
expensive cleaning treatment as well as inhibitor injection continuously inside the production
completions, (ii) Drop in oil production due to restrictions that are formed in the production
tubing, which leads to loss of millions of dollars in production, (iii)Health and safety
concerns as a result of radioactive waste disposal.

Reduced flow area
BaSO4 scale deposit
Tubing

Figure 2.4 Barium sulphate scale inside production tubing [39]

Barium scale is formed mainly because of the mixing of seawater used as injection water, and
formation water. Seawater which is frequently used for injection into reservoirs during
secondary or enhanced recovery water flooding operations is rich in ions that are by-products
of water evaporation and marine life. Typically, seawater is rich in SO42- anions having
concentrations above 2000mg/L (about 0.02ppg). On the other hand, ground water and water
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in near-surface environments are often dilute and different chemically from deep subsurface
water associated with gas and oil.
The alteration of sedimentary minerals results in the enrichment of deep subsurface waters
with ions. Barium (Ba2+) and strontium (Sr2+) cations are contained in sandstone formations.
Barium sulphate scales begin to precipitate when the state of any natural fluid is perturb until
the solubility limit for one or more of the components is exceeded. Barium sulphate
formation is based on the Eq. 2.11 indicating the sources of the ionic constituent components:

Ba (2aq ) formation_ water  SO4 24(aq) sea _ water  BaSO4( s )

(2.11)

Barium sulphate solubility increases by a factor of two for temperature ranging between 25 to
100oC and decreases by the same magnitude when temperature is nearly 200 oC [40]. Barium
sulphate scale is the most insoluble that can be precipitated from oilfield waters. This results
in the formation of hard scale which is extremely difficult to remove. At surface conditions,
its solubility is less than that of calcium sulphate by a thousand times. It is easy to predict as
its precipitation depends on; salt content, temperature or pressure drop. The treatment of
barium sulphate scales should focus on prevention mainly through the use of scale-control
chemicals as removal by conventional methods is very difficult [28]. Seawater is used often
during work overs or formation flooding and it contains a significant amount of barium ions.
The mixing of the seawater and formation waters is a common cause of barium sulphate scale
formation and represents a risk of subsequent formation and wellbore damage caused by the
barium sulphate deposition. The treatment of BaSO4 scale must be focused particularly on
prevention by the use of scale-control chemicals. The severity of scaling is determined by the
rate of scaling and efficiency of the chemical inhibitors.
2.4.2.5 Strontium Sulphate Scale (SrSO4)

Strontium sulphate scales until very recently appeared in oil fields in the presence of Barium
sulphate scale. Several production wells around the world have observed the precipitation of
almost pure strontium sulphate scale. It is formed primarily as a result of the comingling of
waters, producing water that is supersaturated with SrSO4 .Strontium sulphate scale behaves
like barium sulphate scale only differing by the fact that barium sulphate is more soluble
under the same conditions. They are also often precipitated along with barium sulphate
scales. The solubility of strontium sulphate scales play important roles in various disciplines
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cutting across many disciplines in science and engineering. An example is the formation of
strontium scale in oil and/or geothermal fields as shown in Fig. 2.5, which are accompanied
frequently by other sulphate or alkaline earth metals [28].
Investigation conducted for the scale formation attributed to water injection processes [41] as
a result of mixing of incompatible water sand thermodynamic conditions. Results showed
that at ambient conditions, strontium sulphate scale was formed and verified by the use of
software modelling. A study for the formation of barium and strontium sulphate scales at
70oC in a porous media under the influence of flow in static bulk solutions was carried out.
The results showed that (Ba, Sr)SO4 solid-solution scale precipitated in porous media was
initiated from heterogeneous nucleation followed by rapid scaling, ion precipitation and
crystal growth. Less strontium sulphate scale was precipitated as compared to barium
sulphate [42].

SrSO4 scale

Figure 2.5 Typical SrSO4 Scale Depositions [43]
Strontium sulphate scale (SrSO4) is the predominant scale type found in UZ field. It was
discovered that Strontium sulphate scale is deposited gradually when the concentration of sea
water is between 20 -80% in produced fluid. The saturation index gives an indication of how
many times over the solubility level the scale is, and gives an idea of the kinetic driving force
behind the deposition especially during removal shown in Fig. 2.6. A value greater than unity
one shows that the super-saturation of the mineral in that particular brine and likely to deposit
scale. The greater the value, the more rapidly the scale is likely to be deposited [2]. Fluid
boundary surfaces that are pre-existing also tend to initiate the growth of crystals.
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Figure 2.6 Scale in Production Tubing [ 3]

The work done by [44] cited by [45] reported that scale begins to form when the limit of
solubility of one or more of the components has been exceeded. Minerals solubility has been
shown to have a dependence on temperature and pressure that is complex. The change in
temperature and pressure, outgassing, shift in pH, or the contact of incompatible waters
causes the precipitation of minerals. Evidence of the existence of scale can be seen as scale
samples or X-ray evidence from core analysis, chemical modelling, as well as wellhead
parameter all give an indication of scale accumulation when there is a rapid increase in
pressure reading cited by [45].
The most reliable technique for analytically determining the composition of scale deposits is
X-ray diffraction and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). These tools are used together
to rapidly determine the percentage mineral composition of scale. A thorough chemical
analysis apart from revealing the composition of a scale deposit, can also give indications of
problems related to scale inhibitor choice [46].Compatibility tests were carried out by [47] to
see two different mechanisms of scale formation, one mechanism as a result of the interaction
of different water, and the other because of thermodynamic changes. The test was conducted
with mixing waters at different temperatures and ambient pressure, followed by mixing of the
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waters at reservoir pressure and temperature. Calcium and Sulphate ions changes were
observed and are indicative of the formation of calcium sulphate in all proportions of mixing
except their own waters of formation and injection. Although it was observed that scale was
formed by the tests conducted, shortcomings of the research include the impossibility of
determining the type of calcium sulphate either anhydrite or gypsum formed. Also, changes
were observed in the sulphate ions.

2.5 Scale Prevention and Treatment
2.5.1 Wire line operations
Maintaining a consistent production drop along the pipe is the most efficient way of
producing oil and gas. Prevention would be the best approach to tackling the issue of scale,
and chemical inhibition is the method that is preferred for maintaining well productivity.
Thousands of scale inhibitors exist together with dilution for different areas of usage, from
domestic boilers to oil production rigs. Majority among ingredients block the enlargement of
scale crystals by “poisoning” the scale nuclei growth [11]. Inhibitors are usually evaluated
on the basis of performance, thermal stability, calcium tolerance, effect of pH and dissolved
iron on inhibition and the availability of an analytical method that is reliable for determining
the concentration of an inhibitor. Several test methods maybe necessary in order to accurately
determine the suitability of an inhibitor to handle the task at hand.
A field test will most definitely be the best option to check inhibitor suitability. However, the
candidate inhibitors must first be subjected to laboratory test. The result of the laboratory test
would give an indication of the best inhibitor to be used in the field. The laboratory tests
should aim at reproducing as many conditions of the field that are practically possible [48].

2.5.2 Chemical Scale Dissolver
Chemical methods of scale removal are often the cheapest and first approach particularly
when the sale is not easily accessible or formed where common mechanical methods of
removal would be too expensive or ineffective if deployed. Hydrochloric acid is in most
cases the first choice employed in the treatment of calcium carbonate scale and although the
acid reaction may hide some of the problems, the spent solutions of acid for scale removal are
initiators for the recurrence of scale deposits [2], [45]. Sulphate scale is very difficult to treat
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chemically as they have a low solubility in acids. Chemical methods can be used in the
treatment of strong chelating agents in the formation matrix; that is compounds that lock up
the metallic ions of the scale within their closed ring structure thereby breaking up acid
resistant scale.
Chemical treatment methods can be controlled by knowledge of how well the chemicals used
can access the scale surface. Therefore, the surface-to-volume ratio or the surface-to-mass
ratio is an important parameter in the efficiency of the removal process. For this reason, the
deposition of scale in the production tubing shows a small surface area for a large total
deposited mass and as a result, chemical systems reactivity is too slow to make chemical
treatment a good removal technique [3]. The challenge posed by the use of hydrochloric acid
in the treatment of calcium carbonate scale which resulted in the recurrence of scale deposits
was remedied by the introduction of chemicals that can chelate calcium carbonate as these
had the ability to halt the reprecipitation cycle. Ethylenediamenetetraacetic acid (EDTA)
shown in Fig. 2.7, became the favourite candidate to be used for improved methods of
chemical removal and is still used today in various forms. Treatment methods using EDTA
are more expensive and slower in comparison with hydrochloric acid but are very effective
on scale deposits that require chemical removal techniques [11].

Figure 2.7 EDTA action on scale dissolution [11]
The limiting amount of solute that can be dissolved in a solvent under a given set of physical
conditions is referred to as Solubility. Ions present in aqueous solutions are the chemical
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species of interest. A combination of these ions could lead to the formation of compounds
that have a low solubility. As soon as the solubility of these compounds is exceeded, they are
precipitated from the solution in form of solids. If on the other hand, a large amount of solute
is maintained in contact with a small amount of solvent, a reverse process which is equally
very important is reached due to continuous dissolution. The return of species that have been
dissolved to undissolved state is known as precipitation. The rate of dissolution and
precipitation is the same, and the composition of dissolved solute in a solvent of known
amount is constant with time. This is so because the process is one of dynamic equilibrium
and solutions in a state of equilibrium are said to be saturated solutions. The solubility of any
solute in a given solvent is referred to as the concentration of a saturated solution.
If a solution contains solute composition that is less than what is required for saturation, it is
said to be an unsaturated solution, a solution on the other hand that has its concentration
higher than a saturated solution as a result of certain factors such as changes in concentration
of other species or temperature etc. is said to be supersaturated. An increase in concentration
or temperature of a solvent would lead to an increase, decrease or constant solubility
depending on the type of system involved. The formation of scale begins when any natural
fluids state is disturbed such that the limit of solubility for more than one component is
exceeded. There is however a complicated dependence of mineral solubility on temperature
and pressure. So typically, a temperature increase would tend to increase the water solubility
of a mineral. Greater amounts of ions are dissolved as the temperature and pressure gets
higher as shown in Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.8 Dependency on scale solubility on pressure and temperature[11]
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On the other hand, a decrease in pressure would tend to decrease solubility. Also, not all the
minerals conform to the typical temperature trend; calcium carbonate for instance shows a
trend of increasing solubility in water as temperature decreases shown in Fig. 2.9. Barium
sulphate solubility increases by a factor of two for temperature ranges between 25oC and
100oC and decreases by the same magnitude as the temperature approaches 200 oC. This trend
mainly is influenced due to the brine salinity background [11].

Figure 2.9 Dependency on scale solubility with Temperature [11]
The solubility of carbonate minerals increases as the acidity of the fluids is increased and
there is sufficiently supplied acidity from CO2 and H2S at high pressure. As a consequence of
this, formations waters that are in contact with both carbonate rocks and acid gases could
become rich in dissolved carbonate minerals. There is a complex irregular dependency on the
composition of brine, pressure and temperature of the gas above the liquid phase. This gas
pressure effect is in orders of magnitude greater than the effect that would normally be
expected as a result of pressure on solubility of a mineral. In general, a fall in pressure results
in CO2 leaving the water phase thereby causing a pH rise which in turn would result in the
formation of calcite scale.
Ions are present in aqueous solution and are made up of different chemical species. A
combination of these ions results in the formation of compounds that have various water
solubility. The capacity of water to maintain those compounds in solution is limited, and once
and once their solubility’s are exceeded, then the water becomes supersaturated leading to a
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precipitation of the compounds as solids. Solid materials maybe precipitated from solution if
either (i) The water contains ions that are capable of scale forming compounds of limited
solubility, or (ii) change in physical conditions or water composition occurs and hence
lowering the solubility [28].
2.5.3 Mechanical Treatment Methods
There is a wide range of mechanical tools that can be employed in the removal of scale
deposits in the wellbore, production tubing and at the sand face. The mechanical methods like
the chemical techniques have a limited range of application and so the method selected would
depend on the scale deposit and the well. Although the mechanical methods of scale are
varied, they are still considered the most successful options in scale removal especially in
tubing’s [45]. The earliest scale removal technique involved the use of explosive outgrowth
to rattle the pipes and break off any brittle scale. The downside to the use of explosives was
that although they provided great energy impact that helped to remove scale, they damaged
the tubing and cement in the process. Scales formed in the tubing are usually very thick and
too strong for the safe use of explosives for removal and have very low porosity and hence
chemical treatment would be ineffective in a reasonable time frame. Therefore for deposits
such as these removal techniques to be employed are those for drilling rock and milling steel.
This has led to the development of impact bits and milling technology run on coiled tubing
inside tubular and these use a range of milling configurations and chipping bits. A hydraulic
motor or a hammer-type impact tool supplies the downhole power source. The motors are
powered fluids, stator as well as the rotor combinations that turn the bit. Their power is
dependent on the fluid supply rate as well as the motor size [11].
Other mechanical methods include the use of abrasive slurries, sterling beads abrasives, scale
blasting technique typically shown in Fig. 2.10 etc. [45].
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Figure 2.10 Cross section of mechanical atomizers [49]
Oilfield systems require the use of chemicals other than scale inhibitors; therefore scale
inhibitors must be compatible with other production chemicals used in the system such as
paraffin inhibitors, biocides, corrosion inhibitors and surfactants. The compatibility of scale
inhibitors with oilfield chemicals such as corrosion inhibitors, biocides and surfactants is very
important. This is because inhibitors are mostly anionic and could react with cationic amine
derivatives such as amine fatty acid salts, diamines and quaternary ammonium chlorides [36].
According to [28], a range of good scale inhibitor performance should be efficient at 5-15
ppm in clean water. Another reason for this is that inhibitors are adsorbed onto solid surfaces
in water and therefore reduce the amount available for scale formation inhibition.

2.5.4 Jetting Techniques
The chemical nature of mineral scale characterised with strong ionic bonds among the salts
ions and the crystal lattices is bound to require an energetic approach to be removed, enabling
the mechanical approach to scale removal to have been reported substantial success in its
operations [11],[49],[50]. There is a wide range of mechanical tools that can be employed in
the removal of scale deposits in the wellbore, production tubing and at the sand face, coupled
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with variability in the nature of scale types found in different locations, lead to variability in
the selection of different tools suitable for a particular well. The mechanical methods similar
to other techniques such as the chemical techniques suffer limitations in the generality of
application and hence the method adopted would depend on the scale deposit types, chemical
nature and the well itself. Among the earliest techniques involved the use of explosives
breaking the scale layers; however, secondary effects including the destruction of the tubing
make it a non-viable option. An additional disadvantage of explosives was that although it
enable provision of substantial energy upon impact that removes the scale, they damage the
tubing and cement in the process. Scales formed in the tubing are usually very thick and too
strong for the safe use of explosives for removal and have very low porosity and hence
chemical treatment would be ineffective in a reasonable time frame. Therefore for deposits
such as these removal techniques to be employed are those for drilling rock and milling steel.
This has led to the development of impact bits and milling technology run on coiled tubing
inside tubular and these use a range of milling configurations and chipping bits. A hydraulic
motor or a hammer-type impact tool supplies the downhole power source. The motors are
powered fluids, stator and rotor combinations that turn the bit. Their power is dependent on
the fluid supply rate and motor size [11].Other mechanical methods include the use of
abrasive slurries, sterling beads abrasives, scale blasting technique etc. [45].
This method involves applications that employ high pressure jetting technology used together
with coiled tubing for removing scale deposits in production tubing. Water is the most
convenient fluid used in fluid jetting for scale removal. Water jets have been in use for
several decades with patents dating back to the 1940’s. However, due to the challenges of
high ambient pressure, confined space for operation, submergence and remoteness of the toll
from the pump, equipment development for downhole operations has been really slow.
Water jets break down scale deposits by four main mechanisms. However, only three of these
mechanisms are necessary in downhole applications as shown in Fig. 2.11. These
mechanisms include:
(a) Erosion: this describes the erosive power possessed by the jet itself. It is a very
significant factor even under submerged ambient conditions.
(b) Abrasion: the action of an abrasive material or solid may be important irrespective of
whether they are carried downhole with water or entrained from debris in the wellbore
or tubing.
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(c) Stress Cycling: this refers to fine surface cracks that are usually found in downhole
scale due to the impingement of water jet, thereby inducing a stress pattern around the
jet.
(d) Cavitation: this is a destructive mechanism on the surface of the scale deposit, but is
usually hampered by high ambient pressures downhole.

Atomizer header
Scale deposit
Water sprays

Figure 2.11: Performance of a water jetting tool [51]
Water jetting is effective on soft scale like halite, but it is less effective on medium to hard
scale like calcite and barium sulphate. At surface conditions, water jetting removes scale by
cavitation. This involves the formation of small bubbles in the fluid jet stream. A large
pressure release as the fluid passes through the jet nozzle causes the formation of these
bubbles. On impact with the scale, the bubbles collapse causing erosion of the scale deposit
Coats carried out water jetting scale removal process that involved alternating between a
jetting tool and a vibrating impact drill to expedite the removal process. It was also stated that
utilizing the jetting tool and impact drill for removal achieved scale clean up from 13,000 to
13200 feet and hydrochloric acid was used as a final clean up step. Although they claim that
this procedure led to improved production and low cost of work carried out, the use of impact
tools would damage the integrity of the tubing, and also hydrochloric acid used could develop
corrosion issues and environmental concerns.
The Research done by [10] Stated that a new system of jetting was developed which
demonstrated ability to clean the toughest scales from production tubing even up to the full
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ID without damaging the wellbore. The system used dissolvers at a rate of penetration that is
acceptable by currently used systems. Pure liquid jetting systems were ineffective on the
scale where use of acids was inappropriate, and sand abrasive systems could damage the
tubing. A careful evaluation of material properties of the scale, substrate tubing steel and
abrasive particles led to selectively eroding of brittle scale from the tubing without wearing
out the steel.
The system comprised of a suite of jetting tools with abrasives and was supported by a
computer software package for the optimization of tool design with respect to head size,
nozzle size, flow rates and pressure to maximise the penetration of the tool. The formulation
of the jetting fluid was done with sterling beads with an aqueous solution of polymer for
suspension and cleanout. The tubing was cleaned at a penetration rate of 30 to 60 ft/hr
initially and was controlled by setting 1000 to 2000lbf and allowing it to drill off. Results
showed on physical examination of the tubing that no scale deposit was left. There was
however a little damage to the plastic coating that lined the production tubing although the
steel itself was undamaged. The use of sterling beads as part of the jetting fluid system would
result in damage to equipment at the surface like valves and chokes and other downhole
equipment as well.
According to [52], a high pressure water spray technique was proposed in the removal of
scale using minimum supply of water. The approach was experimental and involved the
volume of scale removed test undertaken under atmospheric conditions using a simulated
down-hole production tube of an oil and gas well. High pressure water atomisers (greater
than 7 MPa) with high impact force (greater than 10 MPa) and a spray size of between
350µm to 2000µm were used. Comparisons were made using one and two atomisers
respectively. Results showed that two atomisers used together removed more scale than the
one, although increased volume of water used may caused flooding in the well, single
atomizer could have been carefully used to ensure precision prior to using multiple atomizers.
Indeed, the problem with this approach however is that the test were carried at atmospheric
conditions and does not adequately represent real oil/gas well condition, and therefore
pressurized system could have potential benefits.
A coiled tubing abrasive jetting technique was described by [50] as employed by Petrobras in
one of their oil fields due to the problem of barium sulphate scaling. The method employed a
special abrasive material developed by Schlumberger’s research centre in conjunction with
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jetting technology for hard scale removal. A software package was used for support and
helped with selection of tools and process optimization. The actual scale cleanout operation
was done by use of the following products;
i.

Xantham Gum gel of concentration 30 lbs/1000gal;

ii.

Abrasive particles of 3% concentration by weight

iii.

Bactericides and anti-foam products used together with the brine to mix the gel.

The rate for cleanout was between 12 and 15 m/h for depth between 2546 and 3087m. The
pump rates were between 1.5 and 1.7bpm with a circulation pressure of about 3500- 4000 psi.
Three jetting tools were used each having an operational life of about 12 hours. The treated
well showed an increase in oil production of 1025% with a pay-out time for intervention of
19 days, although some of the scale types can build –up within 24 hours to block production
to zero[11], other types may take longer times to build-up . While these numbers look
impressive, abrasive materials used for jetting would pose a problem to surface equipment
like valves and pumps and would cause considerable damage to them. Also, cyclone
separators would be impacted and very large ones would be required.
A non-rotating high pressure jetting technique to remove scale from production tubing was
employed in the Namorado field wells in Brazil. There was no positive outcome obtained for
this method because of the hardness of Barium sulphate scale encountered in the oil wells. An
abrasive jetting system was then employed to clean the tubing. It was reported that scale
removal was successful, although a few problems were observed. Finally, a two-step
treatment using a Positive Displacement Motors (PDM) and a bit for removing the scale
mechanically was followed by treatment using a Pulse-rotating jetting tool.
The process involved three stages;
i.

A dummy run with wireline equipment for pre-,

ii.

Running a downhole motor and mill in hole, and

iii.

Running a pulse-rotating jetting tool with a “drifting scrapper” in hole.

During the downhole motor job, brine was pumped at low rates continually until the scale
was tagged, and to help carry the barium sulphate scale deposits to the surface, viscous pills
of Xantham gum were used comingled with nitrogen and also with gas lift.
It was reported that the well was revitalized with production up to former levels[40]. Both
methods used have drawbacks with the abrasive jetting system leaving scale sediments and
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abrasive agents that caused damage to separation processes. The second approach raises
environmental concerns which have to do with the treatment of the Xantham fluid gum that
was employed to carry barium sulphate scale particles to the surface.
Abrasive jetting has been touted by many as the solution to scale removal problems. A tool
has been developed by a service company that does not use sand or normal fluid such as
water. It employs specialized particles that are less effective than sand, but more effective
than fluids such as water. The tool has been optimized such that it removes scale up to a
certain radius in a well without damage to the tubing. This tool is configured such that it can
also be employed as fluid jet. It has been effective in several different wells where it has been
used[53].The limitation of this tool is that it poses a significant challenge in downhole
applications as it could cause accidental damage to downhole equipment
Recent PhD research conducted by [26] considers the use of overlapping flat fan sprays for
descaling operations, which provided an increased energy of impact required for the
descaling of the scale samples, however, considerations in this study intend to minimize the
water volume getting into the oil well by adopting single flat fan nozzle, indeed, an improved
technique of subjecting the scale surface with an additional impact using aeration was
adopted. Details of the impact explored due to aeration are discussed in Section 3.6.
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2.6 Summary
The chapter consider the concepts and mechanism of scale formation across oil production
tubing which causes production losses and the efforts applied to removal scale in oil and gas
productions as follows:


The mineral and other hydrocarbon scale deposits have been regarded as the most
difficult oil production problems encountered.



Among the types of scale in the oil industry, Barium Sulphate and Iron sulphide are
among the hardest type.



While chemical methods were discouraged for removing scales, high pressure spray
jetting has continued to gain wider acceptance.



Different type of oilfield may suffer different scale types, with a various chemical
characteristics leading to possible different approach to removal.
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Chapter 3
Spray Jet Break-Up, Cavitation and Erosion

3.1 Spray Jet Break up
This chapter introduces the concept of High pressure liquid spray break-up, characterisation,
cavitation, impact as well as erosion especially as it attracted applications in cleaning
industrial materials, cutting as well as coating upon targets surfaces. Particular emphasis is
provided to High pressure nozzles such as Flat fan, considering its suitability in cleaning oil
production scales as chosen in this investigation based on the performance characterisation
shown in characterisation(Section 5.1,5.2. and 5.3) and successful applications in other
descaling purposes across metal industry [54].The concept of spray as a process of dispersing
a high momentum liquid to droplets has been an interesting research area with wide
applications in process industries such as chemical, mechanical, aerospace, medicine,
agriculture, metallurgy [55],[56],[57],[58]–[64]. However, complex dynamic nature of spray
systems arises from variability with operating conditions, atomizer type and ambient
conditions [13], which made it necessary to understand how each spray types are developed.
Spray research has been improving since 19th century, when Lord Rayleigh investigated an
infinite liquid column while exhibit break up, his findings indicated surface tension force to
be the main cause of the instability [65]. Indeed, he also verified the size of the droplet being
twice the diameter of the jet for a liquid column break up at low velocities arising from
destructive symmetric disturbance.

Among the various experimental works conducted, emphasis was given to planar liquid jets
for their simplistic behaviour [66] indicated in Fig.3.1. These sheets are used widely for
purposes related to impact of the impinging sheet on the solid surface. A common practice
has been the use of fan nozzle such that the spray properties are dictated mounted orifice
[67]. While studying a fan-spray nozzle, a network of unconnected threads formed, this was
caused by perforation in the sheets [68].
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Figure 3.1 Sheet disintegration break up proposed by [66]

While several properties of spray jet do exist, the initial concern has been the break up length,
which has been defined as the distance from the nozzle exit to point of disintegration of the
continuous part of the liquid jet [69]. This region signifies the primary break-up. However,
the generated droplets undergoes break-up as it passes through a surrounding air, due to
relative velocity effect between the liquid and the surrounding air, a non-uniform pressure
gradient become more experienced by the droplets and subsequent deformation is established
which leads to further break-up. Although dimensionless numbers such as Weber numbers
are used to characterise the momentum of the jet as it exit the nozzle shown in Eq. 3.1, low
Weber number characterise low flow rate, which the emerging jet has insufficient momentum
to form continuous jet while it passes through an ambient air surrounding, leading to form
dripping shapes are formed [70], which increase in flow rate beyond a certain value enable
the formation of the continuous jet.
Wea 

2
 aU rel
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(3.1)

The interaction between aerodynamic, gravitational, capillary and inertial forces results in
generating a disturbance, which consequently cause the break-up shown in Fig. 3.2.
However, movement of the spray further ahead, results in the formation of secondary breakup, due to substantial interplay between the forces mentioned earlier. Each of the break-up
region is known to controlled certain spray characterisation, as primary break-up determines
the length of the liquid jet approaching or hitting a target, or in combustion process
determines the amount of liquid impacting on the piston, as consequently affecting the
combustion efficiency; secondary break-up determines the population and size of droplets
formed, which in-turn measure the quality of the atomization and evaporation in fuel engines.
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Figure 3.2 Forces acting along spray jet [70]

Several research works verify reduction in break-up length with increasing injection
velocities until a constant value is reached. Other findings indicated a range of 20-30mm
diesel spray break-up at inlet pressure of 20MPa [71]. Although same authors confirm the
break-up length depends inversely on the ambient pressure, but still believe more to depend
complicatedly on injection pressure, break-up processes and momentum changes contribute
non-linearly to the break-up length as shown in Fig. 3.3

Figure 3.3 Break-up length behaviour of liquid jet [71]

The two phases of atomization are shown in Fig. 3.4, with the each region characterised by
varying aerodynamic interplay of forces.
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Figure 3.4 Liquid atomisation mechanisms [72]

The main objective of atomisation is often to produce small droplets, a definition of “good
atomisation” has been considered. Dombrowski and Munda [75] described the condition for
good atomisation as the “most effective way of utilizing the energy imparted to the liquid has
a large specific surface before it commences to break down into drops. By careful atomiser
design a coherent jet of water can be produced that has sufficient force and with a small
enough footprint to ensure high impact pressure at the surface of the tank wall.

3.1.1Primary Spray break-up
Whenever liquid leaves nozzle exit, a sudden appearance of smooth jet is observed, as the
liquid moves further away, a gradual disturbance in the jet is noticed, which increases
downstream until the amplitude of the disturbance equals the jet radius, at which droplets
begin to pinch off from the liquid jet [70], therefore, primary break-up was considered to be
as a results of the instability experienced by the jet surface, leading to the pinch off of the
droplets [76], indeed, turbulent oscillations of the liquid and hydrodynamic cavitation within
the nozzle has been identified as the controlling mechanism [71]. The mechanism of break up
is certainly unknown at higher velocity. The jet break up at a short distance from the
discharge is a chaotic behaviour and the result is a conical spray with a wide range of droplet
size, and an average droplet diameter much smaller than the jet diameter. The atomisation
regime is usually divided in two stages, a primary atomisation which occur near the atomiser
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exit, and a secondary atomisation which occurs further downstream and reduces the droplets
size. The factors affecting the primary atomisation are: inertial effect, turbulence, changes in
velocity profile, surface tension, and cavitation.

3.1.2 Secondary Spray break-up
Continuous movement of the detached droplets from the liquid sheet across the surrounding
air undergoes further break-up to smaller droplets, a process known as Secondary break-up or
droplet break-up. A droplet generated from the primary atomisation may be unstable and
break into smaller droplets depending on the competition at the surface, between external
aerodynamic forces, and internal forces due to surface tension and viscosity. The distribution
of the force over the droplet varies with time as the droplet shape changes. So if either the
internal and external forces are in equilibrium, or the external forces can be compensated by
droplet shape change, the droplet remains stable. However if the external forces are larger,
the droplet deform up to break in small droplets. The size where the droplet is stable, is
known as critical droplet size, the break up time of any droplet larger than the critical size,
increase with decreasing the droplet size. For the factors affecting the secondary atomisation
instead, additionally to all the previous factors, the aerodynamic interaction plays a major
influence factor.
Despite the rich literature experimental and theoretical validations performed, its detailed
mechanism remain unclear, consequently, qualitative description of the behaviour of drop
break-up process still have disconnections and uncertainties. The non-uniform pressure and
shear stress on the surfaces of the droplets caused by the relative motion of the droplet across
the surrounding air, causing deformation, which when overcomes the surface tension leads to
disintegration of the droplets, which the newly formed droplets sometimes undergo further
break-up until the droplet diameter formed has acquire the minimum required surface tension
to overcome the external forces. Although, break-up behaviour is known to be complex and
depend on injection velocities, turbulence and cavitation effects. However, it is believed that
aerodynamic stripping of the smaller droplets from the heavier droplets as proposed by
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability or better on the disintegration of heavier droplets to finer ones
due to the effects of normal stress as proposed Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Various
dimensionless numbers generated can be used to relate the various forces of interplay as
mentioned in Section 3.1. Findings made it further clear that region of break-up undergoes
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transition based on the dimensionless groups for the surrounding air the Ohnesorge number
Oh, their mathematical expressions can be written in Eq. 3.2:
Oh 

l
 l d

With  a as the density of the air surrounding the spray, Urel

(3.2)
as the relative velocity between

the liquid droplets and the surrounding air, d, the droplet diameter,  surface tension, and  l
the liquid molecular viscosity. Several studies have shown the dependence of upstream
conditions, nozzle geometry and fluid type to determine the break up as well as cavitation
possibilities.

3.2 Spray Droplet Break up Models
Describing the pattern and manner spray break-up generates droplets after exiting the nozzle
in both the primary and the secondary region requires fundamental models to ascertain the
complex behaviour of the fluid interaction and energy changes. Although a Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been used to model the complex behaviour using the Lagrangian
approach. Analysis of the atomisation may involve one or both of the WAVE model
approach, Stochastic and Taylor Analogy Break-up (TAB) models which have been
incorporated in the CFD code with their boundaries and region of interaction clearly defined
as below.

3.2.1 The Classic WAVE model
The sudden instability experienced by liquid jet which passed through a nozzle, and
subsequent disintegration of the liquid sheets at low and high Weber Number, has been of
great relevance in atomisation applications, which includes coating, drug delivery, electronic
cooling, emission control, cleaning [52] Liquid jet break up downstream of an orifice leading
to interrupted flow characterise various interacting forces and patterns, which research has
continue to follow to the unending journey as its dynamics is still requires more efforts to
unveil. Research has shown aerodynamic instability as the major cause of break up, while a
mathematical model developed by Kelvin Helmholtz indicated the generated waves which
break sheets into ligaments and subsequent varicose forces results the formation of droplets
[77].
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Recent efforts to use high pressure spray jet for the removal of scales in the oil and gas
industry necessitate the characterization of the velocity profile around the spray nozzle, with
a view of finding the optimum conditions necessary for the spray impact to overcome the
scale in the reservoir tubing. The velocity droplet distribution just around the spray nozzle
has suffered a serious limitation in standard measurement methods, varying from a decreased
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) as well as lower
validation rate when using Phase Doppler Anemometry(PDA) as a consequence of high
density liquid ligament characterised with big non-spherical molecules [78]. However, the
general quality of a flashing spray are estimated based on droplet size distribution, jet spray
angle, velocity distribution and length of penetration either for atmospheric flashing or partial
vacuum conditions. Efforts where then made to develop an efficient correlations for the
flashing liquid jet at the high density region near the nozzle.
3.2.2 Spray Characterisations
The atomisation process is when a volume of liquid is breaking up into multiplicity of small
drops. This process is one in which a liquid jet or sheet is disintegrated by the kinetic energy
of the liquid itself, or by exposure to high-velocity air or gas, or as a result of mechanical
energy of atomization results in a wide spectrum of drop sizes.
There are many ways to produce spray. In order to minimize drop size, most of these
essentially need a high a relative velocity between the liquid and the surrounding gas as
possible [74]. In order to accurately assess and understand drop size data, all the key
variables such as atomiser type, pressure, capacity, liquid properties and spray angle have to
be taken into consideration. Atomisers can be broadly classified according to their geometry
and applications. The following are the types of atomiser and their application in industry.
Fig. 3.5 shows the general classification of atomizers according to the method of utilising
input energy for atomization [79],[80].
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Figure 3.5 Classification of atomisers [79],[80]
3.2.2.1 Pressure Jet Atomiser

The pressure jet atomizer uses a simple orifice and is used more commonly in fuel injection
applications, particularly in diesel engine. Its small orifice (usually less than 0.3mm) and high
pressure (usually greater than 100MPa) are needed to produce a fine spray (D32 < 200m ).

3.2.2.2 Pressure Swirl Atomiser

Pressure swirl atomizers are have been widely utilised in gas turbine engines, furnaces,
agricultural related sprays, and petrol direct injection automotive engines. Works also done
by [75] and others have speculated that the drop sizes may be correlated with the wavelengths
that grow on the surface of the sheet. To analyse this kind of atomiser, combination of
theoretical and empirical information is required to provide approximate equations for
discharge coefficient and spray angle [82].
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3.2.2.3 Solid and Hollow Cone Pressure Atomiser

These type of atomisers are less used than the others, but it is employed when a wide spray
with high impact and uniform coverage (typically between 30° and 100° total angle). Usually
a thin exit sheet at the swirl atomiser exit does not occur; the drop sizes are always more than
for a hollow cone swirl atomiser of the same capacity [83].
3.2.2.4 Impact-Type Pressure Atomiser

These form another category of pressure atomiser, and also exhibit a wide range of designs.
Generally the liquid is impacted upon a shaped surface as it’s emerges from an orifice and a
flat spray pattern is produced. These atomisers are likely to be used when a flat spray pattern
is required. However, the orifice size must be relatively large, to minimise the chance of
blockage. These types of atomisers are used in safety systems where a spray must reliably
operate, e.g. for cooling or removal of gases[64].

3.2.3 Spray Pattern
Usually a minimum pressure of about 0.07 MPa is required to generate a well-developed
spray but this pressure needs to be increased where there is a restrictive passage ways through
the atomiser [83]. There are basically a number of different types of spray patterns that can be
achieved in a variety of ways as mentioned earlier. Which are:



Full Cone;



Flat Jet spray; and



Hollow cone.

3.2.3.1 Full Cone Pattern

Typical applications of full cone sprays includes spray cooling such as continuous casting,
gas conditioning and scrubbing, process cooling etc. Due to variability in the number of
process requirements, full cone atomisers have emerged into a range of specialised types,
where full pattern similar to a full cone, is obtained via different techniques as shown in Fig.
3.6.
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Atomiser Orifice

Spray cone
Flat cone spray

Figure 3.6 Full Cone Pattern [84]
3.2.3.2 Spill Return Atomiser

These atomisers use a special shaped vane placed at the atomiser inlet, this imparts a
rotational action to liquid through the atomiser. By virtue of this rotational movement, water
exiting the atomiser orifice appears in the shape of full cone. The cone angle is dependent of
both the exit speed and the internal design of the atomiser. This varies from 15° to 120°, as
shown in Fig. 3.7 for a spill return [85]. Standard Full Cone atomisers can also be produced
as square full cone atomisers, where the square shape of the spray with a pyramidal form is
designed by a special outlet orifice.
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Atomizer body

Spill section

Liquid
stream

Figure 3.7 Spill Return [85]
3.2.3.3 Hollow Cone (Atomiser)

Hollow type cone spray atomisers produce atomized liquid flow, with a spray patterns
characterised by a ring-shaped, the impact area where liquid is occupied on the outer edge of
the spray patternation. Two designs of hollow cone atomiser are available: axial and
tangential. Fig.3.7 shows a hollow Cone Atomiser spray.

Figure 3.8 Hollow Cone Atomiser spray [86]
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3.2.3.4 Flat Fan (Atomiser)

A well-chosen de-scaling atomiser is an indispensable component of the spray system and
makes it possible to apply the water in a well-defined shape; and with a high velocity on the
surface of the scale deposit in the oil well production tubing in order to remove the scale. It is
the flat fan atomiser that is being considered in this thesis. This atomiser, manufactured by
Lechler [54] is one of the companies that specialises in Spray Technology for industrial
applications. Several technical properties have to be taken into account for producing and
selecting an atomiser. A flat fan spray atomiser has technical features such as sharply defined
and linear spray pattern. Lecher flat fan atomisers produce a liquid distribution and provide a
consistent, uniform coverage over the impact area, as shown in Fig. 3.9

Atomizer body

Liquid sheet
stream

Figure 3.9 Flat Spray Pattern [87]
Fig. 3.10 shows the flat spray atomiser used in this investigation, which was produced by
Lechler, enable to deliver high impact even at low flow rate as shown in Appendix E.
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Atomizer body

Flow Exit

Figure 3.10 Flat Spray Atomiser

This design produces a uniform spray and impact distribution across the entire pattern width.
According to Lechler [13] for flat fan spray atomiser to give a consistent and uniform
coverage, for a given spray width, the overlapping of the sprays could be around 1/3 or 1/4 of
the width of the spray. This is to avoid interference of the spray, particularly when the
atomiser orifice offset by 5° to 15° to the pipe axis. The proper selection of spray parameters
allows the de-scaling process to be optimized, to achieve improved scale removal at lower
energy cost. This has turned hydraulic scale removal from being a simple question of high
pressure to a developing science.
3.2.3.5 Rotary Atomiser

Rotary atomiser uses centrifugal force applied to the liquid in order to fling a thin film from a
rotating cup, disk or “Bell”. The fundamentals of the technique are well known [83] and the
technique has two major potential advantages :(a) the possibility of producing very narrow
droplet size distributions, and (b) the additional flexibility of the use of mechanical forces to
pre-film the liquid rather than rely on small orifices. Advantage (a) occurs for relatively low
flow rates because it requires the atomiser to operate in the direct droplet or ligament regimes
of break-up at the rim of the cup or disk. At higher flow rates a continuous sheet forms at the
rim and the size distribution width is similar to that for pressure jet atomisation. However,
this high through put mode of operation can be combined with an annular air jet at right
angles to the sheet to give a pre-filming atomiser known as a pre-filming, air-blast rotary fine
cup. Generally, an increase in rotational speed and decrease in liquid flow rate improves
atomisation quality. New development have made it possible to handle flow rates up to
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40kg/s at high wheel periphery speed that yield very fine atomisation (SMD below 20
microns).
3.2.3.6 Ultrasonic Atomiser

Ultrasonic atomiser is less common when compared with the aforementioned techniques but
it is particularly suited to producing low flow rate (<0.2 l/min) sprays with very low kinetic
energy and relatively narrow size distributions. The size distribution width is typically
between that of a rotary atomiser in the direct drop regime, and a pressure swirl atomiser.
3.2.3.7 Electrostatic Atomisation

This is another niche market technique. True electrostatic atomisers inject charge into the
liquid sheets such that the charge at the surface sheet of liquid acts against forces of surface
tension and hence causes break-up. This is rarely used in practical devices but it is used
actively, being explored in many application areas including liquid atomisation. The last two
of these advantages apply to what are often referred to as electrostatic atomisers, but which
atomize by a discharge or direct injection of charge.

3.2.4 Spray Characterisations
Sprays can be classified as: narrow angle (angle less than 30°), medium angle (angle between
30° and 70°), and wide angle (greater than 70°). Patternation is referred to as the shape of the
spray boundary and the distribution droplets inside the boundary. Depending on the
distribution max flux (controlled by the atomiser orifice), it can be: hollow cone, full cone
spray or flat cone spray. The aforementioned terms can be defined as:


Dispersion: the degree of dispersion can be defined as the ratio of the volume
of the spray to the actual volume of the liquid contained within the spray.



Penetration: The penetration can be defined as the maximum distance
downstream of the atomiser to the tip of the atomiser. [88].



Patternation: is a measure of volume per unit area covered by the liquid both
radially and circumferentially to determine the distribution of liquid within a
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spray and also refer to the shape of the sprays boundary and the distribution of
droplets inside the boundary.



Spray angle:

The cone angle is considered as the angle formed by two

straight lines originated from the discharge orifice.
3.2.4.1 Drop Size

Drop size refers to the actual size of the particular drops that comprise an atomiser’s spray
pattern. The importance of drop size and its applications in spray systems have increased
considerably over the years. Each spray pattern provides a range of drop sizes and this range
is known as the drop size distribution. Factors that affect drop size are liquid properties,
atomiser capacity, spray pressure and spray angle.

3.2.4.2 Drop Size Distribution (DSD)

An important element when selecting an atomiser for a specific application is drop size. Drop
size distribution is an important and valuable parameter of the atomisation process in addition
to droplet mean diameter. It may have a particular shape for example, (narrow, wide, few
large drops or few small drops) for best possible operations. Fig. 3.11, in which ΔD = 5μm.
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Figure 3.11 Typical drop size distribution[83]
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If the spray volume corresponding a given range of drop size mostly between (D-ΔD)/2 and
(D+ΔD)/2,

is plotted as a function of drop size, as shown in Fig. 3.12, the resulting

distribution is skewed to the right due to the larger drops weighing effect.
Number

ΔN/ΔD or ΔV/ΔD

Volume (mass)

Drop diameter, D (μm)

Figure 3.12 Drop size bars based on number and volume [74]

By making (ΔD) , a continuous size distribution (number as well as volume) curve, usually
referred to as frequency distribution curve for the spray, can be obtained. A typical of such
distribution is shown in Fig. 3.13 and 3.14.

Figure 3.13 Typical drop size frequency distribution curves (number and volume)
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Figure 3.14 Typical shape of cumulative drop size
3.2.4.3 Characterisation of Droplet Sizes

A mean diameter can be used to describe the quality of spray by representing the original set
with uniform drops. The way that the mean drop size is calculated depends upon the
application for which the data is being used. Table 3.1 indicate the manner in which the mean
diameters are defined from the measured droplets sizes, where (N) is the number of drops in
size class (i) and ( Di ) is the middle diameter of size class parameters such as Sauter mean
diameter (D32) should only be used when there is a clear reason for so doing for example
when vaporization rate of the spray is of interest [74]. In this study the Sauter Mean
Diameter was used.
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Table 3.1 Mean diameter and their applications[83]

3.2.4.4 Spray Angle

The spray angle can be defined as the angle formed between two straight lines originating
from the injector tip to the outer spray periphery [74]. An increase in spray angle will reduce
the spray drop size distribution and vice versa. Fig. 3.15 shows the effect. Normally, all
capacity chart used by manufacturers are based on the theoretical spray width.
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Figure 3.15 Spray angle [89]
3.2.4.5 Spray Impact Pressure

Considerations for the measurement of Spray Impact Pressure(SIP) has been an important
parameter especially for high pressure cleaning applications [54], with nozzles characterised
with lower spray angle being more effective. Models can be generated based on the Newton’s
2nd law of motion in order to ascertain the Impact expected at target surfaces.
Consider a spray jet with an angle  , placed a distance h, away from the surface as shown in
Fig. 3.16, the momentum of the water sprays is transformed into an impact force along the
target surface area to generate pressure, and hence:
F  ma

(3.3)

Where F, is the force (N), m, mass (kg), and a, acceleration due to gravity considering a
vertical component of the flow to be the resultant force.
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h

Target surface
Figure 3.16 Spray cleaning set up
This component Force, F can be re-write in the form of a momentum through replacing the
acceleration as velocity gradient, which using the Bernoulli’s equation, has been transformed
into pressure and density [54] derived in Eq. 3.4 and 3.5.
.
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Where m is the mass flow rate and, v is the velocity gradient considering
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constant flow rate. Substituting mass and density in terms of
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And hence, the Impact pressure being,
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Since Area impacted by the spray, A  2dh(tan )
2
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(3.5)

at

Where d, is the spray thickness, and h, the downstream distance from the nozzle to the
surface of contact to be cleaned. The next section utilised the impact pressure for scale
cleaning.

3.3 Spray Jet Cleaning
Utilising a high pressure abrasive water jet has been one of the successful method in scale
cleaning across many companies such as Schlumberger [10], North Sea for Philips Petroleum
Company, Norway [5], One of the major problems facing the oil industry today is that of the
mineral growth occurring in hydrocarbon producing wellbores. Many wells already have
production scales but the scale blockage problems are growing as the breakthrough of the
injected water is becoming more common and the scale itself becoming more tenacious. Fig.
3.17 shows the scale sample in production tubing.

Figure 3.17 Scale sample from a Production Tubing

The primary effects of minerals scale growth in the production tubing is to lower production
rate through increasing the surface roughness and hence reducing the flowing area. The
pressure drop therefore goes up and production goes down. If the mineral growths increase,
the access to lower section of the well becomes often impossible and ultimately the growth in
the tubing itself will block them completely. As the reservoir becomes depleted and water
break through occurs, the water, which is often high in dissolve minerals, enters the well and
starts to flow up through the pipe. As it raises a combination of cooling and drop in pressure
saturates the liquid. The salt, which has been dissolved come out of solution and scaling on
the tubing, begins to develop along the flow through a production tuning.
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A more severe situation arises in the case of breakthrough of injected seawater, which is often
high in sulphate salts, and its mixing with formation water containing a high percentage of
other salts can result in Barium or strontium sulphates being deposited.
Scientists and Engineers from Schlumberger Research Centre in Cambridge, UK, have been
developing a new abrasive Jetting Technique to clean both tubing and well bore equipment
without damage to wellbore equipment’s. In order to test the Jetting technique under realistic
conditions a full-scale test facility was built in Cambridge, this Jet Cutting Rig (JCR) is
powered by 750 kW pump and can simulate jetting with backpressure of up to 5000 psi and
realistic nozzle drops achievable in coil tubing operations. Fig. 3.18 shows the schematic of
Schlumberger Jetting Technique.

Jet
atomiser

Scale

Figure 3.18 Schlumberger Jetting Technique[90]

The task is to undertake a depth study of jetting performance. The most critical finding is that
the performance of the jet on the down hole condition is significantly different from that of
the surface. In surface conditions without back pressure, small bubbles form on the jet and
collapse on the target with large erosive effect. This process is known as Cavitation. At down
hole pressure, however the formation of these bubbles as well as the erosive effects is
suppressed. Typically, the jet is four times more erosive close to the surface than in down
hole condition. In order words a jetting scale removal may work effectively in a shallow
wells but under realistic down hole conditions. The performance may be impaired
considerably. Tests on scale tubing recovered from a producing well show that a pure water
jet without dissolvers is almost totally ineffective.
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Adding a small concentration of sand to the system changes the characteristic and
performance of the jetting system. A sand abrasive jet will remove the scale from the tubing
but it will also cut the tubing steel running the risk of puncturing the production tubing and
destroying the integrity of the well. To devise a safe jetting system to remove the scale but
retain the integrity of the tubing steel, a details study of the interaction between the abrasive
particles, the target scale and the tubing steel was made and since the behaviour of the
individual particle is critical, we built the particle impact tester to study the collusion and
high speed particle impacts. In the erosion of ductile materials such as tubing steel, the shape
of the particle is critical. For example, a sharp sand particle will plunge on the surface and
shave away the steel posing high level of damage.
However, a hard spherical particle impacting on the surface will still deform the surface but
will leave a spherical crater but will cause much less damages. In the case of scale and other
brittle materials, the abrasive shape is not important, as the surface is removed not by the
powering action of the abrasive but by the impact process, which causes nucleate networks of
fractures through the materials. The use of spherical particles is not the total solution.
A repeated impact of multiple particles resulted to high levels of particles from the surface
and levels the erosion of the tubing steel which is less than those of the sand but still reliable
in terms of the tubing integrity. Another key property is the fracture toughness. If the abrasive
is too weak or the surface too strong, then the impacting particles will shatter into fine dust,
causing no damage to the scale. The result of the scientific study was to design the right
abrasive materials that will cause damage to the scale without damaging the tubing surface.
This material is sterling beads(stony beams). The performance of these abrasive on
production tubing is to remove the scale and leave the tubing in clean and undamaged
condition. The development of this technology has enabled a new generation of tools to be
developed for cleaning tubing.
Pre-quality success can only be gauged by the performance in a scaled well. One of our
clients used the strong beams system to remove Tricalcium Carbonate scales when all other
systems have failed completely and 2000 tons of Carbide mills were destroyed in days.
Trials of using the stony beam system worked to a large extent, as it cleaned a 25 ft of tubing
at between 30 to 90 ft/lb, although risk the mechanical integrity of the tubing [91][1], as well
as the environmental concern,

the scale in the section treated with stony beam has

completely removed.
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The Schlumberger study although has produced an interesting results but the study lacks the
evaluating the possibility of either enhancing the cavitation for erosion benefit or developing
other environmentally friendly options, instead, an abrasive jetting was proposed which
beside its environmental consequence is also liable to damage of the production tubing
especially where it has been used for several years. The subsequent section discusses
cavitation and its erosional tendencies, which was the baseline for using solid particles to
enhance erosion, where cavitation subsides.

3.4 Cavitation Water

The process in which water undergoes phase transitions due to pressure drop from liquid to
vapour often called flashing, and hence pressure recovery of the vapour phase to liquid is
considered cavitation shown in Fig. 3.19. The fluid transition occurring between different
phases of liquid into two distinctive processes, either by changing the temperature thereby
causing boiling, or lowering the pressure at constant Temperature called cavitations.

Figure 3.19 Phase change diagram [92]
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The occurrence of cavitation relates to pressure drop along fluid has been used widely in the
industry for various applications, although it has been remarkably known due to its negative
effects of causing wear and tear along pump impellers, control valves etc, the variety of
measurement of such rate are computed based on a dimensionless group.

The flow of fluid such as water through a restriction causes a drop in the pressure of the flow,
although geometry of each atomiser determines the level of pressure fluctuations achieved.
Although the expansion of the cavitation bubble can be achieved either through acoustic,
optic, particle or hydrodynamics[93], indeed the geometry system i.e. nozzle design is
responsible for the hydrodynamic cavitation due to pressure variation along the nozzle,
acoustic cavitation is resulted from sound waves in a liquid due to pressure fluctuation.
Cavitation phenomena is known to exist due to drastic drop in fluid pressure approaches the
saturated vapour pressure, as a results, air solubility decreases, thereby causing an air filled
bubble cavities generation, as the pressure drops further closer to saturated vapour pressure of
water, boiling of water causes phase change even at room temperature, thereby water vapour
cavities are filled with the water vapours. Subsequent pressure rise resulting in higher
solubility of air in water for example in oxygen as shown in Fig. 3.20, the cavities then
undergoes diminishes gradually due to the solubility, in systems where rapid pressure change
are obtained, such cavities results in violent collapse causing pressure shock.

Figure 3.20 Oxygen solubility in water at different temperature and pressure[94]
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The process of cavitation hence follows a routine pattern around a pressure curve as shown in
Fig. 3.21, with aeration and evaporation causing cavity growth due to pressure drop, and
dissolution of air and condensation leading to cavity collapse at higher pressure.

Figure 3.21 Pressure cycle in cavitation[95]

3.4.1 Classes of cavitation
The cavitation phenomena has been known to be caused by pressure variation along liquid
systems, although there are variety of forces resulting into the pressure variation, and
therefore the cavitation can hence be classified based on those forces. There are four broad
classes of cavitation such as; hydrodynamic, acoustic, optical as well as particle shown in
Fig. 3.22.
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Cavitation

Tension forces

Hydrodynamic

Energy dissipation

Acoustic

Particle

Optic

Figure 3.22 Classification of cavitation [96]
3.4.1.1 Hydrodynamic cavitation

The hydrodynamic cavitation occurs due to drop in pressure along a flowing fluid to the
saturated vapour pressure of water. This is usually encountered in hydraulic machinery such
as turbine, impellers, hydrofoils, nozzles as shown in Fig. 3.22. Most often hydrodynamic
cavitation occurrence causes erosion on material surface resulting in severe damage.

Cavitation region

Figure 3.23 Cavitation regimes along Francis turbine[97]

Hydrodynamic cavitation has been among the major concern in industries due to degradation
in materials caused by the cavitation erosion.
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3.4.1.2 Acoustic cavitation

Cavitation occurrence due to pressure shock caused by acoustic waves, which in turn
proceeds along nucleation, growth and subsequent collapse of the bubbles. The application of
this type of cavitation has been widely reported in the field of sonochemistry,
sonoluminescence as well as sonoporation. The noble art of crushing kidney
stones(lithothripsy) as well as transfer of genes and the treatment of cancer[98].The light
emitted is typically shown in Fig. 3.24.

Light emission

Figure 3.24 Light emitted by a trapped cavitation bubble[98]
3.4.1.3 Optic cavitation

Optic cavitation is generated through a medium radiated by high-intensity beam of laser.
Usually extreme conditions caused the liquid medium break down resulting in the cavitation
bubble.
3.4.1.4 Particle cavitation

The passage of high energy protons or neutrinos along a medium causes ionisation and
subsequent energy transfer which results in heating and tiny bubbles are formed called
particle cavitation.
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3.5 Cavitation in Spray Nozzles
Flow through nozzles is characterised by fluid flow rate obtained in terms of pressure
difference, nozzle geometry and size, as well as flowing fluid properties such as viscosities,
surface tensions etc. Cavitation occurrence at exit flow, is due to sufficient increase in
pressure difference across orifice, causing the boundary layer tending to separate from the
wall of the orifice wall as a results of sudden change in cross sectional area of flow and
direction[99], hence cavitation emerges whenever the sharp edge of the orifice, leading to
flow detaching from the wall of the orifice[95], which generates a hole called vena contracta
consequently causing a recirculation region between the wall of the hole and the vena
contracta. The illustration of the flow behaviour is shown in Fig. 3.25 indicating an inlet flow
passing through an orifice, increasing flow across the vena contracta causes higher velocity
in the downstream section.

Figure 3.25 Typical flows through a nozzle[100]
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Thereby causing increased dynamic pressure and decreased static pressure head resulting
such pressure decreased reaching the saturated vapour pressure Pv, which usually occurs in
the core of the flow as shown in Fig. 3.24. Cavitation then emerges. Cavitation bubbles
travels along the water flows downstream but subsequently collapses as pressure appreciates.
Lowering the downstream pressure extends the cavitation bubble length [95].The acceleration
of the water causes resulting in pressure depression, which cavitation results as long as the
static pressure reaches the saturated vapour pressure of water. It is evident that the
downstream pressure plays an important role into the length of the cavitation bubbles, as
lower downstream pressure extends the cavitation growth further downstream, while sudden
pressure recovery at the downstream causes cavity implosion and violent behaviour of
cavitation shock waves [95]. In addition to mentioned studies, several others have prove that
the higher injection in terms of flow rates leading to low pressure below critical values
especially at the vena contracta forms vapour cavities [71], this considers to be
hydrodynamic cavitation has been known to improve spray jet breakup[101]. It is evident that
when cavitation extent is high, decreasing the downstream pressure do not necessarily
increase flow rate as a results of phenomena called choking. While trying to perform detail
investigation on the cavitation flows along nozzle, researchers have showed experimentally
the two(2) dimensional numbers as the most significant dimensionless group as Reynolds
number and Cavitation number, which the cavitation number,  expressed in Eq. 3.6



P  Pv
0.5v2

(3.6)

Where  is the cavitation number, P pressure of the fluid,  w density, Pv saturated vapour
pressure and velocity of the flow, and the Reynolds number

Re 

 wUd
w

Re as described in Eq. 3.7

(3.7)

Where  w is the density of water, velocity of water, U , diameter, d , and viscosity of water
as  w .
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3.6 Cavitation erosion
The severe action of causing mechanical degradation of material as results of violent collapse
of cavitation bubbles is termed cavitation erosion. Cavitation erosion has been proved to be
form near the solid surface [95].Numerous researches has proven the mechanism of
cavitation; although the transition of bubble growth, collapse as well as transition of the
bubbles leading to cavitation erosion is still not well understood in the literature. To
understand the relationship between cavitation generation, collapse and erosion, this section
will highlight the various mathematical models and experiments conducted together with
simulations in order to understand the transition between cavitation bubbles and
quantitatively ascertain the erosion extent.

3.6.1 Spherical bubble in water

There are two possible classes of approach in which a spherical bubble collapse may lead to
cavitation erosion, regarded as symmetric collapse in which it occurs in the bulk liquid, this
results in the release of shock waves which is transferred to the surrounding liquid; on the
other side asymmetric collapse of bubbles occurs when the bubble is in partial or complete
contact with solid boundary, with the collapse causing disturbance greatly to the side ways of
the solid boundary, making the fluid to penetrate through the cavity and hence a microjet is
formed [95].Rayleigh-Plesset equation will now be used to describe the behaviour of the
cavity collapse for both the symmetric and asymmetric case.
3.6.1.1 Rayleigh-Plesset model

Considering a spherical bubble cavity with radius R(t) as dependant on time t, in a bulk
infinite liquid at constant temperature. Taken a portion of the liquid in contact with the
bubble, the forces acting upon the bubble cavity includes the pressure of the inner bubble Pb,
the stress due to viscous forces,  r , the stress normal to the surface,  r as well as the surface
tension,  , [102] shown in Fig. 3.26, as long as there is an equilibrium with no mass flow
into or out of the bubble, the force balance behaves as in Eq. 3.8:
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Pb   r  2 r 

2
0
R

(3.8)

Figure 3.26 Typical spherical bubble in a bulk liquid[102]

3.7 Cavitation Erosion and Mitigations
3.7.1 Cavitation damage control in dams
Cavitation damage has been a source of concern especially in hydraulic machinery [103],
spillway tunnels, spillway dams, and chute spillways with high gradient structure [104],
these are typically dams discharging water at the velocity range of 20-50 m/s [105] .
Although water velocities of up to 140 m/s are obtainable with the 10 MPa inlet pressure
across the Flat fan nozzle, which may give higher cavitation chances compared to the water
dams with

considerably lower velocities investigated, using the dam spill ways

characteristic height of up to 300m, exposing additional

likelihood of air-entrainment,

cavitation, fluctuation-vibrations as well as energy dissipation in such high dams. As a
results of the combined high flow velocities, cavities are often generated due to under
pressure and high-pressure, leading to cavitation erosion along the concrete, which was
prevented successfully using aerators supplying high air concentration in the cavitation
regions shown in Fig. 3.26, and thereby economically and effectively combating the
cavitation-erosion [104].Although, aerators caused weakening effect on the dam walls[104].
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Originally, [106] reported Peterka to have investigated experimentally the application of
aeration in cavitation control, with his findings leading to reduce cavitation erosion with as
small as 0.4% air concentration, flow pattern in aerated spill ways shown in Fig. 3.27 can be
mitigated from erosion through increasing the air concentration from (a) 1.0%, through (b)
1.7%, and then (c) 3.1%. Further increase in the air concentration to 7.4% completely
eliminated the cavitation erosion, this was noticed as the bursting and hammer-beating was
eliminated completely[107]. Subsequent expansions into this technique were developed
further investigated by other researchers with air concentration of 1-2% at near wall of the
surface.

(a) 1.0, (b) 1.7, (c) 3.1% air
Figure 3.27 Flow pattern in aerated spill way [108]

Perhaps, despite the numerous disadvantages of cavitation, its inherent ability to cause
erosion have attracted wider applications in submerged cleaning using cavitation water jets
[10],[109][109][61],[62],[<sup>60</sup>[60],[108], while a spray-air interaction was also
chosen for this investigation as higher impact force unto the surface were noticed (see Section
6.3). Previous researchers developed models suitable for understanding the water-air
interaction especially for high flow velocities. Consideration were made to the material
balances of both the water and air mixture into the chamber an empty chamber shown in Fig.
3.28 with an approximate length of 1m and a radius of 0.10m.
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Water feed

Air feed

H

Figure 3.28 Aeration chamber

A total mass of the combined liquid and air entering the chamber can be written
mathematically as[104] as derived in Eq. 3.9 to 3.13 :
mtotal  ma  mw

(3.9)

With an equivalent combined volume
Vtotal  va  vw

(3.10)

The ratio of the combined mass over and volume of the water and air can then be related as
Density

 total 

mw  ma
V wVa

(3.11)

The equations has been derived thermodynamically by [104] that relates the inherent flow
behaviour along the two-phase flow with emphasis given to the speed of sound in air a, as
Eq. 3.12

a

p
 wC (1  C )

(m/s)

(3.12)

Where p, is the ambient pressure (Pa),  w the density of water (kg/m3), and C, the air
concentrations which can be varied based on the experimental conditions as
C

Qa
Qw  Qa

(3.13)
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This is suitable for calculating speed of sound in aerated flow with varying air concentrations
using the air concentration. Calculations conducted based on Eq 3.9 provided the pressure is
kept the same, will mean that the speed of sound in aerated flow is only a function of air
concentration. Hence, calculations can be generated for the Mach Numbers as the another
important variable in aerated flow. The Mach number, M has been considered as the ratio of
flow velocity to the speed of sound in the medium, expressed in Eq. 3.14 as
M

v
a

(3.14)

Where v, is the flow velocity (m/s).These calculation as shown Section 5.5 and simulated
CFD calculation in Section 6.6 explained the flow behaviour in aerated flow further.

3.7.2 Pressure Wave front in aerated flows
The nature of the flow of water across varies in aerated and non-aerated flows especially in
terms of the pressure waves generated during the flow. It has been experimentally confirmed
as shown in Fig. 3.29, that the pressure wave font in aerated chamber using computerised
signal detectors that the In an aeration 0 versus 10% comparison indicated increase in
pressure wave

Figure 3.29 Experimental aerated chamber [56]
increase in almost 53kPa due to aeration as shown in Fig. 3.30 , indicating the suppression of
cavitation due to aeration has further increases the pressure wave font.
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Pressure(kPa)

10.9%

0%

Time(s)
Figure 3.30 Pressure wave font with and without aeration [104]

However, increasing the aeration also increases the pressure wave font, which could
subsequently enhance the impact when utilised for cleaning purposes. Other experiment
conducted for low air concentration also confirm pressure enhancement in the left hand
section shown in Fig. 3.31, and when the aeration was removed, the pressure became

Pressure(kPa)

suppressed as shown in the right hand section.

Time(s)
Figure 3.31 Aerate flow at low 1.6% air concentration [104]

As the of aerated flow scheme was successfully utilised in the construction industries,
especially in dam spill ways for mitigating cavitation [104],[105],[110],[111],[112], further
impact has been experimentally highlighted of capable to cause increase in pressure wave
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font [104],[110], and the weakening effect of materials due to compressive stress they are
subjected to by the aeration [113], as well as the application of Water Cavitation
Peening(WCP) through aeration for improved fatigue life of metallic components
[110],[103],[114],[115], such applications could be utilised to enhance erosional performance
of surfaces during cleaning, which is suitable to compensate for the cavitation erosion effect
exempted in high velocity jetting techniques upon aeration.
In this investigation, the air stream is solely utilised to pressurize the walls of the oil
production tubing where mineral scales are, such that the compressive stresses exerted by the
air on the scale surfaces play an additional role to eroding the scale when combined with the
high pressure water from the flat fan atomizer. This has successfully led to enhanced scale
erosion. This application could potential be improve to enhance erosion performance without
using sterling beads.
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3.8 Summary

The review of the various water flow behaviour has been conducted in this chapter and the
following summary can be drawn:


High velocity water flow in spray nozzles experience a substantial pressure drop at
the nozzle vena contracta, leading to cavitation within and even downstream of the
nozzle.



The cavitation generates a micro bubbles which when collapse upon hitting a solid
target generate a pressure shock leading to erosion called cavitation erosion.



Cavitation erosion has attracted wide concern due to cost of repair /replacement of
machinery parts, and also eroding concrete surfaces on water dams spill ways.



Major oil companies took advantage of the cavitation erosion in successfully cleaning
production tubing using spray jets on the surface, however, decreased erosion
performance while in typical production tubing due to decrease in pressure has been a
major limitation.



The jetting techniques currently employ sterling beads(solid particles) in the water
jets to compensate erosion decreased due to cavitation decrease with increasing depth,
however, environmental concern, secondary clogging effects of the particles, damage
to the production tubing itself and sophistication in pump design due to change in
liquid density do not give a promising end to this technology.



Forced air aerators have been successfully utilised in combating cavitation erosion in
dam spill ways, by causing high pressure in the cavitation prone region, thereby
eliminating cavitation erosion. However, the pressure wave front increase and
weakening effect on the concrete surface due to aeration has also been a major
concern.



Application can then be sought of utilising the material weakening effect and enhance
pressure wave font due to aeration to replace the use of sterling beads in scale
cleaning as it compensate for high erosion effect.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Set up and Procedure
4.1 Overview
This chapter introduces the experimental set up involved, procedures and description of
detailed steps involved to ensure precise and accurate results are obtained. The Chapter
covers the three phases including:
(1) Phase 1: The measurement of the entrained-air velocities were performed with high
precision Hot wire anemometer described in Section 4.2., it involves a non-intrusive
measurement method with no calibration , however,
characterized

in

terms

of

drop

size

and

the

velocities

water sprays was also
using Phase

Doppler

Anemometry(PDA) for the their momentum analysis across the scale surface described
in Section 4.3, and hence the impact pressure was measured across the spray width using
a pressure transducer in Section 4.4.

(2) Phase 2: The qualitative monitoring of the cavitation bubble length under varying air
concentration with partially submerged conditions downstream of the atomizer (Section 4.5).
The cavitation was qualitatively investigated at various aerated pressures under submerged
conditions , to ascertain the decay of cavitation along the stand-off distance in order to ensure
no cavitation erosion is responsible for the erosion test trails conducted.

(3) Phase 3: The scale removal trials were then conducted using an aerated chamber
constructed specifically for this investigation at similar conditions during the characterisation
and cavitation test for the hard, medium and soft scales which are typically found in the oil
and gas wells. The scales are of different chemical composition based on the geology of the
oil field and the chemistry of the injected water. Details of the experimental scheme and steps
are provided in Fig. 4.1.

The experimental set ups, procedures as well as precautionary measures and sources of error
are detailed in each respective section.
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Figure 4.1 Experiment and simulation validation stages

Erosion rate

4.2 Entrained-air Measurements and Spray Characterizations
4.2.1 Experimental set up
The measurement of the entrained air velocity was performed according to the set up shown
in Fig. 4.2, using a High pressure pump to delivered water through the atomizer via a
pressure gauge for ensuring the targeted pressure was achieved. The hot wire probe set
around a grid lines corresponding to the measurement position, and the air velocities were
then displayed. The water tank collects and recycles the water through the pump during the
test. A Hot-wire sensor was kept 5mm away along the edge of the spray end to avoid
destruction by the High pressure water jet and interference causes by condensing water heat
transfer along the hot wire. Axial and radial measurements were performed as shown in the
Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Entrained-air set up
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4.2.2 Experimental apparatus
The measurement of the entrained-air around a high pressure water sprays includes apparatus
connected together as shown in Fig. 4.2 to carry out the measurement, the following are the
main apparatus use in this experiments
Hot Wire Anemometer
The application of a Hot-wire anemometer has been drawn based on the principle of
convective heat transfer across a heated sensing element; which is generated upon perturbed
by flow unto its surface, leading to changes in the heat transfer coefficient of resistance. It is
currently applied in many industrial applications despite the availability of other nonintrusive measurement methods such as multi-component laser Doppler Velocimetry, still
two other advantages such as (i) measuring accurately entropy changes and (ii) its capability
to measure flow parameters. It operates on the basic principle that electrical output can be
established by heat transfer from the cold surrounding air to the heated wire; as such the heat
transfer which is a function of fluid velocity can then be accurately measured, which the
electrical circuit is used to provide controlled amount of current to the wire to maintain a
constant voltage. Although to maintain a constant temperature, the amount of supplied
current may be varied to ensure isothermal conditions despite variation in the heat transfer
rates. The simplified view of the Hot-wire section is shown in Fig. 4.3.

Current I

Velocity
U
Current I

Sensor dimensions:
Length: 1mm
Diameter: 5micrometer

Wire support
Sensor

Figure 4.3 Hot Wire cross section[116]
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A thin wire is placed across a path of moving cold air, with a velocity U, I, is the current, R,
resistance. While a current is passed through the wire, an amount of heat equivalent to I2Rw
which, when at equilibrium, will compensate for the heat loss to the surroundings. Whenever
the velocity changes, the heat transfer changes as well, and ultimately changes the
temperature and a new equilibrium established.
Most practical applications require effective material to be used for the Hot-Wire, therefore
the following properties were suggested:

i.

High coefficient of Temperature resistance

ii.

Suitable electrical resistance which can conveniently heat wire at practical currents
and voltages

iii.

Availability of wires at very low diameters

iv.

Adequate strength to overcome aerodynamic stress even at high velocities

The governing equation for the energy transfer between the Hot wire and the surrounding air
is:
dE
W H
dt

(4.1)

Where E=Thermal energy stored within the wire CwT, with Cw=heat capacity of the wire
W= Power generated by the Joule heating I2Rw
H=Heat transferred to the surrounding by conduction, convection and radiation.Considering
the overall Energy balance equation generated by the heat transfer,

H   (Convection to fluids + conduction to supports+ radiation to surroundings (4.2)
The convection equation heat transfer is governed by the equation

Qconv  Nu  A  (T wallTair )

(4.3)

Where Nu, is the Nusselt Number given by
Nu 

hd
kf

(4.4)

Hence, Eq. 4.1 can be written in terms of static heat transfer as follows:

W  H  I 2 Rw  hA(Twall  Tair )
Leading to transformation in form of dimensionless Nu, as
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(4.5)

I 2 Rw 

Nuk f A
d

(Twall  Tair )

(4.6)

For Forced convection heat transfer, where Re  Gr 1 / 3 having a value between 0.02 in air
and Re  140

I 2 Rw  E 2  (Twall  Tair )( A  B U n )

(4.7)

According to King’s law[116].

4.2.3 Experimental procedure
The connection between the digital display and the hot wire were mounted on the
experimental rig as shown in Fig. 4.6 and placed, according to the grid established in Section
4.3. The pump was then primed and started, with subsequent pressure increases until the
desired pressure was established using the pressure gauge on the nozzle top. The flow was
then maintained for 2 minutes until stability of the water and air flow was achieved. The
reading of the air velocities was then taken for 10 seconds to ensure accuracy and then
subsequently repeated for axial positions at 25, 50 and 75mm and radial positions from 0, 5,
10, 15 and 20mm.Then it was traversed for -5, 10, -15 and -20mm The results of the air
velocity around the spray are shown in Section 5.2.2.2.

Figure 4.4 Entrained-air velocities measurement grid
The following steps were adopted for the measurement of the air velocities
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1. The probe was connected to the probe input socket
2. The power on the meter was turn On
3. The unit for the velocity and temperature were chosen
4. The sensor slide cover was slid up to isolate the air velocity from the hot wire until
the zero reading was observed at the display
5. The velocity meter was then zeroed at the isolation instance and then
6. The cover was slid down to allow air contact for the velocity measurement

4.2.4 Accuracy and Errors in Hot-Wire Anemometry
4.2.4.1 Precautions and accuracies adopted during the experiments



Repetitive sensor drying to minimize water droplets fouling



Liquid droplets not allowed to cascade in air



Spray was allowed to stabilise before readings were taken



Water vapour condensation was minimized on the hot wire during the experiments

4.2.4.2 Sources of errors



Probe contaminations in air: The presence of dust, vapours, dirt’s or chemicals affect
the flow sensitivity of the hot sensor or experience a reduction in frequency of
response. It is usually signalled as a drift due to particle contamination from the
calibration curve shown in Fig. 4.3. This includes exposure to winter conditions or
unfiltered air at 40m/s. Other effects includes low velocity due to the slight effect of
dirt on the heat transfer



Bubbles in liquids: In liquid components, dissolve gases generate bubbles on the
sensors leading to reduced heat transfer rate and downward calibration drift.



Readings taken within ±1mm along X and ±1mm along Y axis.

4.2.5 Hot Wire Calibration

The calibration principle of the Hot Wire Anemometer is derived from the King’s law
with its response derived as[116]:

E 2  A  BU n
Where E is considered as the voltage across the hot wire,
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(4.8)

U, is the velocity normal to the wire, and

A, B and n are constants. Using linear

regression and plotting the velocity versus the voltage during the industrial calibration.

The measurement of the high pressure water spray characterization in terms of drop size and
velocities were conducted using the PDA procedure detailed in Section 4.3.

4.3 Spray Characterization
4.3.1 Experimental set up using PDA
The PDA system was purchased from Dantec Particle Analyser. It comprises of the following
components, as shown in Fig.4.5:
a. Laser
b. Transmitting Optics
c. Receiving Optics (photo detectors)
d. Signal Processor
e. Computer processor package

Pressure gauge

Atomizer
Sprays

Receiver optics

Signal processor

Water pump

Computer processor
Water tank

Figure 4.5 PDA set up
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The

technique

adopted

Anemometry(LDA).This

involves

a

hybrid

of

PDA

and

Laser

Doppler

ascertains the velocities of the particles during the flow in

combination with a particle sizing interferometer. The PDA system was set up as shown in
Fig. 4.6, with the transmitting and receiving optics set to the values shown in Table 4.1. The
only setting that can be adjusted on the transmitting optics is the power level of the laser.
During the experiments the maximum power setting was used which has the effect of
increasing the measuring volume.

Table 4.1 PDA set up

Transmitting
Optics

Receiving
Optics

Description
Laser power
Wavelength

Symbol
P


Units
mW
µm

Value
100
514.5

Beam Separation

df

mm.

38

Focal length

tr

mm

400

Beam diameter
Fringe Spacing

db
s

mm
m

1.35
5.42

Number of fringes

N

-

37

Focal length
Scattering Angle
Aperture setting

rc

-

mm
degrees
mm

310
72
0.5

The receiving optics were set to receive 1st order refraction from the particles, with the
scattering angle being 72 which is the optimum forward refraction mode with reduced bias
in the results due to the reflected light, thus ensuring good scattering light intensity levels
(high signal to noise), thus making it suitable for measuring small particles.

Receiver
Transmitter
Measurement point
Figure 4.6 PDA Experimental set up cross section
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The focal length of the receiver was 310mm. Table 4.1 provides the detail specification.
Decreasing the focal length of the receiver increases the sensitivity of the optics allowing the
receiver to measure smaller particles. However there are trade-offs with reducing the focal
length such as reducing the size of the measurement volume and reducing the maximum
droplet diameter that can be measured. The set focal length of 310 mm was suitable for
measuring the range of particles in the experiments shown in Fig. 4.7.

Atomizer header assembly

Chamber

Figure 4.7 PDA aerated chamber
The concept of Doppler shift was first conceptualized in 1842 by an Austrian Physicist by
observing a change in frequency due to movement of the wave source while propagating, it
was however in 1964 that Yeh and Cummins introduced the idea of velocity measurement
using Doppler shift. PDA, as a non-intrusive optical technique with an ability to determine
droplet size and velocity simultaneously, with a more rigorous technique which analyse each
droplet, and therefore wide spatial resolution is ensured.
4.3.2 Spray Characterization and Measurement grid
The position of the atomizer was centralized about the laser measuring volume and the
atomizer was traversed in the radial plane with reference to the measuring volume (optics
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fixed). As shown in Fig. 4.8, using a flat fan atomizer, droplet size and velocity
measurements were taken at 25, 50 and 75mm at each of the edges as well as the centre of
the atomizer exit for the 0.033kg/s, 0.045kg/s
corresponding to 4.8, 6.0 and 10MPa

and 0.188kg/s(refer to Appendix E)

flow pressures . At each downstream location, three

radial measurements were taken

25mm

75mm

Radial direction

Axial direction

-15
15

-10

-5

0

5

10

Figure 4.8 Measurement Grid

4.3.3 PDA Experimental procedure
The PDA measurements were carried out to study the structure of an overlapping flat
for spray used one, two and three atomisers at a range of supply pressure 4.8, 6 and 10MPa
MPa and downstream distances of 25, 50 and 75mm. The experimental procedures for
characterising the spray using PDA was undertaken as follow:1. Secure the flat fan atomisers in the spray head and ensure the water supply is
connected to the main spray head.
2. Attach the main hydraulic pipe to the pump and also to the head of the spray.
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3. The pump was to initially deliver a high pressure of 4.8 MPa through the hydraulic
pipe to one atomiser at a flow rate of 8 l/min under three different downstream
distances of 25, 50 and 75mm.
4. The experiment was repeated twice for 4.8 MPa, 6.0 MPa and 10 MPa at a flow rate
measured through a collection method for three different downstream distances of: 25,
50 and 75mm.
5. The laser is turned on and the crossing of the beams within the measuring volume is
aligned using the eyepiece.
6. The laser was set to maximum power.
7. The water feeding the main hydraulic pipe to the spay atomiser was turned on to the
desired flow rate.
8. The signal-to-noise ratio is checked for acceptable levels by using the oscilloscope.
The signals received from the three channels PD1, PD2 and PD3 and balanced by
altering the supply voltage within the PDA software; to provide signals with equal
orders of magnitude.
9. Data acquisitions starts or

stops when either 20,000 validated samples were

collected or a time out of 300 seconds is reached.
10. The data was saved to a file.
11. The flat fan spray atomiser was traversed to the next radial position and steps 9 to 13
were repeated.
12. Once the radial positions on the plane were taken, the optics is moved to the next
downstream position and steps 9 to 13 are repeated until the remaining downstream
positions were taken.
13. The data was saved to a file.
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4.3.4 Accuracy and error analysis
4.3.4.1 Accuracy in PDA experiment

The transmitting optics delivered two stream of laser rays, although can be more in some
cases, with equivalent intensities. These interfere along their path to form a region of
measurement volume, this led to the formation of equally spaced fringes. Hence
measurement of either the droplet velocities or mean size is done the moment the spray flow
particles passes through this fringes. In the case of traversing particles across the measuring
volume, shown in Fig. 4.9, there is usually a fluctuation of the amount of light received,
causing the fringes scatter in all directions.

Figure 4.9 Measuring volume[117]

Part of this scatered light can be received by the the lens and then focused to the
photodetector measuring the fluctuation burst shown in Fig. 4.10, for light to the voltage
signal fluctuation, which is proprotional to the particle velocity.

Doppler

burst

Gaussian pedestal

Figure 4.10 Doppler signal burst at measuring volume[117]
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Doppler signal

This frequency is termed as the Doppler shift, and its frequency can be determined through
measurement of the Doppler frequency period, already known the wavelength  of the laser
as well as the angle intersection of two beams,  , the Doppler frequency, f D , the velocity U
can be calculated using Eq. 4.9
U


fD
2 sin( / 2)

(4.9)

However, the particle size D can be obtained based on the signals generated from the two
detectors for both relection and refraction shown in Eq. 4.10 and 4.11 respectively





 2D



2D



sin  sin
2(1  cos  cos cos  )

ntel sin  sin
2
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 nrel 2(1  cos  cos cos  ))

(4.10)

(4.11)

In order to succesfully measure the particle size, the spatial frequency of the interference
fringe produced by the scattered light must be known, which could be achieved through use
of the photodectector to get simultaneous light from separate part of the interference
pattern[117]

Figure 4.11 Doppler signal from different source[117]
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The incidence ray of beam may undergo three different light phenomenon including the
initial reflection unto the droplet, then refracted(1st order) through the droplet and finally
refracted again(2nd order) shown in Fig. 4.12 according to the refraction pattern.

Figure 4.12 Light scateering models[117]

4.3.4.2 Sensitivity analysis

The PDA measurement is bound to a certain margin of error due to either the characteristics
of the Doppler itself or the manner in which it is operated. In this investigation sensitivity and
precautions were made to ensure accuracy of the results, however, the following factors were
bound to cause errors in the measurements.

4.3.4.3 Shape of the particle

Accurate PDA measurements are suitable only for spherical particles, and high pressure
water sprays undergo a violent break up scheme as in this case, producing either irregular or
deformed particles. The effect of the aerodynamic forces changes the spherical particles to
ellipsoidal shapes as shown in Fig. 4.13 as a result of the viscous and turbulent
acceleration/deceleration.
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Figure 4.13 Ellipsoidal nature of droplets[117]

The literature suggests up to 45% over estimation in particle size due to non-sphericity[117]

4.3.2.2 Burst signal validation
In a PDA set up, signal passing through photomultipliers usually liberated at three different
frequency, each corresponding to a threshold level. For the validation of a signal, it is
expected to go beyond level 3 and below level 1 as shown in Figure 4.14

Figure 4.14 Burst validation[118]

4.3.4.4 Biased particle average

The measurement principle in PDA considers the average of the total sample particles
passing through the measuring volume each time. This is distinctively different for low and
high flow velocities due to variation of flow rate with time around the measuring volume.
However, in turbulent flow measurement such as the experiment conducted in this work,
averaging the population sample brings over-estimation leading to an error in the results.
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4.3.4.5 Effect of slit

The effect limiting slit aperture in the receiver optical probe is often responsible for the
suppression effect. The light scattering component considered for the particle size calculation
using the measured phase difference is another possible cause of error in PDA measurement.
A typical example is indicated in Fig. 4.15 where there is a suppression of the refracted light,
exposing only the reflected scattered light become detected and hence used for measurement,
which will automatically results in error.

Figure 4.15 Slit effect in suppression scattered light

4.3.4.6 Trajectory ambiguity

A trajectory ambiguity, popularly known as Gaussian beam problem, occurs usually in
measuring larger droplet sizes than the beam diameter. This causes non-uniform illumination
which subsequently results in mixing of the refracted and reflected beams into the detectors.
Usually one overshadow the other one, leading to erroneous results for larger droplets sizes.
The effect is shown in Fig. 4.16 as the variation in Gaussian beam effects.
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Figure 4.16 Gaussian beam imperfections[117]

4.3.4.7 Sources of Error in PDA measurements

The main systematic errors for the PDA system are due to measuring-volume positioning,
velocity bias and doppler-frequency broadening. The random encounters are due to the
statistical sampling uncertainty. Throughout the PDA experiments endeavours were made to
keep these errors as small as possible. Statistical sampling uncertainty was kept to a
minimum by using a sufficiently large sample size (20,000) per measurement data point.

Other systematic errors were calculated as:


Traversing errors in the x and y direction for various planes downstream was  0.5
mm.



The water supply for the fluid circuit was controlled to ± 2 ml/min.



An estimated error in diameter measurement of  5 μm for the droplet sizes. Typical
nominal errors for diameter suggested by the PDA system manufacturer are 4% on
diameter.
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4.4 Impact Pressure Measurement
4.4.1 Experimental set up
Measurement of impact force is considered as an integral part of this thesis, apart from being
the force that dictates how much impact required for the scale cleaning process, also it enable
analysis of the distance downstream at which the spray is the most effective cleaning process.
The measurement was conducted with a High precision Load cell designed and manufactured
by Omega limited, with a capability to sense up to 100N force with a resolution of ±0.1N,
which can then be converted to pressure by dividing by the unit area covered by the spray.
The setup consist of a high pressure water pump, pressure gauge, spray atomiser, and the load
cell sensor and the display shown in Fig 4.17 and 4.18.

Figure 4.17 Impact pressure measurement set up

Atomizer header
Atomizer
Stand-off distance

radial distance

Figure 4.18 Load cell set up
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4.4.2 Experimental procedure
The measurement of the impact force was conducted using the test procedure for the impact
probe load cell in the following sequence:
1. The load was mounted to a rigid support, pivoted within a given downstream position
which connect via a wire to the display screen.
2. The meter was calibrated using a known weight to ensure conformity and the graph
was provided in Fig. 4.19
3. The display was then zeroed using the TARED function on the meter, which was
checked after the experiment as well.
4. The High pressure pump was then ran until the targeted pressure of 4.8, 6.0 and
10MPa were achieved as indicated on the pressure gauge.
5. The flow was then allowed to stabilize for the first 15seconds.
6. Reading were then taken at each point over a period of 15 seconds and the average
value considered.
7. The procededure was then repeated at varying downstream distances and radial
positions.

4.4.2 Accuracy and error analysis
The main systematic errors for the impact force measurements were:


Traversing errors for the downstream and radial distances were  0.5 mm.



The water supply for the fluid circuit was controlled to ± 2 ml/min.



Force measurements errors were calculated to be +/- 0.2g, comprising of the
difference in readings between the displayed readings and know weights, resolution of
the meter and drift between readings.
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The calibration of the equipment was initially conducted to ensure an accurate response and
repeatability over a range of forces measured in terms of mass. Although variation is shown
in the Fig.4.19 during the calibration, it is acceptable as the difference is less than 5%.
250

Actual mass(g)

200
150
100
50
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

Measured mass(g)

Figure 4.19 Impact force probe Calibration

A mathematical derivation can be used in line with Newton 2nd law of motion to express the
impact force by a flat fan atomiser. Details of the Impact pressure theoretical calculations are
provided in Section 3.2.4.5 Spray Impact Pressure.

4.5 Cavitation measurements
4.5.1 Experimental set up
The measurement of cavitation behaviour of flat fan atomizers were considered paramount in
this investigation due to the erosion attributed to cavitation in scale cleaning. The set up
considered an aerated chamber under submerged conditions for suitability to qualitatively
measure cavitation bubble regions within 25mm downstream from the atomizer exit. The set
up consisted of the aerated chamber filled with water over a shallow column of about 5mm
just above the flat fan atomizer exit. A High pressure water pump supplied water to the
atomizer via the pressure gauge. The water is collected and recycled through the water tank
as shown in Fig. 4.20.
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Air

Fig 4.20 Cavitation experimental set up

4.5.1 Experimental procedure
The qualitative measurement of cavitation bubble length was conducted using the following
steps:
1. The water level in the aerated chamber is raised to just above the
atomizer(submerged), ensuring that the pressure head is not significantly high
2. The pump pressure was then increased to the desired value as indicated by the
pressure gauge
3. The air supply was then connected using the isolation valve on the chamber top until
the chamber pressure attained the desired aeration pressure(corresponding to the
desired air concentration)
4. The cavitation bubble length is then photographed using a high resolution camera
positioned from the same point throughout the experiment.
4.5.2 Source of error in cavitation measurement
1. A partial submerged condition is generated to ensure visibility of the bubble under
this condition, which cannot be qualitatively measured otherwise due to the turbulent
nature of the high pressure sprays.
2. The water level was kept just 5mm above the atomizer header to ensure no significant
pressure head is acted upon the chamber due to the water column.
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3. The water pressure fluctuation was maintained within ±0.1MPa
4. The air pressure fluctuation was maintained at ±3% of the actual air pressure
4.6 Scale Removal Set-up
4.6.1 Experimental set up
The measurement of scale erosion was conducted with the same aerated chamber set up in
addition to including the scale sample clamped into the fixed position as shown in Fig.4.22.
The experimental set up was designed to simulate realistic onshore oil and gas production
tubing to suitably perform the test. The scale erosion experiment was set up as shown in Fig.
4.21 with (1) An air compressor to supply the aeration to the chamber, which will then be
measured based on the air flow (2) A pressure gauge in order to calculate the aeration
concentration into the chamber, (3) A simulated pressure chamber containing the scale
sample, which is measured before and after each of the experimental trial. Water supply from
the (6) High pressure pump, which passes through the (5) Pressure gauge for pressure and
flow calculation. The Air and water are discharged out of the chamber using (7) Flow control
valves, and then in the case of pressure build-up, (4) A relief valve is opened to restore
normal operating conditions.

Figure 4.21 Descaling chamber set-up
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4.6.2 Pressure Chamber Design, Construction and Set up
4.6.1.1 Design philosophy

Scale deposits are usually found at bottom hole along production tubing’s several thousands
of meters down the surface Christmas tree, since pressure increases with depth, a realistically
high pressure chamber is necessary to understand the performance of the jetting technique
with respect to scale removal and other properties of the jets especially impact forces,
cavitation and erosion possibilities. The chamber model design is shown in Fig. 4.22.

Figure 4.22 Design of the chamber
4.6.1.2 Design of aerated chamber

The material of construction selection was based on the ambient operating conditions of the
chamber, since the pressure chamber requires holding higher pressure than the ambient, it
was necessary to estimate the pressure rating of the chamber first, before deciding the type of
material suitable. The various inner and outer components of the aerated chamber is shown in
Fig. 4.23 and 4.24.
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Air relief
valve
Water Inlet

Outer
rod
Outer
bolts
Air inlet

Top plates
Spray header
Atomizer

Plaster
washer

Scale sample
Scale support plate

Figure 4.23 Interior section

The set-up consists of Outer rods, Top plates, Outer bolts, Inner rods, Scale sample, Scale
support plate, Plaster washer, Air inlet valve, Air relief valve, Spray header, Water atomizer

25mm
Liquid pressure
atomizer

Stand-off distance

Scale sample

Figure 4.24 Scale holder details

The next section provides details of the plenum design used to hold and position the liquid
pressure atomizer.
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Plenum design
The atomizer header was re-designed to ensure minimum pressure loss with the inlet
directly from the top instead of the previous set up shown in Fig.4.18, with the water inlet at
the edge leading to higher pressure losses. A detail of the modified atomizer is provided in
Fig. 4.25.

(a) Side view

(b) End view

(c) Plan view
Figure 4.25 Atomizer plenum design

The pressure calculation was performed based on the ambient air pressure along the
production tubing estimated to principally increase with depth as the major contributory
factors, therefore using the pressure equation as:
P  gh

(4.12)

Where P, is the bottom pressure,  the density of air along the empty column of production
tubing during maintenance, g, as the gravity, and h, the depth to the scale formation. Taking
the density of air as 1.224kg/m3, g 9.8m/s2 and an approximate depth of 2000m, then
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P  1.224  9.81 2000  23,990.4 Pa  0.24bar _ gauge
P  0.24  1.013  1.25bar _ absolute
Having calculated the expected pressure along the tubing, despite the much availability of
many materials capable of handling this pressure, a transparent acrylic tube was then chosen
based on its pressure rating of 6 bar (maximum) and transparency to enable imaging the
experiment and recording the observations.

4.6.1.3 Volume and Residence Time Calculations

The diameter of the chamber was based on the typical oil and gas production tubing by Saudi
Aramco. As 4.5inch (114.3 mm), then vendors specification of the diameters were available
for selection. Table 4.2 provides the detail specifications.
Table 4.2 Clear acrylic tube vendor’s specifications
Clear Acrylic Tube

Price

Reference

OD

ID

Wall thickness

£/Mtr

120/114XT

120mm

114mm

3mm

19.55

120/110XT

120mm

110mm

5mm

31.64

125/119XT

125mm

119mm

3mm

20.22

127/121XT

127mm

121mm

3mm

21.83

130/124XT

130mm

124mm

3mm

20.95

The appropriate diameter was chosen as the maximum thickness of 5mm (120/10XT) for this
experiment, also it is similar to the intended 114.3mm as required.
The residence time calculation of the tube was then conducted which was used as a basis for
a selection of a convenient length of 1m as available with the manufacturer,
V

d 2 l
4



 (0.11) 2 1
4

 9.5 x10 3 m 3 =9.5 litres

Taking the flow rate of the flat-fan nozzle at 10MPa as 11.3 litr/min
Residence time of water=

Volume
9.5

 0.84 min  50 sec
Volumetric flowrate 11.3
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(4.13)

4.6.1.4 Chamber plate design

The design of the metallic cover plate was an integral part of the aerated chamber which
connects holds and supports almost all the equipment attached to the chamber. A details of
the design and construction of the chamber plate is shown in Fig. 4.26 and the top and the
bottom plates assembly are shown in Fig. 4.27.

(a) Plan view

3D metallic plate

(b) Side view

(c) 3D view

Figure 4.26 View of metallic cover
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Assembled plate

(a) Top cover

Relief valve
Outlets

(b) Bottom plate(outside view)

(c)Bottom plate(inside view)

Figure 4.27 Assembled views of metallic cover

The metallic plate, water inlet, air inlet, relief valve, atomizer header as well as the scale
made up the assembly. The assembly positioned suitable for positioning directly into the
chamber as shown in Fig. 4.28. The pressure gauge and water connectors are made to be
easily fitted into the assembly during the experimental trials.
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Water inlet
Air inlet

Metal cover plate

Pressure gauge

Spray atomizer

Scale sample

Figure 4.28 Scale sample assembly (without chamber)

4.6.3 Soft scale samples preparations
4.6.3.1 Introduction

The samples used in this investigation consist of three components that are typically similar
to the scales encountered during oil and gas production. They includes the wax scale
encountered when producing highly paraffinic hydrocarbons characterised with low API
gravity. Although this scale sample is typically found on top-side facilities, it may be
encountered along production

tubing especially around the Christmas tree due to

condensation of heavier hydrocarbons. Two other scale samples involve the real sample of oil
field scale obtained from Libyan wells.
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4.6.3.2 Wax scale preparations

The sample of the wax scale was prepared using a wax material which was fragmented and
melted and then inserted through a suitably designed holder to provide an appropriate shape,
using a suitable material that can withstand the melting temperature as shown in Fig.4.29,
4.30 and 4.31

Holder tube

Bottom cover
plate

Figure 4.29 Scale holder

Molten
wax

Assembled
Holder

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.30 Wax scale preparation(a) empty holder (b) hot-filled wax
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Wax
scales

Scale in
holder

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.31 Prepared wax scale samples (a) after cooling (b) prepared samples

4.6.3.3 Hard scale samples

The harder real scale samples used in the investigation were obtained from Libyan wells
shown in Figure 4.32 in order to realistically investigate with the harder scale types typically
encountered in petroleum production.

Hard scale
Medium scale

(a)
Figure 4.32 Scale samples (a) Hard (b) Medium

(b)

The combination of the scale and appratus were assembly as shown in Fig. 4.33
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Chamber tube
Pressure gauge
Flat fan
atomizer
Soft scale sample

Figure 4.33 Chamber assembly
4.6.3.3 Experimental Procedures for Scale Removal

Prior to starting the experiment, there was the need for ensuring the safety, reliability of all
equipment and devices used, during each test run. To prepare the candle wax for the
experiment; the wax was first heated in a steel rectangle pan in order for it to take the shape
of the pan. After cooling, the scale sample was placed and secured in the upper transparent
Perspex tube of the experimental apparatus. This methodology was adopted only for the
candle wax, as part of initial preparation for the scale removal trials.
The general experimental procedures are as follows:

1. Ensure all connections are appropriately situated, i.e. spray head, water tank and
water pump.
2. Ensure that the scale sample placed on the aluminium base flange and secured in
position.
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3. Ensure that the spray head is adjusted to the required downstream distance from
the scale sample.
4. Ensure that the scale sample with the aluminium base assembly was correctly
placed to coincide with the vertical axis of the atomiser, fitted to the spray head.
5. Ensure that the water pump was primed to release air bubbles by turning on the
pump.
6. Ensure that the inter connection of the hydraulic hose from the water pump to the
spray head and to the water tank back to the pump is connected properly and
firmly.
7. The image of each scale sample was taken, using a still Canon camera, before and
after each test run.
8. The water pump was turned on first, at an initial low flow rate 8 l/min. and
pressure 4.8 MPa, and then adjust to obtain the desired flow and pressure.
9. After 5 minutes with the aid of a stopwatch, the water pump was switched off.
Then the particles of scale were collected from the scale sample through a sieve,
positioned on top of the water tank.
10. The particles of the scale sample passed through the sieve were dried and weighed
with a weighing scale (range  (0.1g)).
11. The image of the scale sample was taken again after each test run.
12. The procedure above was repeated for desired pressures of 4.8 and 6 and 10 MPa
at the desired flow rate Flat fan spray atomisers respectively for 5 minutes each.
13. Record the different reading of each test run of the experiment for further analysis.
14. Repeat and apply all the above procedures on different scale samples
15. Repeat and apply all the above procedures on the Candle Wax Scale Sample

4.6.3.4 Safety Precaution

Safety and environment are the main concern at this point, they are the most significant risks
that require severe attention and improvement in our world today. Safety measures are actions
and precautions engaged to enhance safety, i.e. decrease risk associated with human health.
The safety precautions taken in during the trials are as follows.
1. All fittings and installations were properly verified and tightened to
avoid a loss in pressure via leakage.
2. Circuits breakers were installed to avoid equipment damage, which could arise
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from surplus voltage.
3. The different units of the apparatus were kept in their proper position
in order to function correctly to their maximum efficiency.
4. The water tank was filled with water to the required maximum water level.
5. The power supply was switch off to the water pump after usage.
6. Personal protective equipment was worn as well as safety gloves and ear
protection to avoid harm or injuries to the operator.
7

A Fire extinguisher was available in case of fire.

4.6.3.5 Qualitative technique

Various forms of imaging devices were used to capture and record all tests procedures. The
Cannon Eon Kiss F was used to take stills of the testing process. An 18-55mm 1:3.5-5.6 IS
zoom lens was used to take close-up images with a resolution of 3456 x 2304 pixels, as
shown in Fig. 4.34. Images taken during drop size, velocity and mass flux tests were all
recorded from a distance of 300 mm. It was set to 1280 x 1024 resolution during all of the
tests. All high speed imagery was captured at downstream distances of 25, 50 and 75 mm.

Figure 4.34 Canon Eos Kiss F
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4.6.3.6 Source of Errors in the Scale Removal Test

1. The high pressure pump (500bar maximum) was operated within a tolerance of ±1bar
2. The pressure differential was kept constant by adding the chamber pressure during the
aerated test due to increase in back pressure in the pressurized chamber.
3. The possible Laser Traversing error during the PDA test positioning (Y-direction) of the
spray head in the downstream distance at the measuring volume were kept within ±1 mm.
4. The measurement for the mass of the scale recovered during each test was kept within
±0.1g to account for the mass of water soaked by the scale during the experiment which
could not be dried off due to time constraint.
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4.7 Summary
The methodology of this investigation followed a sequential approach to scale removal
using the following scheme:


Due to environmental and cost benefits, the application of high pressure water sprays in
aerated medium was solely adopted to replace the use of solid particles in combination
with the water currently utilized for industrial scale removal.



The analysis of the aeration system was conducted using a Hot Wire Anemometer to
measure axial and radial velocities of the entrained-air around the spray.



The water spray was then characterised using PDA to establish the drop size and
velocities at a selected stand-off distance of 25, 50 and 75mm downstream of the
atomizer.



The cavitation investigation was conducted qualitatively to confirm the position of
scale removal in this investigation was not prone to cavitation, and therefore scale
erosion was purely due to impact of the sprays and not cavitation bubble collapse.



The scale removal trials were conducted at the characterised conditions of the spray in
terms of drop sizes and velocities, in addition to the air envelope which was meant for
increased stress on the scale in addition to the spray impact pressure during the removal
of the scale.

The next chapter provides the results from the various experiments in this chapter, as well as
the analysis. The results are presented in the same manner in which the experimental
description followed as shown in Fig 4.1.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussions
5.1 Overview
This chapter introduces the results obtained from the experimental investigation conducted
according to the scheme set out in Fig. 4.1. According to the original target of this
investigation, in utilising aerated high pressure water sprays for cleaning mineral and organic
scale deposits across an oil production tubing. Prior to the scale removal trials, both the
velocities of the entrained-air around the high pressure water spray was measured using hot
wire anemometer, and the high pressure water was characterised using PDA in terms drop
size, velocities as well as Impact pressure distribution using a pressure transducer probe to
enable establishing the scale cleaning conditions and target stand-off distance from the
atomizer exit to the point of impact over the scale surface. The results are categorized into
sections (phases) in which the experimental sequence followed:


Phase 1: Characterizations of air and high pressure water sprays: Section 5.2
highlights the measurement of the air velocities axially and radially using a two
component hot wire anemometer and the resultant velocities were then tabulated
according to Eq. 4.1. The spray characterization was performed using PDA then
followed at similar grid measurement point as the air velocities. The droplet sizes in
terms of SMD, and the velocities were then tabulated. The impact pressure results
from the spray at the designated PDA and air velocities were also recorded, and
analysed as the principal erosion impact force for the scale removal trials.The results
are given in Section 5.2.2.1.



Phase 2: Cavitation along flat fan atomizer is measured qualitatively using imaging
techniques, as detailed in Section 5.3. The measurement of the cavitation bubble
region length is important to establish the region of spray cavitation as a function of
increasing aeration concentration in orer to ensure applicability of the aerated spray
erosion results in wells of realistic depth of thousands of meters where cavitation does
not exist.



Phase 3: The scale removal trials of the non-aerated and aerated chamber were
analysed and the results presented in Section 5.4 using the characterized spray
conditions around the measured air velocities. The validations of the results were also
conducted using Fluent-CFD in Chapter 6.
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The next section provides details of the entrained air analysis obtained in Section 5.2.

5.2 Entrained-Air Velocities Measurement and the High Pressure Water Sprays (PhaseI)
5.2.1 Entrained-air velocities analysis
The measurement of the entrained air velocities (aeration) is an integral part of this noble
investigation as the combined application of aeration and high pressure water sprays are
utilised for scale removal in oil production tubing. The measurement of the air velocities
around the spray was conducted according the grid set-up around the spray as shown in Fig.
5.1, in order to establish the air behaviour around the high pressure water sprays.

10mm
z
15mm
Measurement points
25mm

25mm
100m
m

x

80mm

Figure 5.1 Entrained-air measurement grids
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Adopting the grid system around the sprays, measurements of the air velocities were taken at
the axial positions of at x = 25, 50 and 75mm downstream of the spray and the radially
outwards positions 10, 20, 30 and 40 and then -10, -20, -30 and -40mm.
Several researchers have considered the entrained-air around spray jets, particularly for water
jets, with emphasis on the mass flow rate of the air around the spray [119]. This investigation
consider employing the entrained-air behaviour around the sprays region to both understand
the air behaviour around the break-up regions and then utilised the structural benefits of
weakening solid structures upon contact with air

[89 and 100] as applied to dam

constructions, to provide a novel approach in the oil industry existing problems relating to
scale cleaning, to which, little or no contributions has been made in the velocities profile
measurement for the entrained-air behaviour around the sprays.
Additionally, the understanding of such interactions will add significantly to better
understanding of the behaviour of spray break-up, especially in turbulent flow atomization
applications. Previous work relates to air entrainment applications in dam spill ways,
[120],[121], while others consider such applications as the combustion of fuel spray in air
streams, [122],[123]. Currently, to the best of the current author’s knowledge, no-one has
attempted utilising the air velocities behaviour for scale cleaning applications. Therefore,
most of the reported results in this investigation could not be compared with other research.
Entrained air gained velocity as a result of its interactions with the high pressure water sprays
as the water spray runs through a stagnant air stream and causes displacement of the air by
the water which, when continuous flow continuous is maintained, a stream of air flow
continuously around the water. The velocity measurements as indicated in Fig. 5.2 show the
increasing manner of the air velocities with increasing axial distance solely due to the
corresponding increasing in spray width, despite the turbulent fluctuation of the air velocities
due to the high pressure nature of the sprays. The air velocities also substantially decays away
from the spray centre from values of up to 14 and 7 m/s down to nearly 3 and 0 m/s at 4.8
and 10 MPa respectively as shown in Fig. 5.2(a, b and c) at the far edge of the sprays, located
z = 40mm.
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Figure 5.2 Entrained-air velocities at various downstream positions
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However, the results do not indicate a substantial interaction between the entrained-air and
the high pressure spray break-up, although the behaviour shown indicates that the two
streams depend on each other. This is confirmed by increasing the axial spray inlet pressure
at each of the axial positions, which indicated a linear relationship between the water spray
velocities and the entrained-air velocities. Furthermore, the design nature of the hot wire
anemometer senses two directional velocities corresponding to x and y directions which
record u and v velocities respectively upon positioning the anemometer sensor in either of the
two directions. As a result, the tabulated results combined the magnitude of the resultant
velocities in two-directional axis u and v performed and the resultant air velocities were
computed using the Eq. 5.1.

U  u2  v2

(5.1)

The investigation consider the varying the flow rate of the water through a range of pressure
from 4.8MPa, through 6.0 and 10MPa corresponding to a liquid flow rate of 0.133, 0.145,
and 0.188kg/s, respectively, which effectively causes an increase in aerodynamic forces due
to flow pressure increase as shown in Fig 5.3(a, b and c), and subsequently led to the velocity
increases. Although, at 4.8MPa spray pressure, there exist a wider margin compared to the
velocities observed at 6.0 and 10MPa because the water sprays droplets undergo deceleration
further downstream[124] especially when the buoyancy effect of the smaller droplets carried
by the heavier spray droplets compensate the combined gravitational, drag and downward
pulling forces by the heavier drops[64]. Similarly, increasing the spray injection pressure
facilitates atomization to produce more smaller droplets, thereby decreasing the drag effect
by the larger and heavier drops, and hence lesser influence on the air drag tendencies leading
to insensitivity to air velocities increase despite the increasing pressure as typically observed
in Fig 5.3(a, b and c) at 6.0 and 10MPa.Indeed, it is becoming evidently clearer that nature of
sprays droplets sizes and velocities plays an important role in understanding the air behaviour
around the sprays and vice-versa. Hence, characterization of the high pressure water sprays
using PDA technique become the next analysis in order to give detailed sprays droplet
distribution while employing same technique for descaling oil wells. The next section 5.2.2
provided a highlight of the analysis of the droplet size and velocities.
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Figure 5.3 Entrained air velocities at various injection pressures
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5.2.2 Spray Characterizations Measurement using PDA
In trying to highlight the relevance of the air velocities distribution relating to the spray
droplets distribution, it became relevant to establish the droplet size and velocities
distributions across the water sprays in order to ensure that their combination provide a
suitable approach to descaling oil wells as mention in Section 5.2.1. This section employed
the use of non-intrusive PDA measurements for the droplet size and velocities distribution of
the high pressure water sprays.
5.2.2.1 Spray droplet size distribution

A drop size analysis was conducted as part of this investigation to enable the impact
distribution of the flat fan nozzle to be established. This time unlike the air velocities
distribution, the measurement positions is attached to the water sprays for both the droplet
size and for the velocities along the spray width. As the target of this investigation relies on
achieving conditions and positions of higher impacts, it is obvious that the droplet size be
measured along the positions of expected impact on the scale surface. Hence, the
measurement target position where the cleaning trials are proposed to be conducted as shown
schematically in Fig. 5.4, utilising the laser beam as part of the PDA in achieving the
measuring volume.
The drop size measurement has been categorized into different types, the most frequent being
the Sauter Mean Diameter(SMD) in spray characterization, especially such instance like
spray impact where properties of water as the atomized liquid and the geometry of the nozzle
play an important role[125]. The distribution of the SMD across the spray width has been
plotted at different water flow rates as shown in Fig. 5.5 indicating a general decrease in the
mean size of droplet with increasing axial distance irrespective of the flow rates, due to
secondary break up (see Section 3.1). Although the measurements were made based on the
20,000 droplet population captured at each point using the PDA as described in Section 4.3.
Although the droplet sizes exhibit a similar behaviour as predicted by both experimental and
numerical values, which are mutually exclusive parameters [56], still their distribution have
indicated their suitability in carrying out high pressure cleaning, to which descaling forms
part of. The results at various downstream positions according the grid are shown in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.4 Spray droplets and velocities grid
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Figure 5.5 SMD across the spray width
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As part of the effort to ensure momentum consideration and impact pressure analysis across
the sprays width, selected points droplets sizes at the centre, negative and positive edge
(shown in Fig. 5.6) of the spray were also compared, such that momentum analysis of the
characteristic larger droplets with lower velocities will also be investigated to ascertain
whether the increased in size has compensated the decreased velocities at the spray periphery.
It has been well established that the droplet velocities of typical pressure atomizers like flat
fan is highest at the centre due to lesser exposure to the aerodynamic forces [126], the results
obtained and indicated in Fig. 5.7, the centre droplet sizes were observed to be lowest at the
initial measurement positions of 25mm, although shows an abrupt increase towards the
50mm positions, still the size maintained smaller size compared to measurements at the other
edges of the spray. Similarly the drop size at the edges of the spray were relatively larger
although undergoes fluctuation in sizes due to turbulent nature of the high pressure sprays
which are still very difficult to measure accurately[127]. Alternatively, increasing the liquid
flow rate through pressure confirms decrease in SMD across as shown in Fig. 5.8, although
the higher drop sizes recorded at further downstream position of 50mm were abnormally
high. The next section will analyse the drop velocities obtained at same drop size positions
for momentum computations.

Negative
edge

Positive edge

Centre
Figure 5.6 Typical measurement positions using PDA
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Figure 5.7 SMD at the centre and edge of spray
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Figure 5.8 SMD at (a) negative edge, (b) centre, (c) positive edge
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5.2.2.2 Spray droplet velocities

The measurement of droplet velocities is one of the most important characterization
parameter as well apart from drop size, considering the aim of the investigation is to utilise
high pressure water impact for descaling oil production tubing. The results obtained for the
various runs of the characterization indicated that although mean velocities according to the
grid used for SMD analysis shown in Fig. 5.8, generally increases with increasing the water
flow rates as a results of increasing pressure drop from 4.0 6.0 and 10MPa, although the
velocities at the centre of the spray appear higher and continue to decay towards the spray
periphery due to competing aerodynamic forces at the edge[128], which despite the drop in
velocities achieve momentum compensation by the growing larger droplets population. In
this regard, the performance of the spray impact may likely be higher at the centre provided
the impact pressure appears in similar pattern. Details of the impact pressure and momentum
analysis is provided in Section 5.2.2.3, which will be used to establish the appropriate scale
stand-off distance from the nozzle exit for the descaling trials in Section 5.4. The presence of
aeration in the drop size and velocities measurement especially for flat fan atomizers could
not be compared directly with other studies due to limited research of flat fan aeration
especially using water instead of fuels, however, a reported droplet sizes <100µ in
agricultural sprays systems using combined air and water streams[129].

In addition, further measurements at selected positions similar to the SMD conducted
according to Fig. 5.6 and shown in Fig. 5.10 indicated that at the edge spray droplets are
affected by aerodynamic forces more than the central droplets, which as results experienced
fluctuations with subsequent decrease and then increase at 10MPa as shown in Fig. 5.10 (a),
and then vice-versa at 4.8MPa as shown in Fig. 5.11(c) instead of expecting a general
decrease in velocities as shown in Fig. 5.11 (b). This also confirms that the increase in liquid
loadings do not show an appreciable variation between 6.0 and 10MPa especially at the edge
of the sprays as shown in Fig. 5.9 (a and c). Indeed, the mean velocities obtained at the centre
of the spray seems to follow the expected order of highest velocities at 10, then followed by 6
and finally 4.8MPa as shown in Fig 5.9 and 5.12(b). Consequently, this could lead to higher
performance in terms of momentum impact might be utilised in the selection of the descaling
stand-of distance for the scale samples.
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Figure 5.9 Droplet mean velocities at various stand-of distances
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Figure 5.10 Droplet means velocities at various injection pressure
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Figure 5.11 Droplet mean velocities at centre and spray edges
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The results obtained from the PDA measurement based on droplet sizes and velocities were
used for the momentum calculations. A droplet of mass m, travelling with a velocity will have
a droplet momentum as:

Where m is mass of the droplet, v is velocity, and n is the number of droplet per second.

(

)

For 20000 droplets captured over a period of 20 seconds according the PDA set up, the
number of droplet per time equals to 1000.

(

)

The momentum calculations was performed as per Eq.5.1 and shown in Fig. 5.12.The droplet
momentum has indicated higher values at the centre of the spray compared to the edge where
significant reduction can be observed as shown in Fig. 5.12(a, b and c). However, additional
comparison of the momentum was conducted at the same pressure (water flow rates). The
momentum of the droplets computed seems highest at the centre of the spray at all pressures
regardless of the radial and axial positions as shown in Fig. 5.12. It is clearly evident that
although spray characterization of flat fan nozzle was known to have lowest flow rate at the
centre, and highest at the edge, momentum generates from the high droplet velocities at the
centre could not be compensated by the increased liquid flow rate at the edge due to lower
velocities.
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Figure 5.12 Droplet momentums at various injection pressure
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Figure 5.13 Droplet momentums at various positions
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5.2.2.3 Spray droplet impact pressure

In addition to the air-velocities; spray characterization in terms of drop size and velocities;
momentum distribution across the spray, distribution of the impact pressure measurement
using the impact pressure probe is necessary to realistically indicate the distribution across
the spray width, especially that the flow may be subjected to cavitation, and the impact
pressure wave has been reported to be affected by the aeration[105]. The measurement of the
impact force used the grid pattern in addition the positioning of the impact force probe as
shown in Fig. 5.14

25mm
Measurement position

50mm

75mm

Figure 5.14 Impact pressure grid

The measurement of the impact weight were obtained on the display, which was converted to
force and subsequently pressure using the cross sectional area on the sensor as 13mm 2. The
resultants obtained indicate a maximum impact pressure of 0.15MPa at the lowest stand-off
distance of 25mm as shown in Fig. 5.15, with a corresponding decay in the impact pressure
towards the spray periphery. Considering the atomizer used for this investigation was
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designed with a spray angle of 25o, which was chosen for the suitability of providing higher
impact pressure required for cleaning purposes. However, other applications such agricultural
sprays requiring a lower impact pressure onto the plants upon liquid sprays such as
insecticide prefers higher spray cone angle[13][129]. Flat fan atomizers have been
specifically designed to deliver high impact at low liquid flow rates as shown in Appendix E,
however, even at the low flow rates impact pressure due reasonably vary across the spray
width as shown in Fig 5.16(a, b, and c) in contract with the expectation that the higher droplet
velocities at the centre with low flow rates compensates reasonably by the higher flow rates
at lower velocities around the spray periphery[54].

Figure 5.15 Impact pressure distribution proposes by Bendig [54]
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Figure 5.16 Impact pressure distributions at (a) 4.8, (b) 6.0 and (c) 10MPa
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Considering typical size of the oil production tubing’s of around 30 to 60mm internal
diameters[130] and the corresponding impact pressure performed in this section, it is evident
that choosing the lowest stand-of distance of 25mm will not only give the highest impact
pressure for the descaling operations, but will also be similar to realistic radial distance in oil
and gas production tubing’s.
The next section will investigate the cavitation possibilities in the flow along the nozzle, its
behaviour in aerated flow systems and its contributions to the erosion of mineral scales.

5.3 Cavitation Measurements (Phase–II)
5.3.1 Overview of cavitation in multi-phase flows
Cavitation bubbles formation due to pressure drop to a value significantly lower or equal to
the saturated vapour pressure of water has been responsible for the damage of several
hydraulic machinery due to erosion caused by the pressure shock wave upon impingement
with solid surfaces [131][132][133], however, it is equally beneficial to certain applications
to which descaling process is one of them[1].However, increasing depth resulted in
significant increase in pressure causing higher pressure surrounding affecting water cavitation
tendencies, thereby causing partial or total absence of cavitation erosion.
While other test employ the solid particles to compensate for the cavitation erosion absence,
this investigation however developed a novel approach of substituting the solid particles with
aeration, which in addition to its suitability to providing a realistic pressure for laboratory test
similar to the typical onshore production tubing’s under maintenance( without oil flow) to be
carried out, it also generate a compressive forces which enhances impact and subsequent
erosion of the mineral scale.
This section analyse the formation cavitation bubble using a flat fan atomizer and also
utilised aeration to prevent cavitation at the descaling stand-of distance of 25mm.The set up
used to measure the cavitation bubble length is shown in Fig 4.21 and the grid obtaining the
results is shown in Fig. 5.17.

Considering cavitation plays an important role in erosion, however, it decreases significantly
with increasing depth due to back pressure; however, efforts of injecting solids were as
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results of achieving increasing erosion despite cavitation suppression. In this investigation,
however, aerated chamber is adopted to realistically measure cavitation bubble length along
production tubing, to ensure cavitation bubble do not survive to the scale measurement
position of 25mm, which evidently proves total absence of cavitation erosion in the mass of
scale removed, but aerated chamber was then used to improve the erosion. Qualitative
imaging utilised high resolution Cannon camera for its availability to be placed conveniently.
The measurement consider a constant pressure water flow across a nozzle at 10 MPa, at
varying ambient pressure as a results of changing air concentration (aeration) leading to
cavitation suppression. The visibility of the bubble was affected by the turbulent nature of the
flow in the aerated chamber.

Measurement region
0-10mm

Scale 1:20

Figure 5.17 Cavitation region measurement positions
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Figure 5.18 Cavitation bubble suppression with increasing aeration

The variation of air concentration in the submerged aerated chamber from 3 to 12% air
concentration causes decay in the observed cavitation bubble length shown in Fig. 5.18. At
the initial flow without aeration, sound attributed to cavitation was heard, which subsequently
decayed to a minimum with increasing aeration. It is established that increasing in pressure
with increasing depth causes a decrease in cavitation bubble length, however, when aerated
spray is utilised, an improved erosion rate can be achieve as shown in Section 5.3.In addition
to cavitation bubble length, cavitation number and speed of sound in aerated flow is also
calculated. As such most investigation utilising the Cavitation Number of the flow of water
across a flat fan nozzle otherwise referred to as Euler Number shown in Eq. 3.6, which was
calculated at various pressure of 4.8, 6.0 and 10MPa similar to experimental flow conditions
were noticed to show significant increase with downstream stand-off distance at all pressure
due to continuous loss of flow pressure as the spray droplet moves far away from the
atomizers similar to the results shown in Fig. 5.26 for the velocities variation measured using
PDA.
Although

several

research

has

erosion[134][135][136][133][137][138][139],

shown
and

cavitation
aeration

facilitates
suppresses

erosion[104][105][103][140][141], it becomes evident also aeration weakens the material
strength due compressive stress[104][105] and therefore variation of cavitation number can
be a substantial analysis to establish to establish the extent of cavitation as well as its
suppression using aeration and the targeted descaling of production tubing as a novel
application in oil and gas. Indications from the results obtained in Figure 5.28 suggest
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decreased cavitation number with increased aeration except at far downstream position of
75mm, where due to low velocities of the water flow.
However, increased pressure especially around the cavitation-prone region by the aeration
has been identified as the main cause for the cavitation number decrease[104], perhaps
experimental evidence shown in Fig. 5.18 indicate pressure increase with aeration especially
at far downstream position of 75mm, which can justify the increased in the impact pressure
responsible for the increased erosion as suggested experimentally [103] using air
concentration adequately could cause increased impact pressure[103]. Consequential effect of
scale erosion in this experiment could be related to both impact pressure and the compressive
stress resulted from the aeration as shown in Figure 5.30 and 5.31 for both the pressure and
the pressure drop of the aerated flow.

5.4 Scale Removal (Phase –III)
5.4.1 Overview
While application of water cavitation peening(WCP) has been successfully employed in
improving the fatigue life of metallic components, aeration has recently been proved as an
important parameter for the intensity enhancement of WCP[110] components through
inducing a compressive stress along the metallic surfaces[142] taking advantage of cavitation
phenomena through Water Cavitation Peening, extension of the same stresses can then be
utilized unto the target surfaces which are not necessarily metallic in nature, thereby
rendering their surface to an additional stress due to aeration, leading to enhanced fatigue or
subsequent erosion after impact by the water jet as an added stress. Perhaps, erosion
mitigation in high dams spill ways has been successfully carried out with aeration, originally
proposed by Peterka experimentally using 0.4-7.4% air concentrations to complete mitigation
of cavitation after achieving attenuation of bursting and hammer-sound of water with
increased aeration. It could then be a realistic application if aeration if applied into the
downhole tubing scale erosion, where increasing pressure with depth in the same minimize
the cavitation erosion, leaving the impact of the jet as the only contributory erosion factor, as
such aerated flow along such tubing has been identified to weakness in concrete[104] with
increased aeration, in addition to the improved pressure wave leading to an improved impact
with aeration[104]. The results obtained in the subsequent section indicate the novel
application of compressive stress due to aeration adopted in WCP, weakening tendencies of
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target surfaces and improved pressure of impact all attributed to aeration as the solution to
decreased erosion performance down the production tubing where cavitation is virtually nonexisting.
Within the scope of this investigation, minerals scale cleaning was performed on three
categories of oil and gas scale based on its composition and nature of formation which dictate
its strength depending on the well chemistries, injection water types and its compositions as
well as positions of the scale along the production tubing. The scale samples are categorized
into three as shown in Fig.5.19 based on their hardness and chemical compositions and
hardness index according to Mohs scale. They include:


Hard scale (Hardness value of 3.0 in Mohs scale)



Medium(Hardness value of 0.9 on Mohs Scale) and,



Soft scales( Hardness value of 0.2 on Mohs scale)
Hard scale

Medium
scale

Soft scale

Figure 5.19 Experimental scale samples
Each of the scale samples was tested under non-aerated as well as aerated conditions for the
measurement of the mass of scale removed during the experimental trials. The following
section provides details of the experimental results for the non-aerated trials.


Section 5.4.2 Non-aerated scale removals



Section 5.4.3 Aerated scale removals



Section 5.4.4 Comparison of the Non-aerated and aerated trials

5.4.2 Non-aerated scale removal trials
The measurement of the scale removal without using aeration utilising high pressure water
sprays is analysed in this section. The mass of scale removed as a results of water impact
alone while keeping the air supply to the chamber shut as shown in Fig 5.20,
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Shutter air supply valve

Figure 5.20 Non-aerated scale removal set-up
The results obtained for the soft scale sample shown quantitatively in Fig. 5.21 for the
different scale samples. Soft scale sample erosion obtained is shown in Fig. 5.22 and
qualitatively in Fig. 5.25 indicated the various masses of the soft scale removed during the
trials. The increase in impact pressure measurement with increase in pressure provided a
corresponding increase in the mass of scale removed as shown in Fig. 5.22.Although the
mechanism of the scale erosion depends on its mechanical properties which guides the failure
pattern of the scale sample[143], leading invariably to a non-linear relationship between the
increase in injection pressure and the mass of scale removed. However, a general increasing
trend in erosion is shown.
Similarly, the medium scale sample trials are shown in Fig. 5.23 and then qualitatively in Fig.
5.26 indicated similar manner of erosion with additional scale removed at each of the
pressure increase. However, the chemical constituents of the medium scale composing of
both hydrocarbons and minerals scale together, its scale was observed to have a characteristic
low density, which as a results indicated lower mass removed compared to the hard scale and
closer to that of soft scale. The Hard scale sample results indicated similar erosion pattern to
the other scale types as shown in Fig. 5.24 and qualitatively using Fig. 5.27.

Commercial scale removal of oil scale types, typically found as mixture of mineral salts and
other hydrocarbons possibly heavier in nature (such as greese) similar to that of soft scale
sample or medium scale, applications of spray jetting’s has proven to successfully causes
erosion[11][132][144][145][146][147],

which proved success at ambient conditions,

however, success rate of most of the technologies was either achieved due to combined
effects of either cavitation erosion, solid particles as well as droplet impact[132], perhaps the
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position where oil scale exist such as the Miano gas field around 3400m subsea[22] , EW 873
Field in the Gulf of Mexico where the BaSO4 scale of 11,000-12,000ft. Measured
Depth(MD) (roughly 3500m) [49], potential increase in pressure with depth even to the
ambient column of air during cleaning have resulted in decreased performance due to
suppressed cavitation forces[11], rendering the jet performance to rely on the impact only.
Indeed, in this novel approach, investigation into the depreciation effect of cavitation with
increasing downhole length was conducted in Section 5.3.3, and also the length of cavitation
bubble were found to exist only 3mm away from the nozzle exit as shown . Therefore,
successful application of aeration as proven in this investigation enhances erosion without
both cavitation and the solid particles as shown in Section 5.4.3.
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Figure 5.21 Comparison of scale removed
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Figure 5.22 soft scales mass removed (non-aerated)
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Figure 5.23 Medium scale removed (non-aerated)
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Figure 5.24 Hard scale removed (non-aerated
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(a)
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(b)
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Figure 5.25 Soft scale samples after trials at various injection pressures
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(c) 10MPa

4.8MPa

10MPa
6.0MPa

Figure 5.26 Medium scales after trials at various injection pressure
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Figure 5.27 Hard scale removed (non-aerated)
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5.4.3 Aerated scale removal
The novelty of this investigation is in utilising aeration in combination with high pressure
water sprays up to 10 MPa at low water flow rate of 11.3 l/min in achieving an impact
pressure up to 0.15 MPa for the mineral scale removal (descaling), The experiment was
conducted under various air concentration through air supply to the aeration chamber ranging
from 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 bar (gauge), corresponding to air concentration of 0.0,7.0,10.0
and 12.0 % leading to increased erosional mass per time

of 12.80, 7.31 and 65.80 g

compared to non-aerated trial’s having 9.88, 6.33 and 5.31g for the hard, medium and soft
scales at 10 MPa within 5 minutes trial times. The soft scale erosion results indicated a
sudden failure due to fatigue caused by the aeration as a compressive stress [110] described
in Section 3.7.2 and shown quantitatively in Fig. 5.28 and qualitatively in Fig. 5.31. While
the pressure increased from 6 to 10MPa at the varying air concentrations. Results obtained
indicated the presence of additional stress resulted from pressure of up to 53 kPa[110] apart
from impact pressure for both the medium and hard scale as well indicated by addition abrupt
damage unto the scale samples shown qualitatively in Fig.5.31, 5.32, and 5.33.
The investigation having utilised the aeration to substantially suppressed cavitation limited to
2mm stand-off distance(see Fig. 5.18) at 12.0 %, implying the erosion was not attributed to
cavitation in all cases, which make the investigation procedure similar to oil production
tubing’s at realistic depth of 25 mm stand-off distance, where cavitation is not found, This
results erosion has been supported by the other researchers relating causes damage to the
scale specimen on impact[103], indicating the capability of aeration exert additional force
due pressure of around 53kPa, leading to erosion compensating the cavitation erosion impact.
Similar test was conducted on the two oilfield scale samples obtained from Libyan, including
CaSO4 and Mixed type scale with high and medium Mohs scale index of 3.0 and 0.9
compared to the wax scale having 0.2. Results obtained across the aerated scale removal trials
indicate the benefit of utilising low injection with a suitable aerated pressure (in terms of air
concentration to improve erosion efficiency. This could be expressed in terms of efficiency of
the process in terms of ratio of scale removed to the amount of water utilised, to ensure the
flooding possibilities of the well is avoided. The efficiency could be expressed in Eq. 5.1:

Efficiency , 

Mass _ of _ scale _ removed
mass _ of _ water _ utilised

(5.1)

Using Eq. 5.1 typical comparison calculated have been done shown in Section 5.4.4.
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Figure 5.28 Soft scale removal (aerated)
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Figure 5.29 Medium scale removal (aerated)
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Figure 5.30 Hard scale removal (aerated)
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(a) 4.8MPa

(b) 6.0MPa

Figure 5.31 Soft scale samples after trials at various injection pressures (aerated)
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(c) 10MPa

Figure 5.32 Medium scales after trials at various injection pressures (aerated)
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Figure 5.33 Hard scale removed (aerated)
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5.4.4 Comparison of non-aerated and aerated chamber scale removal
Comparison of the non-aerated (0.0 % air concentration) and aerated (3.0-12.0 %) techniques
was performed with the results shown in Fig 5.34, 5.35 and 5.36 results confirmed that the
increasing concentration of the ambient air around the flat fan sprays in the chamber caused
additional erosion mass of up to 12.80g compared to non-aerated trials of 9.88g due to fatigue
caused by the compressive stress and pressure wave fluctuations.
Increasing hardness of scale present in oil wells poses additional risk to productivity,
surveillance, wellbore access and intervention mechanisms[1] more than other types of scale
which their removal were described in Section 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. As majority of scale samples
are hard type, typically consisting of salts of Calcium and Silicates salts, part of this
investigation consider such types of scales samples obtained from Libyan fields, which are
tested for scale removal under ambient and pressurized (aerated) conditions as described in
Section 4.5.The hardness of the scale itself in terms of the erosion achieved has significantly
reduced compared to other types previously considered. Previous efforts to descale even the
World’s largest oil field Al Ghawar owned by the Saudi Aramco used the sterling beads for
descaling Iron sulphide (Fe7S8) scale formed in one of the gas

field[1], however, this

investigation compensated the effect of the sterling beads with a pressurized environment
capable of weakening the scale strength due to fatigue and hence removed upon subjected to
the spray jet.
Payback period for descaling oil wells using chemical dissolvers was 3 days [2],
although the these method possess higher profitability, however, lack of sustainability of this
technique has enable consideration of the mechanical technique having up to 17 days’ pay
back period [2].
Alternative approach was later adopted by keeping the water spray pressure constantly at 4.8,
6.0 and 10MPa while increasing the aeration (through increasing the air concentration
keeping the water flow rate unaltered as shown in Fig. 5.37, but maintaining a slightly added
pressure at the pump to maintain the pressure despite the increase in the aeration chamber
pressure).
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Figure 5.34 Soft scale removal comparisons
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Figure 5.35 Medium scale removal comparisons
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Figure 5.36 Hard scale removal comparison
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Figure 5.37 Aerated versus Non-aerated erosion at various pressures
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Considering the aerated scale removal technique, the efficiency of the technique can be
computed using Eq. 5.1 and the experimental data obtained and tabulated in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Scale removal efficiency comparison

10MPa
Removal technique
Mass removed(g)
Water utilised(l/min)
Efficiency (%)

Non-aerated
9.88
56
18

25MPa
Aerated
12.80
56
23

Non-aerated
15.65
89.5
18

Aerated
20.40
89.5
23

The aerated technique provides an avenue to remove scale at lower spray injection pressure
compared to non-aerated technique as shown in Fig. 5.32, for instance, at a pressure of
10MPa utilising the aerated chamber, 56 litres of water will be used as shown in Table 5.1 to
remove 12.88g of the hard scale. Whereas, conventional use of high pressure water sprays
alone requires up to 17.5MPa removing same mass of scale, causing about 90litres of water
being injected into the well which may cause flooding of the well and subsequent water
evacuation more rapidly shown in Fig.5.38.
It therefore provide a significant improvement in increasing the efficiency of the descaling
process from 18 to 23%, utilising less amount of water to achieve same level of scale removal
action. Commercial technologies utilising solid particles(sterling beads) are also compared to
this investigation in the next section.
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Figure 5.38 Comparison between laboratory and commercial pressure scale removal.
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5.4.5 Comparison with current commercial scale removal techniques
5.4.5.1 Introduction

The experimental results obtained in this chapter are compared with the most recent scale
cleaning operations performed with the view of establishing the benefits of exploring this
new technique in oil and gas scale cleaning without using solid particles(sterling beads) in the
spray jet. It is important to note that the current technique developed may not provide a
substantial level of erosion to completely replace the use of water jets combined with solid
particles, but has significantly shows an increase in erosion achieve with aerated chamber
without using the solid particles, which can lead to another, greener, technology for
environmental sustainability of descale operations. The comparison is performed indicated a
12.80 g removal using the aerated trials from this investigated compared to 6.1 and 25 g for
the Khuff field and EW 873 field respectively compared in the following case studies:


Section 5.4.5.2 Khuff Reservoir Wells-Al Ghawar field Saudi Arabia



Section 5.4.5.3 Ewing Bank 873(EW 873) Field, Gulf of Mexico

Although the two case studies employed industrial scale descaling operations which are not
suitable for laboratory investigations, the comparison used normalization technique in which
the impact pressure attributed to each of scale erosion are compared to the mass of scale
removed. The next section performed analysis for the Khuff reservoir located in the largest
oil production site worldwide in Saudi Arabia.
5.4.5.2 Khuff Reservoir Wells in Al-Ghawar field Saudi Arabia

The Khuff gas wells are located in the current Al-Ghawar oil field in Saudi Arabia discovered
in 1948 with a dimension of 225km long by 30km wide considered as the world largest oil
production field. The field is subdivided into five regions from north to south. The company
in charge of the field, Saudi Aramco, has successfully developed the field utilising an acid
fracturing scheme for stimulation with optimum well productivity and completion and well
productivity enhancement techniques. The Khuff field is a gas production field produced for
over 20 years. The field has had a reported mineral scale deposits, which attracted attention.
Recently Iron Sulfide has been the most challenging scale types which the removal used.
Fig.5.39 provides the productivity performance of the well. The Mass of 2850kg of Iron
Sulfide scale was removed over a period of 7 days. A detail data of the field is shown in
Table 5.2 and the calculations is shown in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.39 Khuff productivity performances[1]
Table 5.2 Khuff field descaling parameters
Parameter

Unit

Value

Inches

5.5

Scale thickness

mm

14

Number of nozzles

-

11

Jet Pressure Drop

MPa

23.8

Descaling duration

days

7

Scale type

-

Fe7S8

Scaled depth

ft

11,000

Tubing size

Given the mass of scale removed within 7 days in the Khuff field, the amount of scale
removed per atomizer per 5 minutes have been estimated in the Fig. 5.40 from both
techniques, and also the profile of the Khuff scaled region is shown in Fig.5.41.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.40 Scale samples removed (a) from Al-Khuff field (b) SRG Lab(Present
investigation)

Figure 5.41 Khuff scale profile[1]
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5.4.5.3 Ewing Bank 873(EW 873) Field, Gulf of Mexico

The Ewing bank field 873 discovered in 1991, is located 130 miles south of New Orleans in
the Offshore Gulf of Mexico shown in Fig. 5.42, where Well A04 is among its wells which

Figure 5.42 EW 873 Field location map[148]
Experienced severe production loss due to formation damage, as well as BaSO4 deposit
resulted from water incompatibility among injected formation water and the sea water
inhibited by biocide, which was successfully removed using water jet blasting technique
shown in Fig.5.43.Table 5.3 indicate the nozzle head specifications.

61mm

Figure 5.43 Atomizer assembly used for the EW 873 descaling
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Table 5.3 Descaling conditions of EW 873
Parameter

Unit

Value

Atomizer Head OD

Inches

2.4

Number of jets

-

14

Jets ID

Inches

0.055

Jet Pressure Drop

MPa

23.8

Maximum tubing depth

m

3810

Scaled region

m

960.12

Descaling time

feet per min

5

The area covered by the scale sample in the tubing has been provided in Fig. 5.44, which can
be used in generating the mass of scale removed during the operations

19.05m
m

Figure 5.44 Scale deposition cross section in EW 873
Area covered by the scale   (38.12  19.052 )  2563.53mm2 =0.002564m2

Volume of scale=

Volume of scale=

Mass of scale,
V  A  l  0.00256  960.12  3.28m3
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38.10mm

Mass of scale removed= density  volume
Mass of scale removed, M= 4500  2.56  11,077kg
Descaling time can be calculated as 10.5hrs (See appendix G)

Table 5.4 Khuff field descaling data
Parameter
Total mass of BaSO4 removed
Duration
Number of Nozzles

Unit

Value

kg

14760

Hrs.

3.5

-

14

Mass of scale removed per Nozzle per 5 minutes performed experimentally in this
investigation can then be calculated in Appendix G

5.4.5.4 Results comparison of this investigation and the commercial scale removal technologies

The impact pressure achieved through the two nozzles can be calculated using Eq. 3.5, using
the data obtained experimentally for the Flat fan nozzles and the data provided by the two
separate operations. Compared results is shown in Table 5.5

Table 5.5 Atomizer characteristics comparison
Spray angle(o)
Liquid velocity(m/s)
Injection

Flat Fan Atomizer

Khuff Atomizer

EW 873 Atomizer

25

90

90

117.5

218

218

10

23.8

23.8

4.99E+11

2.50097E+13

2.5E+13

1

50

50

Pressure(MPa)
Impact
Pressure(N/mm2)
Impact Pressure Ratio

The calculations performed shown in Table 5.5 indicated a scale removal of 12.80g using the
aerated flat fan atomizer higher than the commercial Khuff field of 6.1 g. However, the
results obtained using the aerated flat fan atomizer is lower than the 25.0g obtained at EW
873 commercial technology due to type of atomizer used in that case, which is a solid stream
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atomizer. Although, the solid stream atomizer indicated higher impact pressure (see Section
6.5.1, Fig.6.34) enabling higher erosion rate limited to smaller surface area compared to flat
fan atomizer. Additionally, using solid stream atomizer has a potential of eroding larger
fragments of mineral scales due to narrower velocities distribution compared to flat fan
atomizer characterised in Section 5.2.2.1, which could lead to tubing blockage and longer
maintenance duration than normal. The wells descaled were then compared in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6 Scale removed comparison
Mass of scale removed(g)
Nozzle Pressure Drop(MPa)

Flat fan

Khuff field

EW 873

10

12.88

6.1

25

8

10.2

2.7

10.8

6

8.9

0.89

3.6

4

8.1

-

-

2

4.5

-

-

The comparison of the scale removed using two different descaling operations in the AlGhawar field (largest oil production site in the world) and the EW 873 in the Gulf of Mexico
are made in this section as shown in Fig. 5.45. It is evident that utilising aeration during
descaling oil wells has shown significant improvement with a value of 12.80g over that of
Leal et al having 6.1g although lower than Spongwi et al with 25.0 g due to the use of solid
stream atomizer characterised with low cleaning impact area in addition to scale fragments
potential to cause blockage during maintenance.
The results obtained using involved normalizing the operating conditions of the both trials
through comparing the mass of scale removed and the pressure applied. The impact force
attained was then taken as ratio of the laboratory experimental scheme as An Impact Pressure
Ratio (IPR).
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Figure 5.45 Comparison of results from this investigation and the commercial technologies

Improvement in the aeration research application especially for on-shore oil well descaling
will reduce substantially the use of sterling beads as a means of achieving enhanced erosion.
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5.5 Summary
The following summary has been drawn from this chapter
1. Interactions of air around a high pressure water sprays induced drag effect unto the
surrounding air, leading to generation a air velocity distributions around the sprays
with varying axial and lateral values ranging from 4 to 14m/s.
2. The droplet size ranges of 55 to 81µ and droplet velocities of 75 to 117m/s, enabling
the droplet momentum and impact pressure at the highest at the centre of the spray to
be up to 1.45e-05kgm/s and 0.15MPa
3. Aeration has shown significant increase in the compressive stress around the scale
samples leading to increased erosion by about 30% compared to non-aerated trials.
4. Aeration has been shown to significantly reduce or even eliminates cavitation within
2-4mm away from the atomizer eliminating the tendency of cavitation erosion at
25mm where the scale sample stand-of distance was chosen for this study.
5. Comparison of the current research with similar commercial descaling processes
utilising solid particles confirms the suitability of employing aeration in descaling
instead of the solid particles.
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Chapter 6
Spray Jet Breakup and Cavitation’s Modelling using CFD-Fluent
6.1 Overview
Despite the substantial experimental measurements conducted in the previous chapter, it is
essential to validate some of the measured values through modelling the experimental
behaviour in the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) package, not only to validate the
results obtained but also to carefully investigate other non-experimentally suitable
measurements. Considering some of the design and experimental limitations which were
beyond the capability of the test-rigs, in addition to highlights the relevance of parameters
such as sprays’ cavitation’s along a flat-fan nozzle and other nozzles, ambient medium
conditions, erosion tendencies of such parameters. In this chapter, the analysis is categorized
into three (3) phases:


Section 6.4: Entrained air around high pressure sprays as well as the characterization
of the water sprays droplet sizes and velocities. However, instead of impact pressure
measurement, turbulent kinetic energy was substituted in the Fluent models to enable
impact pressure validation.



Section 6.5: Cavitation behaviour of the sprays emerging from the flat fan atomizer
was considered to establish the suitable stand-of distance where cavitation bubbles do
not attain. This ensures the scale removal trials do not consider erosion attributed to
cavitation.



Section 6.6: Scale erosion validation was conducted to using various type of scale
sample built-in the CFD-Fluent package at the wall.

The next section provides the basic concept of CFD applications in solving engineering
related problems.

6.2 Principle of Spray and Cavitation Flow Models in CFD
The techniques of CFD Modelling has been recognised to have powerful and sufficient span
of

applications

in

both

industrial

and

non-industrial

relevance[149][150][151][152][82].Modelling spray injections have been developed due to
its wider applications in combustion, spray drying agricultural sprinkling, fire-extinguishing
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medical application and recently in cleaning oil and gas production tubing etc. using built-in
Eulerian-Lagrangian spray models[153][154], discrete droplet parcels with their sub-models
capable of predicting droplet motion, collisions, heating, evaporation, dispersion as well as
breakup. Section 3.4 has described the interplay of forces during Primary and Secondary
Atomisation. Although, conventional models such as Taylor-Analogy Breakup (TAB), Wave
model (K-H instability of jets surface), stochastic breakup has been used for simulating the
spray break-up. Computation fluid dynamics consist of basically three (3) segments, (i) the
pre-processor, (ii) the solver and (iii) the post-processor.
The initial segment consists of the pre-processor with an interactive profile to enable model
geometry and positioning, grid and mesh generation, physical phenomena, fluid
characteristics as well as boundary conditions. The solver section enables the user to monitor
the iterations as well convergence for the momentum, energy, continuity, turbulence as well
as Pressure and Volume relations among others[134]. The post-processor interface is then
used to view and analyse the results obtained into charts, vector and Cartesian plots.
Among the first steps in carrying out Fluent-CFD simulation is the geometry design of the
typical flat fan atomizer as well as selecting appropriate models. Details are provided in the
next Section.

6.3 Nozzle Selection for Erosion and Impact performance
6.3.1 Turbulent models
While Fluent code has utilized as commercial CFD simulation package principally for
solving flow problems using the laws of conservation of mass, momentum, energy, chemical
species interaction which are configured to handle finite volume of element and difference
method. Equations built-in the code governing the model have been discretised using
curvilinear grid in order to enable computation of complex and irregular geometries. The
code computes through interpolation using first-order, second-order, or even higher order,
power-law as well as up-wind scheme, solving the equations using line-by-line iterative
matrix solver with multigrid acceleration. There are several turbulent models in Fluent code
such as:


Standard k-ԑ model



Realizable k-ԑ model



Standard k-  model



Renormalization Group(RNG) k- ԑ model
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Shear Stress Transport(SST) k-  model



Large Eddy Simulation(LES) model



Reynolds Stress Model(RSM)

With k, turbulent kinetic energy, ԑ, as viscous dissipation rate, and specific dissipation 
.Considering the high cost of application of LES model and the time consuming nature of
RSM models have been exempted in this analysis.
6.3.2 Geometry and Meshing
The geometry involves a pressure chamber connected to both water supply from a high
pressure pump and air supply from a compressor as shown in Fig. 6.1(a), and the Fluent built
geometry shown in Fig. 6.1(b) with a dimension of 100mm inside diameter and length of
1m.The water is supplied through a Flat-fan nozzle with a diameter of 1.5mm and a spray
angle of 25o, held by an aluminium bar inside the chamber.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.1 Geometry development (a) laboratory chamber(b) model development in 3D
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The domain of the interaction between the water and the air and later with the scale were
descritized, and an Axisymmetry geometry was chosen such that only half of the
geometry is descritized. The model plane for the flow was then assemble to include the
Flat-fan nozzle and the walls in a single diagram shown in Fig. 6.2 in 2D.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.2 Flat-fan nozzle assemblies
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The meshed was initially developed in 3D to conform to the design experimental rig and
hence the plan selected for the 2D analysis was improved further for consistency.

Figure 6.3 Chamber meshed model in 3D

The meshing stages involves the initial basic mesh, and then subsequent mesh improvement
was applied with emphasis to areas of concern such as the nozzle throat where the pressure
drop analysis is carried out further until the simulation results was independent of the mesh
improvement. The final statistic includes 4635 nodes and 2343 elements.
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Figure 6.4 Exploded view of the Meshed domains for the flat fan nozzle in 2D

6.3.3 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions for the experimental rig were adopted for the Fluent simulation
which includes the inlet pressure of 4.8, 6.0 and 10MPa pressure, the chamber pressure of
0-0.2MPa corresponding to various0-12.0 % aeration was maintained for the variety of tests
carried out.
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Table 6.1 Boundary conditions
Section
Parameter
Pressure
Inlet

Outlet

Wall

Value
4.8, 6.0 and 10MPa

Temperature

300K

Turbulent intensity

4.5%

Hydraulic diameter

1.5mm

Pressure

0.5, 1.0MPa

Temperature

3000K

Turbulent intensity

4.5%

Hydraulic diameter

100mm

Materials

CaSO4, CaCO3, BaSO4

Roughness height
Interaction type

6.3.4 Criteria for Convergence
The convergence of the simulation was achieved through specification of continuity
parameters as stated in the Table 6.2.The iterations converged normally after 500 as shown in
Fig. 6.5.
Table 6.2 Criteria for convergence
Residual
x-velocity
y-velocity
z-velocity
continuity
Energy
k
Viscous dissipation rate

Criteria for convergence
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.000001
0.00001
0.00001

6.3.5 Model Equations and Boundary Conditions
In a typical turbulent model where the Reynold’s number has gone beyond critical value
characterised with chaotic pattern in the flow properties especially for non-compressible fluid
like water, such behaviour can be modelled using Navier-Stoke and continuity equations for
the components along x, y and z axis as follows:
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u
1 p 
div grad u
 div (u u)  

t
 x 

(6.1)

u
1 p 
div grad v
 div (v u)  

t
 x 

(6.2)

u
1 p 
div grad w
 div ( w u)  

t
 x 

(6.3)

div u=0

(6.4)

Attempting to bring solution to the four unknown parameters (u, v, w and p) using the
method in which the random turbulent model fluctuation of the instantaneous variable are
decomposed as sum of the mean for the fluctuating parts. Application of truncation
techniques can then be used to numerically solve the partial differential equations.

6.4 Entrained-air velocities measurements and Spray characterisation (Phase-I)
6.4.1 Entrained-air Velocities
Along the spray jet path, drag forces usually initiate the flow of surrounding air to follow the
path moves by the spray jet as well, although other researchers consider the measurement of
total mass of air entrained and also the profile of the air flow pattern mostly for fuel based
sprays, research gap still exist in the detail analysis of entrained-air around water jet break up
and also the impact it may or may not have on the droplet mean velocities and SMD
distributions. While Section 4.2.1(Entrainment measurement using Hot-wire anemometry)
considered the profile of the entrained air, the CFD simulation become necessary to enable
analysis of the entrained air inside the jet regions where physical measurements were
impossible experimentally. The analysis of the air velocities was conducted while the water
sprays (Fig.6.6(a)) and the with a hidden water sprays(Fig 6.6(b)) to enable more careful
analysis be conducted, which the experimental procedure could not be possible.
The air vector diagram in Fig. 6.5 show the actual air profile along the region of spray with
and without the jet droplet velocities, it is clearly to then view the air velocities even along
regions covered by spray, with gridded lines of measurement at 25, 50 and 75mm
downstream as shown in Fig. 6.6. This will provide answers to decay in the air velocities
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axially and radially from the nozzle exit, so also the vectors provide detail flow pattern, and
sources as well as obstruction to the air flow around the water jet. Varying of pressure shows
little or no variation on the air velocities as shown in Fig. 6.7.
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(a) Water and air

(b)air only

Figure 6.5 Entrained-air profiles (a) with, and (b) without the sprays
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Figure 6.6 Entrained-air velocities at various stand-off distances
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Figure 6.7 Entrained-air velocities at various spray injection pressure
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60

Comparison of the various experimental and simulated trials indicated a relative variation due
to the nature in which the measurements were conducted. The air velocities could not
measure inside the high pressure water sprays although, simulated results are obtainable as
shown in Fig. 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10. The next section provides the high pressure water spray
characterisations.
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Figure 6.8 Comparisons of Entrained-air velocities between experimental and CFD, at
different pressures
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Figure 6.9 Comparisons of Entrained-air velocities between experimental and CFD at
different pressures
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Figure 6.10 Comparisons of Entrained-air velocities between Hot Wire Anemometry (HWA)
and CFD at 50mm
6.4.2 Spray characterisations

6.4.2.1 Drop size validation

Measurements of droplet size provides adequate information with regards to momentum and
breakup pattern of the flat-fan jet, especially at high pressure systems, the distribution will be
useful for explaining whether or not it has impact on the erosion extent. The CFX profile is
given in Fig.6.11 indicating the general distribution of the droplet mean size.
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Figure 6.11 SMD profile using CFD
Droplet size distributions in Fig. 6.12 has shown increase in the spray injection pressure
decreases the droplet sizes due to shrinkage in the breakup length of the jet, and subsequently
changing the downstream positioning of measurements make the droplet sizes even further
smaller, due to secondary atomisation.
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Figure 6.12 SMD at various downstream positions at 25, 50, and 75mm respectively
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Further investigation shows in Fig. 6.13 that even at the same pressure, further downstream
distances favours secondary atomisation’s of water jets, still with more breakups at higher
injection pressure.
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Figure 6.13 SMD at various pressures
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Comparison of the droplet sizes in terms SMD shows lower CFD drop sizes than their
corresponding PDA measurements at all pressures shown in Fig. 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16,
especially at the spray centre. Although deviations do occur at the spray edge but sensitivity
analysis is required to answer such questions.
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Figure 6.14 SMD comparisons between PDA and CFD at 4.8MPa
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Figure 6.15 SMD comparisons between PDA and CFD at 6.0MPa
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Figure 6.16 SMD comparisons between PDA and CFD at 10MPa
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6.4.2.2 Drop velocities

Measurements of droplet velocities were simulated using Rosin-Rammler distribution in
Ansys-CFX, with initial velocities at boundary set based on the continuity equation and the
droplet size initialisation based on the PDA measurements. The velocities as one of the most
important factor in determining the spray impacts is schematically shown in Fig. 6.17
indicating the exiting droplet near the nozzle to have the highest velocities’. However, when
aerodynamic forces start acting across the spray, the droplets velocities tends to be
decelerated with increasing downstream stand-off distance.

Figure 6.17 Droplet mean velocities

The velocities of the droplets increases with increasing injection pressure as shown in Fig.
6.18, also, vice-versa with downstream stand-of distance due to the effect of aerodynamic
forces. The break up analysis using CFD generated mean droplet velocities as shown in Fig.
6.19, indication emerge that the droplet mean velocities increases with pressure in all
scenarios, although experimental range of pressures as 10, 6.0 and 4.8MPa are not equally
spaced, and therefore the velocity distributions are also higher margin between 10-6.0,
contrast to 6.0-4.8MPa as shown in Fig.6.20 in the comparable results with experiments
performed in Section 5.2.2.2.Appendix F4 shows the CFD velocities.
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Figure 6.18 Droplet mean velocities at various downstream stand-off distances
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Figure 6.19 Droplet mean velocities at (a) 4.8MPa (b) 6.0MPa (c) 10MPa
Increase in spray width has also shown a notable observation with regard to the edge
velocities at 25mm, which seems lower even at all range pressures, but as the downstream
distance increases to 50mm, the effect of the edge drag forces are partially shown by a mild
curve, although further downstream distance of 75mm do not indicate same as shown in the
comparable Fig. 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22.
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Figure 6.20 Droplet mean velocities comparison between PDA and CFX at 4.8MPa
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Figure 6.21 Droplet mean velocities comparison between PDA and CFX at 6.0MPa
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Figure 6.22 Droplet mean velocities comparison between PDA and CFX at 10MPa
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Comparison of the PDA and CFD simulations as shown in Fig. 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22 has
shown higher velocities for CFD predicted velocities at 4.8 and 10MPa, still it is difficult to
explain how the intermediate pressure 0f 6.0MPa provide higher PDA measured velocities
than its CFD counterparts. As the break-up leads to characterised spray distribution, details of
the spray break-up has been link to air-water interaction in Section 6.4.2.3
6.4.2.3 Break-up region using aeration

Understanding the propagation of a High pressure spray jet has been viewed been adequately
analysed only to the distribution of the droplet velocities and sizes using sophisticated
techniques such as PDA, PIV, Imaging etc., but fewer research contribution has ever related
the multiphase behaviour of water jets and the surrounding air to predict regions of primary
and secondary break up. Although, several model has been built in terms of the fundamental
forces of surface tension, inertia force, gravity, viscous drag force etc. as to their dynamics in
explaining the break up theories of spray jets, this research emphasize on using the
surrounding air behaviour to qualitatively and quantitatively draw relevant assertions.
The analysis of the entrained-air and water spray droplets has been used in this investigation
to estimate the pressure differential of the plane in which both water and air are interacting.
Along the spray jets, continuous high velocity jet resulted in a partial vacuum around the
nozzle exit to a distance of about 25mm downstream, although research conducted indicated
the primary break up regions around 10mm downstream, which indeed, corresponds to the
approximate regions of maximum air entrainment of many times than the spray regions. It is
evident that after the primary disintegration region, secondary break up can then be noticed in
Fig. 6.23, indicating both the spray image and models profiles for the air and low pressure
regions. Although all the regions are dependent on the mass loading of different pressures,
and it can be observed as in Fig. 6.24 that 10MPa primary and secondary atomization
produces a wider low pressure regions than 6 and 4.8MPa shown in Fig. 6.25.
The next section provides the details of cavitation simulation using Fluent-CFD to establish
the region of cavitation bubbles in order to select appropriate stand-of distance for the
descaling trials in Section 6.6.
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Figure 6.23 Spray jet image and models
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Figure 6.24 Negative centre plane pressure profiles at different spray injection pressure
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Figure 6.25 Negative plane pressures at centre-edge cross section.
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6.5 Cavitation measurements (Phase-II)
6.5.1 Bubble generation
Spray jet cavitation’s has been sought to have a contributory effect on the scale erosion,
which occurs due to either the jet pressure falling below the saturated vapour pressure of
water or due to pressure fluctuations along the nozzle. This section examines the possibility
of generating a negative pressure at the vena contracta only along the flat-fan atomizer and
solid stream jet as shown in Fig. 6.26.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.26 Fluent model nozzles(a) Flat-fan nozzle (b) solid stream nozzle
Results obtained as shown in Fig. 6.30 confirms the generation of substantial low pressure at
the vena-contracta of a flat-divergent nozzle, although this has not been observed for the flatfan nozzle. However, the effect of turbulent kinetic energy has favoured the flat-fan nozzle,
which in-turn will provide much more impact and subsequent erosion at the targeted scale
surface.

(a) Flat fan atomizer

(b) Solid stream jet

Figure 6.27 Experimentalt model nozzles(a) Flat-fan nozzle (b) solid stream nozzle
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The flow properties of a water jet were also investigated with regards to the cavitation’s
possibility, in which a flat-fan nozzle confirms drop in water density to about 997.55kg/m3
which is due to the bubble generation associated with cavitation, with no cavitation observed
in solid stream nozzle as shown experimentally in Fig. 6.27 and validated through Fluent
simulation shown in Fig. 6.28. so also liquid volume fraction fall below unity (1) for the flatdivergent nozzle as such as shown in Fig. 6.28.The length of the cavitation bubble generated
has measured to be about 4.5mm from the flat fan atomizer exit.
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Figure 6.28 Cavitation bubble generation as a measure of density
Indications also emerged that the cavitation bubble do exist in both the flat-fan and the solid
stream nozzles, only that the life time of the bubbles is shortened and limited to the nozzle
vena contracta in solid stream nozzle, whereas flat-fan nozzle achieved a longer bubble life
time extended and appeared outside the nozzle as shown in Fig. 6.29 (a) and (b).
Increasing the air concentration causes a decrease in the length of the cavitation bubble from
4.5 to nearly 2mm as shown in Fig. 6.30 using velocity vector shown in Fig. 6.31.It is now
evident that within the range of injection spray pressure investigated in this work, the effect
of cavitation erosion play no role in the mass of scale removed as reported in Section 6.6.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.29 Cavitation bubbles regions (a) Solid stream (b) Flat-fan atomizer
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Figure 6.31 Density vector velocities
6.5.2 Turbulent Kinetic energy
Considering this research investigation the effect of cavitation bubbles downstream of the
nozzle and its subsequent effects on aeration due to pressure effect with depth and the
subsequent erosion possibilities, it is then favour proceeding with the Flat-fan nozzle for
the further investigations, although other parameters such as the Turbulent kinetic energy
plays an important role in the descaling impact, however analysis indicate such parameter
do not survive up to ≤5mm downstream of the solid-stream nozzle as indicated in Fig.
6.32.This is in addition to its narrower spray width compared to Flat-fan atomizer, which
ultimately determines the covered area of impact compared to solid stream atomizer shown
in Fig. 6.33. Indeed, although increase in the spray angle of even the Flat-fan atomizer
decreases impact pressure,

25o spray angle was chosen in these investigations to

maximize impact.
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Figure 6.32 Turbulent kinetic energy comparisons
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Figure 6.33 Fluent turbulent kinetic energy (a) solid stream (b) Flat-fan atomizer
Apart from the turbulent kinetic energy, droplet momentum analysis was conducted using
the velocity profiles as the momentum factor in the next section.

6.5.3 Droplet momentum
The investigation further carried the analysis of the spray velocities as factor determining
the momentum and subsequent impact upon hitting the target scale, the simulation
indicated similarities in the velocities profile for both the Flat-fan and the solid-stream
nozzle, indicating that both are capable to deliver similar effect upon impact. The results
also indicated velocities of 110m/s at 25mm from the nozzle exit shown in Fig. 6.34,
which is slightly lower than the 117m/s measured using PDA in Section 4.3. Profiles of the
flow velocities images are also shown in Fig. 6.35.
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Figure 6.34 Velocities distribution in different nozzles
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Figure 6.35 Velocities’ colours for (a) solid stream and (b) Flat-fan nozzles

Moreover, while it is paramount to highlight the medium in which the scale cleaning is
preferred, the next section highlight the suitability of

both the air medium and the

submerged considering the turbulent nature of the experimental trials, as being multiphase behaviour in most cases, although it is air-water medium adopted for this
investigation.

6.5.4 Flat fan operating conditions
Evidences shown in section 6.5 including the cavitation bubble longer life cycle and
velocities profile leading to higher impact upon the target have favoured the selection of
Flat-fan atomizer over solid stream, this section investigation the medium and operating
conditions of the Flat-fan atomizer for the descaling experiment. The factors investigate
includes the medium of the experiment(submerged or air), while considering the profile of
pressure and the cavitation bubbles in both mediums, this enable an optimum conditions to
be applied to the experiments.
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6.5.4.1 Operating medium (Submerged and air medium)

While performing a descaling experiment, it is either performed with the water spray
enveloped in air or water (submerged) as a medium. Analysis of pressure profile along the
spray axis indicated that both the medium are capable of generating a pressure drop
necessary required for cavitation bubbles formation as shown in Fig. 6.36, indeed, this has
been shown experimentally in Fig. 6.27(a), also under submerged conditions shown in Fig.
6.37.
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Figure 6.36 Pressure profile for Flat-fan nozzle in different medium
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(a) Air medium

(b) Submerged medium
Figure 6.37 CFD pressure profiles for Flat-fan nozzle in different medium plane

6.5.5 Cavitation in Flat fan nozzles
Cavitation bubbles have emerged from the Flat-fan nozzle under both mediums due to the
indications of the substantial pressure equal or even below the saturated vapour pressure of
water. Although the extent of cavitation formation appeared higher for air medium with a
density of water dropping to about 994kg/m3 at room conditions, submerged conditions
only indicated density drop to about 997.6kg/m3 as shown in Fig. 6.38.Although
experimental images captured are only possible for submerged conditions shown in Fig.
6.27.
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Figure 6.38 Density at ambient condition in different medium

So far, performing the scale removal experiment has been found to be more suitable using
a Flat fan atomizer in air medium, in addition, increasing the air concentration will also
enable presence of compressive forces to aid the scale removal, therefore, the next section
provides the details of flow characteristics of the high pressure water sprays under aerated
conditions as shown in Fig. 6.39.
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(a)
Air
Figure 6.39 CFD Images of cavitation in Flat-fan atomizer in different medium
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(b) Water

6.5.6 Aeration effect on cavitation length in Flat fan (Entrained-air medium)
A significant contribution has been made in this section by establishing the mitigation of
cavitation damage through aeration especially in Flat fan nozzles. Research conducted by
many scientist including Perteka, 1968, suggested 0.4-7.4% as the air concentration necessary
to avoid cavitation in spill way dams, as he observed the increase in aeration causes reduction
of bursting and hammer noise indication that cavitation has been eliminated. Others include
Rasmussen with 1% air concentration for aluminium, Russell and Sheehan suggested 5.7%
for concrete and subsequently Galipelins 3.0-9.7 % for a grade C10-C40 concrete [105]. In
this investigation aeration of up to 12% were found to significantly eliminate the cavitation
completely to nearly zero as shown in Fig. 6.40.Considering this research analyse high
velocity flow of up to 140m/s at the immediate nozzle exit, most of the previous experiments
were conducted for high dams spill ways, having a velocity of not more than 50m/s [104].
Beside the cavitation bubbles, other flow characterization parameters were further
investigated in order to establish their effect on the scale cleaning as the major aim of this
investigation. These include the kinetic energy, droplet velocities and pressure as shown in
Fig. 6.41, 6.42, and 6.43, which do not show any variation with aeration. Perhaps these
properties have not been affected by aeration, but rather stress was proved to have been
induced[110] leading to enhanced erosion unto the scale surfaces considered.
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Figure 6.40 Aeration effect on cavitation
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Figure 6.41 Aeration effect on turbulent kinetic energy
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Figure 6.42 Aeration effect on droplet velocities
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Figure 6.43 Aeration effect on pressure
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6.6 Scale removal using measurement using CFD (Phase-III)
6.6.1 Scale removal set up
Scale removal prediction has been the primary target of this research work, and having
carried out the detailed characterisation of the water jet using CFD as well as experimental
measurements, validation will then be generated in this section to estimate the erosion rate of
the flat jet at different operating pressure as well as varying ambient conditions. Initial results
obtained using CFX-Fluent has shown the variation of the erosion along a wall hit by the
spray jet as shown in Fig. 6.44.

Figure 6.44 Erosion prediction using CFD

The plane selected for the scale removal simulations in indicated in Fig. 6.45, similar to the
size of the samples used experimentally for the soft scale. The plane was varied using
different scale samples available in the fluent models. The model shown in Fig. 6.45 is
compared with experimentally eroded area of the soft scale sample shown in Fig. 6.46.The
injection of the spray responsible for the erosion is shown in Fig. 5.47.
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Figure 6.45 Erosion plane

Figure 5.46 Experimental momentum impact variations
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Figure 5.47Simulated momentum impact variations
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6.6.2 Comparison of aerated and non-aerated scale removal
This section provides the comparison of the CFD scale removal between the non-aerated
and aerated results obtained. The sample for CaCO3 and CaSO4 were chosen from the
Fluent built-in materials library and the results obtained is shown in Fig. 6.48 and 6.49
respectively. Also CaO and CaSO4.2H2O are shown in Fig. 6.50 and 6.51.
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Figure 6.48 CaCO3 comparison
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Figure 6.49 CaSO4 comparison
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Figure 6.50 CaO comparison
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Figure 6.51 Gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) comparisons
Further comparisons between the experimental and Fluent simulation results are shown in
Fig. 6.52. Additionally, a general comparison between the mass eroded predicted using the
Fluent models and the experimental investigation were further compared with in Fig. 6.53
indicating a good agreement between the results, with the aerated simulated trials showing
higher erosion compared to the experimental results. This is possibly due to experimental
errors which the Fluent simulation did not encounter.
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Figure 6.52 Experimental versus CFD simulation erosion
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6.7 Summary
Using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Fluent and CFX codes in validating the
experimental trials investigated in this work, the following summary have been derived
from the simulation results


The five turbulent flow models namely Realizable k-e, RNG k-e, SST k-w, STD ke, and standard k-w show similar capability in predicting the flow behaviour of airwater systems, especially the cavitation tendencies due to pressure drop across the
atomizer throat which were confirmed experimentally through bubbles observed in
the flow as well as noise presumed by the cavitation.



The entrained-air velocities around the high pressure water sprays confirms a
values between 5 to about 20m/s outside the spray width similar to the
experimental results of 4 to 14m/s. However, within the sprays, CFD predicted
velocities up to 70m/s in the region where experimental trials could not be
performed.



The spray characterization in terms of drop sizes determined numerically using
CFD a value range of 40 to 80µm comparably similar to 55 and 81µm obtained
experimentally using PDA. The droplet velocities of 80 to 120m/s compared to 75
to 117m/s at stand-of distance range of 25 to 75mm downstream of the atomizer.



The air concentration variation from 0.0-12.0% has proven ability to mitigate
cavitation bubble length from about 5mm to nearly zero in the aerated chamber;
this led to the exemption of cavitation erosion at stand-off distance of 25mm where
the scale removal trials were conducted.



Scale removal erosion rate obtained using CFD is in agreement with the
experimental trials within about 7%.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Recommendations
7.1 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from this research which has successfully
developed an option of adopting aeration into descaling oil wells operations in which three
typical scale types involving hard, medium and soft samples having a Mohs hardness
index of 3.0, 0.9 and 0.2 respectively, as follows:


Air entrainment distribution was utilised to explain the variation of droplet impact
pressure during the scale removal.



Introducing aeration around sprays has been identified to cause compressive
stresses unto the walls leading to improved erosion in downhole scale during
descaling operations at even low spray pressure compared to the typical higher
pressure used in the industry.



Increase the aeration by changing the air flow rate between 3-12 % also increases
the amount of scale eroded.



Different scale samples respond to different erosion mechanism, which require a
separate descaling conditions, although all the three samples considered in this
research are eroded within 4.8-10MPa.



The interaction between air-water developed a pulling effect forces enabling the air
velocities increases towards the spray centre and decreases away from the spray
centre.



Interactions of air around a high pressure water sprays induced drag effect unto the
surrounding air, leading to generation a air velocity distributions around the sprays
with varying axial and lateral values ranging from 4 to 14 m/s.



The droplet size ranges of 55 to 81 µm and droplet velocities of 75 to 117 m/s,
enabling the droplet momentum and impact pressure at the highest at the centre of
the spray to be up to 1.45e-05 kgm/s and 0.15 MPa respectively.
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Aeration has shown significant increase in the compressive stress around the scale
samples leading to increased erosion by about 30% compared to non-aerated trials.



Aeration has been shown to significantly reduce or even eliminates cavitation
within 2-4 mm away from the atomizer eliminating the tendency of cavitation
erosion at 25 mm where the scale sample stand-off distance was chosen for this
study.



A scale removal of 12.80, 7.31, and 65.80 g was removed using the aerated
chamber compared to be 9.88g, 6.33g and 5.31 g for the non-aerated chamber.



Comparison of the current research with similar commercial descaling processes
utilising solid particles confirms an erosion rate of 12.80g compared to 6.1 and 25g
using a solid stream jets atomizer for 5 minutes, which poses a risk of
fragmentation of scale with a potential of longer maintenance duration. This
confirms the suitability of employing aeration in descaling instead using sterling
beads (solid particles).



The CFD simulation employ the five turbulent flow models namely Realizable k-e,
RNG k-e, SST k-w, STD k-e, and standard k-w. These show similar capabilities in
predicting the flow behaviour of air-water systems, especially the cavitation
tendencies due to the pressure drop across the atomizer throat, which was
confirmed experimentally through bubbles observed in the flow, as well as noise
the presumed by the cavitation.



The entrained-air velocities around the high pressure water sprays confirms a value
of between 5 to about 20 m/s outside the spray width similar to the experimental
results of 4 to 14 m/s. However, within the sprays, CFD predicted velocities up to
70 m/s in the region, where experimental trials could not be performed.



The spray characterization in terms of drop sizes determined numerically using
CFD give a value range of 40 to 80 µm compared to 55 and 81µm obtained
experimentally, using PDA. The droplet velocities of 80 to 120 m/s compared to 75
to 117 m/s at stand-of distance range of 25 to 75 mm downstream of the atomizer.



The air concentration variation from 0-12 % has proven ability to mitigate
cavitation bubble length from about 5mm to nearly zero in the aerated chamber;
this led to the exemption of cavitation erosion at stand-of distance of 25 mm where
the scale removal trials were conducted.
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Scale removal erosion rate obtained using CFD is in agreement with the
experimental trials within about 7 %.

7.2 Recommendations
Although this investigation considered details procedures of design and construction and
modification of the facilities used, therefore high level of breakthrough was achieved, still,
it will be recommended to carry out other task which were considered out of scope of this
research but may also contribute to knowledge gap:


Multiple atomizers could be design to utilize an overlapping scheme which enables
larger surface area of cleaning and combined impact pressure .



The nozzle orientation in this investigation was maintained at 90o to the scale
sample; however, alternative angular arrangement such as 30, 45 etc. might lift
chunks again which could provide additional erosion during the scale cleaning.



X-ray Diffraction to be carried out on the scale sample to confirm the actual
chemical constituents of the scale samples.



Fracture mechanics investigation be carried out to understand the erosion nature of
the scale samples.



The chamber for the experiment was designed with Perspex, with transparent
material for imaging and observation purpose having maximum design pressure of
0.5 MPa, although improved material selection can be made to enable a pressure
chamber that can withstand up to 1MPa could be used to investigate the effect of
air concentration above the 12 % as considered in this investigation.



The mechanism of erosion varies with the chemical and mechanical properties of
the scale, therefore each oil well producing scale requires details mechanical data
test for such scale sample prior to designing a suitable descaling scheme.



While this investigation utilised only Flat fan nozzles which have a proven high
pressure descaling capabilities, still, a combination of the Flat fan nozzles and solid
stream nozzles could be investigated as most current technology adopts multiple
number of nozzles.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Chamber Design
A1: Aerated chamber top section
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A2: Aerated chamber internals
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A3: Aerated chamber (scale section)
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Appendix B: Atomizer Header Design
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Appendix C: Overlap spray header design
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Appendix D: Overlapping Spray Pattern
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Appendix E: Flat fan Atomizer Chart
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Appendix F: CFD Graphics
F1: Density profile in flat fan atomizer(1bar)
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F2:Turbulent kinetic energy profile in solid stream atomizer
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F3: Velocity vectors in flat fan atomizer
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F4: Velocity profile in flat fan atomizer
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F5: Pressure profile in flat fan atomizer
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Appendix G: Calculations for commercial descaling
G1: Descaling Time for EW 873 field
3150ft
5ft/min

1ft

630min

0.3048m

60

G2: Mass of Scale removed for EW 873
14706kg

1hr

10.5hrs

60min

5min
14 Nozzles

G3: Mass of scale removed for Khuff field
2850kg

1hr

56hrs

60min

5min
11 Atomizers
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=10.5hrs
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